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FOREWORD 

This report contains an account of the work done in the Workshop on e+e- 

Physics at High Luminosities. The Workshop was sponsored jointly by the SLAC- 

LBL Users Organization (SLUO) and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. 

Over :50 physicists participated in 2 sessions, one on 30 November - 1 December 

1984 and one on 5-6 April 1985. The motivation for the workshop was provided by 

the realization that a simple inexpensive upgrade of PEP may lead to a luminosity 

of order 1O32 cm-2sec- ‘. The participants explored the physics opportunities that 

would become available for experiments logging 1 fb-‘. In addition the questions 

of optimal beam energy and detector upgrades were considered. 

Five working groups were formed, each with a convener, on the following 

subjects: B-physics (W. Hofmann), Two-Photon Physics (2. Layter), Quark and 

Gluon Fragmentation (C. Buchanan), New Particle Searches (M. Derrick), and 

Machine Physics (E. Paterson). This report starts with an introduction and 

summary. The hurried reader may limit himself to reading just this chapter and 

perhaps refer to later chapters for details. The other chapters elaborate on the 

above topics, and on the TPC and HRS detector capabilities. 

Many thanks go to the participants for their enthusiastic participation and 

especially to J. Weiss, who organized the first meeting of the Workshop and to R. 

Panvini, Chairman of SLUO, for his guidance. Nina Adelman and Helen Mogilev 

ran the Workshop secretariat with great skill. 

This report would not have been possible on such a short time scale without 

the able assistance of our typists Wanda Bradford, Lydia Beers, June Belew, 

Effie Clewis, Pam Guerra, Robin Shaver, and especially Lucy Cheung of the 

Publications Office and the able staff of the Illustration Office of Kevin Johnston. 

Hans Paar 
Workshop Chairman 
May 3, 1985 
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I. 1 GENERAL 

The Standard Model of electroweak interactions and Quantum Chromo Dy- 

namics of the strong interactions have met with considerable success. It is the 

task of experimental high energy physics to test all aspects of these theories in 

order to see whether they ‘tre correct and complete. In doing so one measures 

at the same time some of the many free parameters that appear in the theory 

and tests our ability to calculate these processes. Electron-positron collisions, 

hadron-hadron collisions and lepton-hadron collisions all have in the past ax,d 

will no doubt in the future contribute significan*Jy to this program. 

Some of the contributions of the experimental programs at the electron- 

position colliding beam machines PE’liRA and ?EF are the establishment of 

the gluon, the lifetime measurements of the r-lepton and the b and c quark, 

the measurement of quark and gluon fragmentation into observable hadrons, 

the measurement of weak-electromagnetic interference and the measurements of 

branching fractions. No new particles were discovered (‘bad luck’). The PE- 

TRA and PEP machines have covered center-of-mass energies of 20-45 GeV at 

luminosities up to 3 X 103’ cm-2sec- l. Measurements are reported based upon 

integrated luminosities of up to 200 pb-‘. 

The question arises as to whether the PETRA and PEP experimental pro- 

grams have fully realized their physics potential. As other electron-positron col- 

liders are operating at lower energies (DORIS II and CESR at around 10 GeV) 

or are planned at higher energies (SLC and LEP at around 100 GeV), it seems 

natural to study the physics impact of a high luminosity upgrade of PEP. 

A Workshop on e + - e Physics at High Luminosities was organized under the 

auspices of the SLAC-LBL Users Organization and Stanford Linear Accelerator 

Center. Five working groups were established on B-physics, Two-Photon Physics, 

Quark and Gluon Fragmentation, Rare Processes and New Physics and PEP 

Upgrade. All considerations are based on 1 fb-’ integrated luminosity which 

may take 2 years to accumulate if PEP’s luminosity is increased by a factor 
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5. In this chapter the main results of the workshop on these 5 subjects will be 

summarized. More detail is provided in the following five chapters. After these 

there are chapters on the TPC and HRS capabilities. These are followed by 

appendices on the theoretical aspects of B physics and BB-mixing, and one with 

the names of the participants. 

I.2 B-PHYSICS 

1.2.1 General 

Systems containing a bound state of a light up or down quark and a heav- 

ier strange, charmed or bottom quark are playing an important role in testing 

the standard theory. Heavy quarks decay into lighter ones by the weak charged 

current interaction. The experimental study of the kaon system has lead to the 

observation of K”s-mixing, CP violation, the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani mech- 

anism, the prediction of the c-quark including its mass, the Kobyashi-Maskawa 

matrix and the prediction of the (b,t) quark family. These aspects and some new 

ones, may appear again in the study of b-quark systems. 

The following issues will be discussed below: tagging, mixing, lifetimes, b + u 

transitions and CP-violation. 

I. 2.2 B- Tagging 

In 1 fb-’ and at 29 GeV CM energy one collects 35000 Bi? events or 70000 B’s. 

According to the LUND model, typical fiducial cuts would leave 25000 charged 

B’s, 25000 neutral B’s, 8000 strange B’s, 5000 B baryons, and, more speculative, 

200-2000 charmed B’s. These together form 9% of all hadronic events. B tagging 

can enhance this fraction, at the expense of efficiency, by using event topolgy, 

high pi leptons, high pT kaons, a specific final state or multiple vertices. The 

latter requires a vertex chamber with good resolution. Studies show that either 

the high pT lepton or a combination of topology and vertex cut lead to B samples 
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with 70% purity and with 2500 or 6000 events respectively. Requiring a D** in 

the final state results in a sample over 90% pure of 150 neutral B” events (this 

assumes that B 0 + D+*e-v dominates over B- -+ D+*r-.f?~) while Do or F tags 

lead to enhancements in charged or strange B’s respectively. Baryon tags (p or 

A) select baryonic B’s with high purity. 

I. 2.3 Mixing 

In analogy with K”%mixing, one may have Bz@ and B,z-mixing through 

the diagram of Fig. la. Many aspects of t he standard model enter in the evalua.- 

tion of the box diagram, including mt and K-M matrix elements. Any new physics 

that involves particles coupled to q-Larks will ccntrib-ate to mixing through the 

box diagram. Thus important constraints are imposed upon such new theories. 

One expects B,-mixing to be larger than Bd-mixing. Mixing is detected by the 

appearance of equal sign dileptons in the final state. We expect about 100 (200) 

equal sign dilepton events for 29 (22). GeV CM-energy with signal to background 

of 0.4 (0.8) leading to a 6 (9) standard d eviation effect (see Appendix B). It is 

interesting to note that this is competitive with CESR running at the T(4S), due 

to the fact that B,g production is above threshold at the T(4S) and BdBd or 
-- 
Bd Bd production in a p-wave is suppressed by Bose-Einstein statistics. 

I.2.4 Lifetimes 

The measurement of the b-lifetime is important for the determination of 

the K-M matrix. A more precise measurement of the b-lifetime is needed, for 

the charged and neutral B-mesons separately, to evaluate the influence of the 

exchange diagram, which contributes only to B” decay, with respect to the spec- 

tator diagram, which contributes to both B” and B* decays. The considerations 

below assume a vertex detector based upon the Radial Drift Chamber princi- 

ple. It is expected to measure impact parameters with a precision in the range 

20~ + 65/~/p to 40 + 13Op/p. With 1 fb-’ of data, one expects to measure the 
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b-lifetime with a statistical precision of about 0.06 psec and a systematic error 

of 0.05 to 0.1 psec, depending upon which B tagging method was used. A mea- 

surement of the difference of charged and neutral lifetimes, using for example 

a D-tag, is expected to have an error in the range 0.3 to 0.5 psec. A lifetime 

difference of this order or larger would be very interesting and it will be possible 

to measure 3t. 

1.2.5 V(b + u) 

At present an upper limit of lVbul < 0.014 exists, derived from the leptcir 

spectrum of semileptonic decay. This limit depends upon the assumption tnat 

the lepton’s momentum spectrum extends .lo larger momenta for b + u decays 

than for b + c decays. This seems plausible but depends upon details of hadron 

formation. A direct measurement of VbU can be made by measuring the branching 

ratio BR(B -+ rvr) given by the annihilation diagram of Fig. lb. One expects 

BR(B + rz+) 5 5 x 10B4(fB/200 MeV)2 x (VbU/0.014)29 probably too small to 

measure with 1 fb-‘. But if one should find a larger value, say 5 x 10T4 to 5 x 10m3, 

then one would conclude that either V bU is larger or that fB is larger. In the 

latter case B-mixing would be increased, r(B*) would exceed r(B”) by 50% and 

BR(F + rv) ~0.7 x 10m2(fF/200 MeV)2 N 8%. 

1.2.6 CP Violation 

CP violation is not expected to be observable with 1 fb-‘. To see an asymme- 

try (N+ - N-)/(N+ + N-) N 10e3 ’ m inclusive leptons from B-decay one needs 

lo6 events and one gets fewer than 10 4. To measure CP violation in dilepton 

charge asymmetry (N ++ - N--)/(N’+ + N--) N 10S2 to 10Y3 we need lo4 to 

lo6 dileptons. Fewer than 500 are expected. 



I. 3 TWO- PHOTON PHYSICS 

1.3.1 General 

Two photon physics has become experimentally feasible at the higher energies 

of PETRA and PEP. ITowever, maasurements have turned out to be very difficult. 

This is due to the fact thai, o~*~nrg to the Icw 77-CM energies, the final state 

has a low multiplicity of low energy particles at small polar angles. It is difficult 

to trigger efficiently and at low rate. To make matters worse, rates are low due 

to the fact that the 77-luminosity L,, N (10v2 - 10-‘5)L,,. Despite all thir, 

some interesting experimental results have been obtained that motivated much 

theoretical work. Below we discuss some of them. 

1.3.2 Deep-Inelastic e7 Scattering 

To observe deep-inelastic e7 -+ e had scattering, the outgoing lepton needs 

to be detected at small angles. Figure 2 shows a possible layout with Ql in the 

new closer position. The front face is at 3.5 m, using the TPC/Two-Gamma 

detector as an example. One measures the structure function Fz(x, Q2), where x 

is the fraction of the target photon’s momentum found in the struck quark and 

Q2 is the four-momentum squared of the probing photon, see Fig. 3. 

It was thought initially that this measurement of Fz constituted one of the 

best tests of QCD as it predicted both the x dependence of Fz and its Q2 de- 

velopment. It was later realized that higher order corrections are important. 

Furthermore the hadronic vector meson component of the target photon compli- 

cates the interpretation of experimental results. Fortunately one is relatively free 

of these complications for x > 0.3 and one expects Fz to rise linearly with In Q2. 

We show this in Fig. 4, where Fz has been averaged over x in the interval 0.3 < 

x < 0.8. The data are consistent with the required Q2 dependence but the error 

bars are very large and the x range used in the averaging is very large. 1 fb-’ 

would allow x bins of 0.1 and smaller error bars. If the beam energy is lowered 

from 14.5 GeV to 11 GeV, the last point at Q2 = 100 GeV2 would be lost. 
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One has a handle on the VMD contribution to the structure function. By 

using the topology of the final state, the VMD related part (particle production 

along the beam-axis) can be suppressed relative to the pointlike part (high pT 

particle production). The precision of the A measurement from Fi is among the 

most precise of all A determinations, underlining the need to clarify the issue of 

its theoretical interpretation. 

1.3.3 Missing Mass Search 

Using double tagged events one determines the 77-CM energy directly from 

the scattered leptons. The central detectcr is used only to define a hadronic 

final state. Resolutions of 1% at 14.5 GeV have been achieved with NaI shower 

detectors leading to good missing mass resolution. In Fig. 5 we show what a 

12 GeV narrow resonance with a two photon width IYrr = 0.4 MeV would look 

like. Figure 6 gives upper limits that can be set on Irr for 1 fb-’ integrated 

luminosity. Chiral invariance implies that spin 0 particles couple to fermions 

proportional to the fermion’s mass. This suppresses their production in e+e- 

collisions. On the other hand no such suppression is present in their coupling 

to two photons. This leads to Prr ci O(10 MeV) for such particles, well within 

the sensitivity indicated in Fig. 6. This technique is competitive with untagged 

resonance detection. The latter relies upon detecting all decay products so one 

loses by the branching ratio and the acceptance for observing all decay products. 

The mass resolution at fixed mass improves with lower beam energies: at 22 GeV 

e+e- CM-energy it is typically 30% better than at 29 GeV. This compensates 

partly for the reduced 77-luminosity. 

1.3.4 Charmonium 

An example of resonance detection by reconstruction of the exclusive final 

state is given by the qc t nr+nr-?r+~-. D a a on this from the TPC/Two-Gamma t 

detector has been reported. With their presently better momentum resolution 
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and 1 fb-’ we expect the effective mass spectrum shown in Fig. 7. The qc, ~0 

and (xz,~:) are clearly visible. The measurement of their 77-widths provides an 

important test of the potential model of charmonium. Single tagging is expected 

to reduce the background by a factor 2 and the signal by 20% due to their different 

Q2-dependence. The hlata are ccnsistent with that expectation. 

1.3.5 Gluonia 

The formation of resonances by 77-collisions provides a means for dete,*- 

mining their quark and gluon content. Together with their radiative decays, 

constraints result on the amount of u, d, and s quarks. 

As an example, consider the $. One writes: 1~‘) = 5 [Iul+ I41 +J’ I4 +z IG) 
where IG) stands for neutral gluonic content and of course x2 + y2 + z2 = 1. 

One finds, using I’,,($) = 3.8 keV that x = 0.51 f 0.05, y = 0.77 f 0.13 and 

z = 0.39 f 0.18. These values for x and y may be compared with those measured 

in J/+ + 7~’ by the MK III Collaboration: x = 0.34 f 0.05, y = 0.72 f 0.12. 

Standard SU(3) assignments are: x = 0.82 and y = 0.58, while in octet-singlet 

mixing with a mixing angle B = -10 degrees, required by the Gell-Mann-Okubo 

mass formula, one has x = y = 0.71. 

A similar analysis can be performed for other neutral resonances. 

I.4 QUARK AND GLUON FRAGMENTATION 

I.4.1 General 

The fragmentation of quarks and gluons into observable hadrons is described 

by models based on general ideas of QCD. The models are necessary because it 

has been impossible thus far to calculate such non-perturbative effects. It is of 

course hoped that this will be possible eventually. When that happens, it will be 

useful to have models that describe a large body of data. 
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Initial experimental results on event topology are described successfully by 

several models such as the Independent Fragmentation Model (Feynman-Field, 

Ah-Hoyer), the Clustering Model (Webber) and the String Model (Lund). More 

recently data with particle identification have become available, and the models 

are required to accommodate this. It is expected that we can further discrim- 

inate between models as high st&isticj data with high resolution and particle 

identification become available. Below we review some interesting processes. 

1.4.2 Event Topology 

Recent experimental work by the JADE and TPC groups have eliminated the 

Independent Fragmentation Model by studying in detail the particle distribution 

between jets in 3-jet events. This is shown in Fig. 8. The Independent Frag- 

mentation Model does not describe the data owing to the fact that it predicts too 

many particles between the two quark jets. The Cluster Model does not describe 

the data sample that contains a heavy particle as well as the String Model (Fig. 

8c), while it is indistinguishable from the String Model in Fig. 8a and b. The 

Cluster Model has not yet been tuned as extensively as the String Model for this. 

The effects that are observed are sensitive to particle masses, therefore particle 

identification is important in these studies. 

We note that at 29 GeV center of mass energy 12% of the events contain 3 

jets while at 22 GeV this fraction drops to 6%. 

1.4.3 Two-Particle Correlations 

The study of two-particle correlations gives information on particle produc- 

tion in jets and the mechanism that is responsible for short range and long range 

flavor correlations. Figure 9 shows the charged K-K rapidity correlations as mea- 

sured by TPC. Kaons with rapidity between 1.5 and 4.0 are selected; then the 

density of oppositely charged kaons minus that of the same sign charged kaons is 
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plotted. There is evidence for both short and long range correlations. The sta- 

tistical accuracy of the data does not allow for a discrimination between different 

models at this moment. 

The TPC group has presented data on pp correlations, clearly ruling out the 

Cluster Model (see Fig. 10). In this model, the p and p are produced isotopically 

in the pi center of mass (dashed line in Fig. 10a). The String Model predicts 

peaking along the jet axis (solid line in Fig. 10a). Acceptance modifies the curves 

as shown in Fig. lob. Although the data favors the String Model, again more 

statistics would definitely settle it. Furthermore the study of pT correlations cf 

the two baryons is sensitive to the mechanism for baryon formation within che 

String Model. 

I.4.4 Heavy Particle Production 

Heavy particles preserve the momentum information of the fragmentation 

process better than light particles such as pions which frequently are produced 

from resonance decays. A and other strange baryons, D, F, D*, F* are produced 

in substantial numbers in 1 fb- ‘. It is expected, on the basis of presently seen 

event numbers, that TPC will obtain 28000 p (p), 14000 A (a), 1500 C**, 600 H-, 

280 EeO and 180 R-. This is a new testing ground for fragmentation models. We 

show in Fig. 11 the D* fragmentation function from HRS and TPC and in Fig. 

12 the F fragmentation function from HRS. Again the need for more statistics is 

clear. 

1.4.5 Exotic Probes into the Hadronization Process 

With high statistics, high resolution data, some unusual effects become mea- 

surable. Here we mention two: A polarization and the Bose-Einstein interference 

effect in like-sign pion pairs. 

TPC has preliminary evidence for A polarization, see Fig. 13, as function 

of PT. The effect is only 2a and therefore polarization is not established; 1 fb-’ 
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is expected to give a larger than lOa effect. The String Model can account for 

this, although with large uncertainties; the Cluster Model cannot (yet). The 

String Model’s explanation depends upon the detailed mechanism for production 

of an ss pair and ud diquarks. Conversely, a measurement of the A polarization 

as function of pT wil: constrain the String Model’s prediction (now a band in 

Fig. 13). This in turn will affect baryon production in general, if indeed that 

depends upon diquark production. 

The Bose-Einstein interference effect in like-sign pion pairs has been demon- 

strated among others by the TPC group. It shows up as an enhancement in 

the production of pairs of identical particles with small relative momenta. In 

Fig. 14 this enhancement R is plotted as function of Q, twice the momentum of 

a particle in the rest frame of the pair. The measurement relies upon particle 

identification: plotting R for equal sign particle pairs, without regard for particle 

species, diminishes the effect. The effect has a sharp Q dependence near Q = 0 

and it is important therefore to obtain much more statistics in order to be able 

to bin the data in smaller bins near Q = 0 and obtain a precise value of R at Q 

= 0. None of the hadronization models can account for this effect so far. 

I. 5 RARE PROCESSES AND NEW PHYSICS 

L5.1 General 

Apart from the gluon, no new particles have been discovered at PEP and 

PETRA. This is in marked contrast to their predecessors SPEAR and DORIS. 

One can think of several reasons for this: the new particles may be too heavy; 

the experiments are not looking in the right way for them; the cross sections may 

be too small or they may not exist. A high luminosity PEP upgrade will ensure 

that we continue to address at least the second and third items above. Below we 

mention some possible avenues to pursue with higher luminosity. 
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1.5.2 Charged Particle Searches 

The PEP and PETRA experiments have set mass and cross section limits on 

a large number of postulated particles. Insofar as a given cross section limit was 

determined in a process free of background, higher luminosity will lead to lower 

upper limits on the cross se&ion r)r the discovery of the particle in question. 

An example is the limit on production of stable factionally charged quarks, 

by the TPC: R, 2 lo- 3. Another type of search, leading to mass limits larger 

than the beam energy, is the production of an excited electron e*. Here one 

looks for deviations from QED in the reaction e+e- -+ 77 with e* exchange. The 

present limit is rnz > 60 - 70 GeV. The sensitivity scales as Li so a factor 10 in 

luminosity improves the limit by a factor 1.3. 

1.5.3 Search for SUSY Particles 

Limits exist, based upon pair production of such particles. As the cross 

section is given in this model, the existing mass limits can only be improved by 

going to higher energy. 

Mass limits beyond the beam energy have been obtained by searching for 

singly produced SUSY particles, but again these limits are-hard to improve by 

going to higher luminosity. 

An example is the e+e- annihilation into 2 photinos, accompanied by radia- 

tion. An E is exchanged; the only particle detected is the radiated photon. The 

ASP experiment is designed specifically to search for this reaction. This experi- 

ment is expected to set a 60 GeV limit on the mass of the E. The sensitivity goes 

as (:fZ) i. A factor 10 in luminosity improves the limit by a factor 1.8. 
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I.5.4 Z” Decay 

One expects 6000 virtual Z” produced in 1 fb-’ at 29 GeV (5500 at 22 GeV). 

These are large numbers and in fact the Z” + VP decay is expected to be seen 

at the ASP experiment. 

Already at present luminositks, the Zc production has given a result comple- 

mentary to the pi collider regarding the production of monojets. If the monojets 

from UAl are produced through Z” decay, one would expect to have seen 10-20 

monojet events at PEP. This is not the case and the Z” is therefore ruled out a-c 

a source of monojets. 

It is desirable to enhance the capability, as exempiiSed above, to complement 

results from higher energy machines. 

I.5.5 Mass Limit on u, 

The present limit is m(v,) < 150 MeV from MK II (7 + 37r*7r”z+) and 

DELCO (r + KKrrv,). This limit can be improved by selecting decays into 

hadronic final states with the highest possible effective mass. The recent obser- 

vation by HRS of r + 57r*7r”vz decays, combined with their excellent resolution, 

resulted in an upper limit of 89 MeV. With an achieved mass resolution of 10-15 

MeV and 27 events expected in 1 fb-‘, an upper limit in the lo-20 MeV range 

can be obtained. 

I.6 PEP UPGRADE 

1.6.1 The Machine 

Several possibilities exist for increasing the PEP luminosity. In the mini-maxi 

scheme, three of the six intersections, equally spaced around the ring, would have 

their /?: and /3; reduced by a factor 3 while the other three intersections would 

get very large p*. Increasing the number of circulating particles N by fi results 
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in an increase in luminosity by a factor 3& k: 5 for the same value of the tune 

shift AZ+. The chromatic aberrations are also similar to present values. As the 

present machine operates comfortably at l = (2 - 3) x 103’ cm-2sec-1, one may 

be reasonably confident that this solution will work. An additional increase in 

luminosity might be obtained wi’.h non-zero dispersion in the intersection points. 

This improvement is more specu!ative and can be kept in reserve. The mini-maxi 

scheme requires the construction of twelve new high precision quadrupoles and 

associated hardware. 

Another possibility is to use, as much as pxsible, existing hardware. The 

present quadrupoles nearby the intersection can be moved closer to the interac- 

tion point and by lowering the bea- n energy from 14.5 to 11 GeV, one obtains 

the required shorter focal length. Wigglers are required to keep the beam sizes 

at the beam crossings the same. To keep Au,, constant, one varies N in pro- 

portion to E so the luminosity L: (proportional to N2) goes down by a factor 

(14.5/11)2 = 1.7. So the net increase in lZ is a factor 3fi(11/14.5)2 = 3. Other 

schemes are possible and are under study. 

I.6.2 Optimal Beam Energy for Physics 

In view of the economies obtained by lowering the beam energy from 14.5 to 

11 GeV with a concomitant reduction in luminosity by a factor 1.7, we review 

the physics requirements upon the beam energy. 

All processes with cross sections proportional to l/s will have the same event 

yield at either beam energy. Lifetime measurements, obtained by measuring 

impact parameters, do not benefit much from higher beam energies, owing to the 

fact that the increase in the impact parameter nearly saturates at these energies. 

The fraction of tracks with p > 1 GeV in the wrong hemisphere is 1% at 11 GeV 

and drops to 0.3% at 14.5 GeV, small in both cases. Of B decays, 70% have 

all tracks in one hemisphere at 11 GeV, 85% do so at 14.5 GeV. The number of 

high momentum tracks from B decay increases from 1.8 at 11 GeV to 2.5 at 14.5 
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GeV while the number of non-B tracks increase from 7.5 to 9.0. However these 

are easily discriminated against by a rapidity cut. The number of 3-jet events is 

larger at the higher energy. This is an advantage in the study of gluon jets. 

In conclusion, for annihilation physics, 14.5 GeV is favored over 11 GeV but 

not overwhelmingly so. Th.is slight preference for the higher energy might be 

offset by the advantage of obtaining a dataset at a different energy. 

The case for Two-Photon physics is clearly in favor of 14.5 GeV. The ratio 

of 77-luminosity f& for beam energies of 11 and 145 GeV are given in TL,- 

ble I. The entries in the third column are calculated under the assumption that 

Lc,“,pgr(ll GeV) = 3fi(11/14.5)2 1,n,0w(14.5 GeV) = 3Lzlw(14.5 GeV). The lu- 

minosity upgrade with 11 GeV beam energy gives an increase in &, for W c 12 

GeV and a decrease for W > 12 GeV. 

Table I. Ratio of &, at 11 and 14.5 GeV 

W &Y(11)&(144 
(77-CM Energy) (for same f?,,) 

3 0.82 2.5 

5 0.74 2.2 

9 0.53 1.6 

12 0.37 1.1 

15 0.12 0.4 

Another case to consider is exemplified by the search for SUSY particles. As 

long as no background is present, the mass limits one sets are approximately pro- 

portional to (sL)i; if background events are present, the limit is approximately 

proportional to (sf.?);. Changing the beam energy from 14.5 to 11 GeV necessi- 

tates an increase in L of a factor 1.7, just to break even. In any case, the APS 
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experiment expects to see a few events from Z” -+ v~ from the present run of 

100 pb-‘, thereby entering the background regime. 

In conclusion, the arguments are largely in favor of the higher beam energy. 

Moving the quadrupoles and lowering the beam energy reduces the flexibility of 

the machine, in particular to go hack up to higher energy. However an upgrade 

with a beam energy of 11 GeV is preferable to no upgrade at all. 

I. 7 COMPARISON OF HIGH LUMINOSITY PEP WITH OTHER FACILITWS 

In comparing B physics at PEP and CESR, the following differences are 

apparent. CESR runs with advantage at Ihe 7?(4S), resulting in 2 x lo6 B’s 

in 1 fb-‘, with 33% purity; the B’s being produced essentially at rest. PEP 

obtains 60 x lo3 B’s in 1 fb-‘, with 9% purity; and the B’s move. The rate 

advantage of CESR over PEP is large. It is somewhat offset by the fact that one 

almost always knows at PEP, contrary to CESR, which tracks belong to which 

jet. This reduces the combinatorial background at PEP. A further advantage of 

‘moving’ B’s is that a precision lifetime measurement of B mesons is possible. 

Further, CESR running at the T(4S) is below threshold for B,E production 

with important consequences for mixing. We conclude that the advantage in 

rate of CESR over PEP in B physics is at least partially offset by the above 

considerations and that the two experimental programs are complementary. To 

be sure, B physics is going to be hard at both PEP and CESR. 

The comparison with SLC and LEP is interesting: BB production at an up- 

graded PEP is equal to that at SLC or LEP when they run at L = 103’ cm-2sec-1. 

At least initially, SLC is not expected to run at these luminosities. If and when 

it or LEP run at l > 103’ cm-%sec- I, PEP will cease to be competitive in 

hadronic physics. One should keep in mind however that average multiplicities 

of 20 charged and neutral each, are expected at SLC and LEP. Furthermore, the 

data at PEP will be simpler in that it will contain fewer multiple jet events and 

in this sense data from PEP will be complementary to data from SLC and LEP. 
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In conclusion, the consensus among the Workshop participants is that the 

physics program at PEP will be very worthwhile with a high luminosity upgrade 

and people eagerly await its implementation. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Box diagram for mixing (a), Feynman diagrams for B decay (b). 

2. TPC/Two-Gamma apparatus with tagging and quadrupole in mini-maxi 

pcsition. 

3. Deep-inelastic ey scattering. 

4. F2 as function of Q2. 

5. Missing mass spectrum showing a 12 GeV resonance with Prr = 0.4 MeV. 

6. Upper limits on Prr that can be obtained with 1 fb-‘. 

7. z+rT-zr+z- effective mass spectrmir, untagged. 

8. Particle density in S-jet events from TPC, (a) all charged particles and 

photons, (b) those charged particles and photons satisfying 0.3 < pout < 

0.5 GeV where pout is the momentum out of the event plane, and (c) a 

heavy particle sample of charged and neutral K, p and A. 

9. K rapidity correlation for charged kaons. 

10. The angular distribution of the pp axis with respect to the jet axis in the 

pp center of mass. The solid line is the Lund String Model, the dashed 

line is the Cluster Model, (a) before detection efficiency, (b) with detection 

efficiency. 

11. The D* fragmentation function. 

12. The F fragmentation function. 

13. A polarization as function of PT. 

14. Correlation in like-sign pion pairs as function of Q. Q is twice the momen- 

tum of a particle in the rest system of the pion pair. 
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I I. 1 INTR~DUOTION 

This report is structured as follows: in the introductory part we briefly review 

the history of B-physics at PEP, present the assumptions concerning luminosity 

and event rates, and discuss the main physics goals. In the next section we 

intrcduce a variety of “too?s” relevant for the study of B physics at a modified 

PEP. We begin by summarizing our assumptions concerning B hadron production 

and decay, and also regarding the detector used for the following quantitative 

estimates of rates, backgrounds etc. Based on this modeling, we address questions 

such as the optimum center of mass energy for B physica at PEP and ways to 

select clean samples of bb events, and we point out some of the possibilities and 

limitations in the reconstruction of decay verticei, with a vertex detector. Finally, 

we present a sample of “physics benchmarks” and discuss the physics output to 

be expected from a high luminosity PEP. 

It should be pointed out that we see as the purpose of this report to give the 

reader the material required to form his own opinion about the possible physics 

output resulting from a PEP upgrade. We feel that this goal can be achieved 

better by discussing the general “tools” and a few detailed examples rather than 

by running through the usual “shopping list.” 

II.l.l The Past: B Physics at PEP 

Despite its late start, PEP has accumulated a quite impressive list of contri- 

butions to the physics of b-quark production, fragmentation and decay. Among 

the highlights are the first measurement of the b-quark fragmentation function 

by the Mark II group,[ll revealing a rather hard fragmentation spectrum which 

connrmed theoretical speculations based on earlier measurements of charm frag- 

mentation functions (also pioneered by the Mark II at PEP), and the recent 

measurement of the lifetime of hadrons containing b-quarks by the MAC121 and 

Mark 11[31 groups. This measurement was essential in the determination of pa- 

rameters in the Kobayashi-Maskawamatrix141 as well as for estimates of the mass 
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of the top quark. Numerous other investigationsI have furthered our knowledge 

of leptonic branching fractions of B hadrons, the electroweak couplings of heavy 

quarks and the structure of events containing heavy quarks. The luminosity 

upgrade of PEP is a must if these successes are to be continued in the future. 

II.1.2 The Future: LuminMtv .uld S&S 

We shall adopt the dogma of this workshop, namely the integrated luminosity 

of 1000 pb-’ for a first round of one or two years running. Justifications of this 

number will be given elsewhere in these proceedings. We note that 1000 pb- ’ 

at 29 GeV center of mass energy will yield 35900 b’? events, or 70000 hadrons 

containing b quarks (the nomenclature used here and in the following is that b 

denotes a b-quark, and B a hadron containing a b and a light antiquark). Includ- 

ing radiative corrections, event selection efficiencies and a fiducial cut requiring 

an angle of at least 40’ between event axis and beam direction, we expect 62000 

B hadrons in the detector, subdivided into 25000 charged B’s, 25000 neutral B’s, 

8000 strange B’s and 5000 B baryons (assuming that the b quark picks up u,d,s 

quarks from the vacuum in a ratio of 3:3:1; QCD cluster models which do not 

rely on this picture predict higher strange-B rates). An interesting possibility 

is the exclusive production of charmed B mesons;161 although the rates are too 

low to be of any importance at 29 GeV center of mass energy, the process may 

become detectable if the energy of PEP is to be lowered significantly. 

II. 1.3 Physics Goals 

According to the presently favored “standard model” the fundamental parti- 

cles include three generations of leptons - (e,v,), (p, v~), (7, z+) - and three gener- 

ations of quarks - (u,d), (c,s), (t,b). Th e interactions between these fermions are 

mediated by vector bosons - 7, W *, Z” and the gluon. Despite the tremendous 

success of the standard model in explaining many phenomena, many important 

tests have not yet been made, and many basic parameters such as the number of 
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generations and the typical mass scales cannot be explained within the model. 

The study of particles containing the heaviest of the well-established quarks, the 

b-quark, provides an important testing ground for the theory. 

Via the emission of charged vector bosons, the heavier quarks decay to lighter 

quarks and leptons, In the standard electroweak model, these transitions between 

generations can be parameterized in terms of the Kobayashi-Maskawa 3 x 3 

matrix of amplitudes.14] Because of unitarity constrains, the matrix elements c%n 

be expressed in terms of only three fundamental mixing angles and a phase. Th.e 

decays of the lighter quarks u,d,s,c are ess cztiall!:- determined by one of the three 

angles; to study the remaining two angles, and to fully test the consistency of 

this description, decays of third-gen.ration quarks have to be studied. 

For example, neutral B mesons should exhibit similar mixing phenomena 

as observed for neutral kaons.[7,8] The mass matrix determining BB mixing is 

calculated by computing the box diagrams shown in Fig. la. Apart from the 

KM matrix elements, the amount of mixing depends on the t-quark mass and 

on properties of the meson wavefunction such as the B meson decay constant f. 

Although there is some uncertainty in those factors, one expects a few per cent 

mixing for B”, and substantial or even complete mixing for the B,. The reason 

for this difference are that in contrast to the B,, the couplings contributing to 

the B” mixing are suppressed by small KM angles. Besides testing the stan- 

dard model, measurements of the B mixing severely constrain extensions of the 

standard model, since many of the new particles introduced in such theories will 

contribute to B mixing through the box diagrams (see Appendix B for a more 

detailed discussion). 

Given a non-vanishing phase in the KM matrix, one can “explain” the phe- 

nomenon of CP violation in the K” system, which is so far the only unambiguous 

experimental evidence for CP violation. The possibility for gaining insight into 

the origins of CP violation is thereby greatly limited; neutral B mesons, on the 

other hand, are expected1 8pgJoj to violate CP symmetry to a degree governed by 
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the same phase parameter. CP violation in B decays manifests itself in two ways: 

through off-shell transitions to heavy flavors creating CP admixtures in neutral 

B mesons in analogy to the CP violation characterized by the parameter e in the 

kaon system, and through on-shell B decays, corresponding to the e’ of the kaon 

system. Whereas the chances to observe CP violation in BB mixing are slim,[8~10] 

CP asymmetries of up to 305 are expected for exclusive on-shell decays.[lO] Since 

the corresponding effects for the charm system should be small, on-shell B decays 

may be the only other process besides the kaon system where CP violation can 

potentially be detected. 

Of interest also is the spectroscopy of B-mesons. The study of b-quark bound 

states makes it possible to tune the mass ratio of the two-body system over an 

enormous range and provides a continuous transition from non-relativistic to 

highly relativistic bound states. PEP offers the potential to explore bound states 

of b and s quarks and possibly, at reduced ems energies, of b and c quark states. 

Decays of B mesons also provide a laboratory to study strong interactions. 

Naively, one expects that B meson decays are governed by spectator diagrams 

(Fig. lb), given that the spectator decay rate is proportional to the fifth power 

of the quark mass, whereas the helicity-suppressed non-spectator modes go as 

the second power of the mass. This suppression can however be avoided by 

emission of a gluon, and estimates of these QCD corrections indicate that in 

the case of a B” non-spectator diagrams may contribute up to 30-40% of the 

decay rate.[l’] The relative importance of non-spectator channels determines the 

semileptonic branching ratios and the lifetimes of B mesons. Data on these 

B decay mechanisms not only tests QCD corrections, but is also required to 

establish a meaningful relation between measured B-particle decay rates and the 

KM matrix elements. 

The variety of experimental techniques used to study B’s reflects the diver- 

sity of the questions outlined above. Whereas some problems are more easily 

accessable if B’s are produced at rest, others, such as lifetime measurements, 
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obviously require moving B’s. As discussed in the next chapter, the PEP energy 

range offers the advantage that decay products of B and B are kinematically 

well separated. At PEP strange B’s and B baryons will be produced as well as 

charged and neutral B’s. This has drastic consequences, e.g. in the search for 

BB mixing. It is our point of view that extensive B-physics programs both at 

PEP and at CESR represenr com,4emcntnry efforts rather than competition and 

will result in mutual benefit. 

II.2 TOOLS 

In this section we will present the “tools” required for a sensible evaluation of 

the physics output to be expected from a high-luminosity PEP. Among the tools 

required are obviously a reasonably realistic model of both the detector and the 

physics processes as well as techniques to select and reconstruct the events; we 

will also face the question of the optimum center of mass energy for this kind of 

physics. 

11.2.1 Detector and Event Simulation 

One of the major detectors at an upgraded PEP will be the TPC facility,[12] 

with some modifications compared to the present setup in order to make optimum 

use of the high luminosity. Tracking, momentum measurement and particle iden- 

tification will be provided by the Time Projection Chamber in the 1.35 Tesla field 

of the superconducting solenoid. Combined with a vertex detector, a momentum 

resolution of dp/p = 1.5% at low momentum and 0.3%~ at high momentum 

should be achievable, compared to a present resolution of 1.5% at low momen- 

tum and 1%~ at high momentum (without using the vertex constraint). Particle 

identification will be provided by measurement of the ionization energy loss. Fig- 

ure 2a demonstrates the particle separation obtained with the present setup: at 

low momentum, the electron, muon, pion and proton bands are well separated; 

at high momentum, electrons and pions are easily distinguished from heavier 
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hadrons, and kaons and protons are separated by 1 to 1.5 S.D. The quality of 

particle identification in the present TPC is summarized in Fig. 2b; a positive 

identification is typically possible for about 5060% of the tracks. The improved 

momentum resolution provided by the vertex detector will improve the particle 

identification siightly; in addition, dE/dx measurements in the vertex detector 

(operated with a gas whicn exhibits litt!s relativistic rise) will help to resolve 

some of the overlap regions. In the present study, we assumed a TPC operated 

at the usual 8.5 atm. pressure. If necessary, the momentum resolution at 11~~ 

momentum can be improved by a factor 2 by reducing the pressure to 4 atm., c.t 

a rather small loss in identification power. 

The assumed detector differs from the present facility mainly in the replace- 

ment of the inner drift chamber by a radial drift chamber under development 

at LBL,[13] and in the reduction of the total amount on material in front of the 

main tracking chamber. The radial drift chamber occupies the space between 5 

and 18 cm radius and should provide a resolution in the r - 4 plane of better 

than 30 /.L for each 5 mm track segment. Multiple tracks can be resolved if they 

are separated by more that 1 mm. A 1 mm Be beam pipe at 5 cm radius and 

a modified pressure vessel reduce the amount of multiple scattering and photon 

conversion. Our Monte Carlo simulations - which include the effects of track 

overlap, inefficiencies etc. - indicate that about half of the charged tracks at 

angles of more than 30’ with respect to the beam line exhibit an average error in 

impact parameter of 20 p+ 65 p/p (in GeV); for the other half the resolution is 

40~+130~/p ( w h ere the two terms are meant to be added in quadrature). The 

present track fit does not treat the multiple scattering in the material between 

vertex detector and TPC in a optimal way; a more sophisticated fit should im- 

prove the resolution, in particular at low momentum. Based on the experience 

gained with the MAC vertex detector, a likely scenario is also that beam pipe 

and vertex detector will be moved to a smaller radius. 
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Though the TPC facility emphasizes tracking and identification of charged 

particles, the detector will be complemented by the barrel and forward electro- 

magnetic calorimeters and by muon chambers, as in the present setup. 

In order to estimate detection efficiencies and backgrounds, annihilation events 

were generated using the LUND event generator, version 5.3.[14] The particles 

were tracked through a detailed simulation of the detector. For the purpose of 

this study, we assumed a conservative value of 1 ps for the lifetimes of particles 

containing b quarks, and the PDG values[15] for the lifetimes of charmed parti- 

cles. A realistic simulation of both B particle production. and decay are of course 

essential. We compared the predictions for inclusive z, K and p spectra and mul- 

tiplicities with data from CLE0,[161 and found agreement within errors (with a 

slight tendency for the model to underestimate the decay multiplicities). A well- 

known problem of previous versions of the model - the misrepresentation of the 

rather hard D-meson spectrum from B decay&‘] - seems to be cured meanwhile 

(Fig. 3). Of course, at PEP energies B-mesons are not produced exclusively. The 

inclusive B-meson spectrum and the number of particles produced in addition to 

the B’s was compared with experimental data,(5~18] and no major disagreements 

were uncovered. 

Obviously, the actual TPC facility in 1987 may differ from our model, and 

other detectors with different strength and weaknesses will be operating at PEP. 

Moreover, Nature may decide to ignore the predictions by the LUND Monte 

Carlo and go its own way. As a consequence, efficiencies and rates quoted in the 

following should not be taken too literally. We will, however, point out those 

predictions which are very sensitive to details in the modeling. 
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X2.2 The “Best” CMS Energy for B-Physics - Is There a Cheap Solution? 

Out of the many possibilities to realize increased luminosities at PEP, one 

attractive solution is based on the reduction of the ems energy to 22 GeV or 

less. 31 this case, use of the existing quadrupoles at the interaction regions 

would result in considerable savi:.gs. In this section we will address the possible 

losses or gains resulting from a lower ems energy. Obviously, the question of 

the “best” energy is a very complex one and the answer will depend on the 

weight attached to various physics goals, on the detector performance etc. R-e 

will concentrate on two main aspects: the measurement of lifetimes of B particles 

and the reconstruction of their decays. A number of relevant quantities discussed 

in the following are displayed in Fig. 4 for ems energies between threshold and 

60 GeV. Although the Monte Carlo is not too reliable for energies above 60 GeV 

(it is based on 2nd order QCD), th e curious reader can extrapolate the curves to 

SLC or LEP energies without too much trouble. 

The mean flight path of a particle with a finite lifetime is given by I = prcr. 

Since the momentum distribution of B hadrens will scale in x = p/G at energies 

sufficiently above the kinematic threshold, I increases in proportion to fi, as 

illustrated in Fig. 4a. However, the quantities measured experimentally are 

impact parameters of tracks, not the decay length. The impact parameter b of 

a track is given by b zz crl, where cy is the angle of the track with respect to the 

parent’s direction of flight (assuming Q < 1). Since Q! decreases as l/rparent, the 

average impact parameter reaches an asymptotic value of the order cr (Fig. 4b); 

hence little is gained by increasing the energy beyond the point where Apparent Z 1. 

A more important constraint comes from the fact that the measurement of impact 

parameters of low-momentum tracks is severely limited by multiple scattering in 

the beam pipe. Adopting 1 GeV/c as a somewhat arbitrary cutoff, the number 

of high-momentum tracks from the decay of a B particle increases from 1.8 at 

22 GeV ems energy to 2.5 at 29 GeV (Fig. 4~). At even higher energy, the 

advantage of having a larger number of high momentum tracks is partly offset 
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by the fact that those tracks are close together and the chance of track overlap 

in the vertex detector increases. 

Another aspect is how often a high-momentum track will be misassigned to 

the wrong B, because it is emitted into the backward hemisphere with respect 

to the R direction of Eight. At threshold, the probability for such a confusion is 

obviously 50%, decreasing to l-2% at 22 GeV and reaching an asymptotic value 

of 0.3% at 30 GeV (Fig. 4d). Altogether, a higher ems energy will simplify 

lifetime measurements somewhat, but there is certainly no qualitative difference 

between 22 and 29 GeV; in particular, the higher event rate at 22 GeV (assuming 

a constant luminosity) will probably result in a net improvement compared to 29 

GeV. 

In the reconstruction of exclusive B-decays, the main problem is the combina- 

torial background. A typical event (Fig. 5a) will contain tracks from the primary 

vertex and from the second B particle in addition to the “wanted” tracks from a 

B decay. The number of additional tracks increases with ,/Z (Fig. 5b). The fact 

that B particles typically carry a large fraction of the beam momentum and sit at 

the end of the rapidity plateau however provides a powerful selection crititerion: 

the rapidities of decay products are similar to the rapidity of the B particle, hence 

a cut in rapidity will drastically reduce the combinatorics. This is evident in Fig. 

6, where the rapidity distribution of decay products of a given B is superimposed 

to the total rapidity distribution. In particular, at 29 GeV 85% of all B’s have 

all decay tracks in one hemisphere of the event (compared to 70% at 22 GeV). 

Adjusting a rapidity cut such as to typically retain all tracks from a given B, 

the number of tracks not associated with the given B but accepted by the cuts 

drops from about 5 at BB threshold to about 1.5 at 20 GeV and above (Fig. 

7). it is interesting to note that with appropriate rapidity cuts the combinatorial 

background does not get worse as the energy is increased beyond 20 GeV; the re- 

construction of B’s at the SIC will most likely be not more difficult than at PEP, 

despite a large increase in the total hadron multiplicity in the events! As we will 

see later, mass resolution and reconstruction efficiencies are fairly independent 
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of the energy, too. 

We can summarize this discussion by saying that there are certainly no strong 

arguments favoring 29 GeV as compared to the 22 GeV option; the “best” energy 

will be the one which enables us to collect the largest number of B events as soon 

as possible! 

It is finally interesting to compare efficiency and rates of several B sources 

available in the near future.llOl Table I gives a comparison of the estimated rates. 

The quantity fB is defined as the fraction of the total cross section leading to BB 

pairs, and measures the signal-to-background ratio. The assumed luminosities 

are 1030 (TEV I), 1O32 (upgraded PEP), 1Q30 (initinl SLC operation) and 1031 

(LEP). For the fixed target experiment, a total ;vsable rate of ?O’/sec has been 

assumed. 

Obviously, e+e- machines enjoy a tremendous advantage in signal-to- 

background ratio over hadron machines. This, and the fact that production rates 

and momentum are well-known makes it likely that the decisive experiments on 

B physics will be done at e+e- machines. In the near future, until LEP and its 

detectors with good particle identification come into operation, PEP certainly 

offers a competitive environment. 

X2.3 Tagging Methods 

Despite the fact that e+e- storage rings provide in relatively clean source of 

B particles, one will often have the problem to further enhance the fraction of 

b-events, and to select an event sample where b quarks dominate. A variety of 

properties of b-jets can be exploited for this purpose. We consider the following 

signatures for B-events (Fig. 8): 

1. High pT leptons. Because of the large B mass, leptons from semileptonic 

B decays typically have larger transverse momenta with respect to the jet 

axis than leptons from other sources such a charm decays. 
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Table I. Rates and Backgrounds for Various B Sources 

Source 4 
(GeV) 

mot 
Total 

Interaction 
rate 

(W 

fB BB 
10’ set 

TEV II 
(fixed target) 45 50 mb 10’ 10-6 108 

TEV 1 (PP) 2000 100 mb 105 10-4 108 

CESR (e+e-) 10.6 5 nb 0.3 .25 7 x 105 

PEP (e+ee-) 29 .4 nb 0.04 .09 4 x 104 

SLC (e+e-) 92 30 nb 0.03 .14 4 x lo4 

LEP (e+e-) 92 30 nb 0.3 .14 4 x lo5 

2. High pT kaons. One might expect that similar to leptons, kaons can be 

used to tag B’s. 

3. Event topology. Since the heavy B particles decay isotropically, b-events 

will exhibit a different topology than the well-collimated, or at least planar 

jets resulting from the fragmentation of light quarks. 

4. The finite lifetime of B-hadrons can be exploited to select events with mul- 

tiple decay vertices. 

The quality of any given selection criterion can be measured in terms of its 

efficiency E defined as the fraction of true b-events retained by the selection and 

by the purity v of the resulting b sample. We shall often refer to the enhancement 
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factor g instead of the purity q. The enhancement factor is defined as the ratio 

between the efficiency for b-events and the average efficiency for u,d,s,c-events for 

a given selection criterion. Using c and g has the advantage that these quantities 

are multiplicative if (approximately) independent selection criteria (such as the 

vertex tag and the topology tag) are combined. An enhancement factor g = 10 

will result in. about 59% b-purit;;; in order to obtain 70% purity, a g of 25 is 

required. 

The Lepton Tag 

Using leptons to select b-events is a standard, well-understood technique 

used, e.g., for the measurement of b quark fragmentation functions and in the 

measurement of semileptonic branching fractions and lifetimes of B hadrons.[2~3~s] 

Typical requirements are a minimum transverse momentum of 1 GeV/c and a 

minimum total momentum of 1.5 GeV/c for the lepton.[5] Backgrounds arise due 

to leptons from charm decays, non-prompt leptons from z and K decays, Dalitz 

decays of 7~~‘s and photon conversions in the beam pipe, and finally misidentified 

hadrons. The TPC group has published results based on 77 pb-l of data;i31] 

our extrapolations are based on those numbers. After cuts to enhance leptons 

from B’s, the present samples consist of 80 (155) electrons (muons). About 69% 

(76%) of th e e 1 pt ons stem from B’s (including the B + C + lepton cascade); the 

charm background, non-prompt leptons and misidentification account for 31% 

(24%) of the sample. With a vertex detector, the non-charm backgrounds in 

the electron sample can be reduced drastically. Figure 9 shows the momentum 

distribution of large-pT electrons and the estimated backgrounds. The dotted 

line indicates contributions from misidentified hadrons, which are minimal be- 

cause of the excellent particle identification in the TPC (here combined with the 

leptan-hadron separation based on the longitudinal and transverse shower shape 

measured in the barrel calorimeter). The dashed line indicates the background 

due to photon conversion in the 0.2 radiation length of material in front of the 

TPC. With a vertex detector and a thin beam pipe, this background is virtually 

non-existent, leaving only a contamination by leptons from charm decays (about 
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15%). Extrapolating the numbers to 1000 pb-‘, we expect a sample of 3000- 

4000 events with leptons in the b-region, a b-purity well above 70%, and a charm 

contamination of the order of 15%. The corresponding efficiencies are 7-9%; the 

enhancement factors range from 25-35. 

The Kaon Tag 

Somewhat to our surprise, a large pT kaon is not a very efficient way to select 

B’s. Given the kaon identification in the TPC (which is about 50% efficient 

and yields a kaon sample of more than 70% purity), the maximum enhancement 

factor obtained was 1.3, at a rather low sc!ectior: efficierhcy of 10%. 

The Topology Tag 

A b-selection based on the event topology was used by the TASS0 group in 

their measurement of the B lifetime;l1gl the selection consists of dividing events 

in two hemispheres, then boosting each group of particles in the rest frame of a 

typical B hadron and calculating the sphericity in the boosted system. For real b- 

events, both hemispheres will exhibit large sphericities due to the approximately 

isotropic B decay. The TASS0 analysis required a minimumvalue for the product 

of the two sphericities derived by this method. Other topological selection criteria 

based on sphericity, aplanarity and thrust values have been studied by the TPC 

group and others. In either case, the conclusion is that enhancement factors of 

4-5 can be reached for efficiencies of about 30%. The enhancement factor cannot 

be raised beyond 5, even at reduced efficiency. An interesting aspect is, however, 

that enhancement factors of about 2 can be obtained with excellent efficiencies 

of the order of 60-70%. This is particulary important in that a topology tag can 

distinguish between b-events and c-events, as evidenced by Fig. 10.120~211 The 

topology tag therefore complements e.g. a vertex tag, which offers only a limited 

distinction between b and c-events (at least at PEP energies), due to the finite 

lifetime of charmed particles. 
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Tagging Using Secondary Vertices 

A simple method to select events with secondary vertices if to require a 

certain minimum number of tracks with large impact parameters with respect to 

the nominal interaction point (after tracks from K” and A decays are removed). 

Figure 11 demonstrates that a vertex detector as discussed above does indeed 

provide a measurement error \,*hich is smali compared to the typical impact 

parameter for a large fraction of tracks. Unfortunately, this method is of limited 

use at PEP, since the size of the beamspot (which will be similar to the present 

beamspot of 500~ x 65~) is of the same order as the impact parameters. Sines 

the position of the interaction point within the beam eneveloppe is not known, 

this increases the effective error on the impact parameter significantly. For this 

reason, we considered tagging methods which do not rely on the knowledge of 

beam position and width. 

Basically, an event is divided into two jets, and an effective vertex is calculated 

separately for each set of tracks (VI, Vz in Fig. 12a). We consider the projection 

D of the distance between those two vertices onto the event axis, with the sign 

convention that a finite decay path results in a positive D. For light quarks, 

the distribution in D will be centered about D = 0, whereas quarks with a 

finite lifetime exhibit a shift towards positive values. Figure 12b displays the 

pronounced difference between u,d,s events and b events; requiring a mimimum 

distance of 0.5 mm will greatly enhance the b fraction among the events. The 

width of the distribution for light quarks is dominated by the resolution of the 

vertex detector (Fig. 12c), the shape of the distribution for b-quarks is almost 

independent of the resolution and is governed by the lifetimes of B and C hadrons, 

and by the fraction of tracks coming from the primary vertex. Whereas light 

quarks are easily removed by this technique, charmed quarks constitute a serious 

background (Fig. 12d). Although the typical distance between the two vertices 

is smaller because of the larger fraction of tracks from the primary vertex, the 

large abundance of charmed quarks makes a sufficient rejection difficult. More 

sophistication than just finding an average vertex for each jet is called for. 
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As a first step, we calculated the most likely position of the primary vertex 

based on the vertices for each jet and on the beam profile (Vs in Fig. 12a). 

Next, tracks are reassigned to the vertex to which they come closest, and new 

vertices 1 and 2 are calculated using the tracks not assigned to the primary vertex. 

The procedure can be iterated, if necessary. We concentrate on the vertex with 

the largest distance from the beam spet and calculate the invariant mass of all 

tracks associated with that vertex. Given a correct assignment of tracks, charm 

events should exhibit masses below 2 GeV. Requiring a mass greater than 2 GcV 

indeed enhances the fraction of b events (Fig. 13). The event topology providts 

additional selection criteria. 

By combining the requirement of a minimam distance of the vertices 1 and 2, 

the mass-cut and the topology tag, we arrived at the tagging efficiencies and pu- 

rities displayed in Fig. 14. The lines represent the maximum efficiency achieved 

for a given purity, for a vertex detector like the one discussed above with an 

average resolution of about 100 p/p, and a 50 p/p detector corresponding to a 

beam pipe at 2.5 cm immediately followed by a radial DC. For 70% purity, we 

obtain efficiencies between 10 and 20%. Further optimization of the cuts and 

of the tradeoffs involved will improve those numbers somewhat; based on our 

experience we would not count on drastic improvements, however. When trying 

to achieve a given purity using different combinations of cuts on distance, mass 

and topology, the resulting efficiencies were remarkably stable. 

The results on tagging methods are summarized in Table II. It should be 

mentioned that any tagging method introduces a bias in the resulting b sample. 

Whereas this bias is obviously drastic in the case of a lepton tag, it is almost 

negligible for a topology tag. The vertex tag yields a sample which is biased 

towards larger decay lengths, and it may be questionable if such a sample can 

be used e.g. for lifetime measurements. Our studies showed that for the method 

discussed above, the bias is relatively small, since the required minimum separa- 

tion of the vertices (about 0.5 mm), is small compared to the average separation 

of the b-vertices (1.2 mm or more, if particles from charm decays are included in 
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Table II. B-Tagging Methods 

Tag cuts g E No. of b-Events 
Accepted 

- 

Lepton P, PI > 25 8% 2500 

Kaon P,PI < 1.3 10% 3000 

Topology 
Sphericity 

Thrust 4 30% 10,000 

Sec. 
Vertex 
and Topology 

D, Iviass 25 i5--20% 6000 

the effective vertex for a jet). 

X2.4 Vertex Reconstruction 

A typical b-event has at least 5 vertices: the primary vertex, two B decay 

vertices and two charm decay vertices. Being able to reconstruct all these vertices, 

if only for a limited number of events, would clearly be an extremely valuable 

tool. Given that the resolution on impact parameters is small compared to typical 

impact parameters, one might hope that such a reconstruction is indeed possible. 

The scanning of a large sample of events however indicates the opposite. A 

frequent problem is displayed in Fig. 15a. Here one of the tracks from a charm 

decay extrapolates back to the primary vertex and cannot be assigned uniquely. 

Typical events shown in Fig. 15b,c,d serve to illustrate the problem further: there 

are either too few tracks (b), t oo many tracks (c) or the B and C decay vertices 

are too close to be separated (c),(d). E ven with an ideal (but two-dimensional) 

vertex detector, reconstruction of all vertices is almost impossible. The reason 
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is easy to understand: in a twwdimensional projection, the typical 10 charged 

tracks form 100 intersections. Half of those can be eliminated because tracks from 

a charm decay e.g. will not end up in opposite hemispheres of the event. Among 

the remaining 50, only those vertices which have 3 or more tracks associated 

with them can be unambiguously reconstructed. Very often, however, a vertex 

nas two or fewer charged tracks vyithin the defector acceptance. Those vertices 

cannot be found, i.e., cannot be distinguished from intersections of unrelated 

tracks. Although a full reconstruction may be possible for a very minor fraction 

of the events, only three-dimensional tracking will imprcve the situation. 

II.2.5 Summary on “Tools” 

The main conclusions obtained so far are: 

1. Center of mass energy: in the range between 20 and 30 GeV, no particular 

value of fi offer major advantages or disadvantages. Whereas the lifetime 

measurements are slightly easier at higher energies, given a fixed luminosity 

one would almost certainly prefer the higher rate at the lower energies. 

2. Tagging: the most useful tags for b-events are likely to be the lepton-tag and 

a secondary-vertex tag combined with a selection based on event topology. 

Either method results in sample purities of 70% or higher. 

3. Vertex detector: a high-resolution vertex detector is necessary for the tag- 

ging of b-events; any improvement in resolution translates into a higher 

efficiency for a given purity or vice versa. It seems, however, that even a 

-very good 2-dimensional vertex detector is of limited use as far as the ver- 

tex association on a track-by-track basis is concerned. Such an association 

is of course possible on a statistical basis or possibly on a track-by-track 

basis for a small sample of events. 

4. Further tools: a very powerful tool for selecting tracks from a given B 

hadron is provided by the clustering in rapidity of such tracks (Fig. 6). 
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Furthermore, we will see later that events with reconstructed charmed par- 

ticles should aide the reconstruction of the event geometry considerably. 

By combining the rapidity information, the data from the vertex detector 

and “bump hunting” a full reconstruction of a few hundred selected events 

should be possible. 

II.3 PHYSICS “BENCHMARKS" 

Based on the tools for the simulation and reconstruction of events discussed 

in Chapter II, we will discuss the expected performance of a TPC-like detecto: 

at a high-luminosity PEP. A few classical examples will be discussed in detail. 

The topics covered are: lifetime measurements, reconstruction of B decay modes, 

and the search for mixing and CP violation in the B system. 

11.3.1 Lifetime Measurements 

One of the obvious tasks at a high luminosity PEP will be the precise mea- 

surement of lifetimes of B hadrons, and the attempt to find differences in the 

lifetimes of charged, neutral and strange B mesons. The tools for lifetime mea- 

surements are summarized in Fig. 16: one can use the distribution of lepton 

impact parameters with respect to the nominal beam position, or the hadron 

impact parameters in tagged events or use methods based on the separation of 

the vertices found for each half of an event (Fig. 12a). Using lepton impact 

parameters - as in the original measurements by MAC121 and Mark 11131 - min- 

imizes the (still sizeable) systematic errors, since the lepton will in about 70% 

of all cases stem from the B decay vertex, whereas hadrons can come from the 

primary vertex, the B decay vertex or the C decay vertex. In this case, detailed 

knowledge about the event structure, the decays of B mesons and the spectrum 

and lifetimes of charmed particles from B decays is required, resulting in larger 

systematic errors. Lifetimes derived using the vertex separation suffer from the 

same problems. For events selected using the vertex tag, the distribution of decay 

lengths will be biased, resulting in a reduced sensitivity. 
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Measurements of the lifetime using lepton impact parameters suffer from 

the large beam size which dominates the measurement errors. This error can 

be reduced, if only approximately horizontal leptons are considered. As in the 

Mark II analysis, only leptons below a certain maximum impact parameter error 

are used, trading precision against statistics. Figure 17 shows the distribution of 

impact parameters if a maxmmm error of 100 ,CL is chosen. The number of leptons 

corresponds to a 1000 pb-’ data sample. The asymmetry due to the long-lived 

B particles is clearly visible. A maximum-likelihood fit to a sum of contributions 

from charm (with fixed charm lifetimes) and bottom gives a statistical error cn 

the average B lifetime of ho.06 ps. If the cut on the vertex error is relaxed, the 

number of leptons increases, but the shape of the distribution is smeared out and 

the resulting statisticai error turns out to be nearly independent of the chosen 

cut. 

Most sources of systematic errors in lifetime measurements are related to 

the limited statistics available for the measurement of quantities such as the 

b fragmentation function, the detailed response of the detector etc. Studying 

these sources in detail, we believe that with a high-statistics event sample sys- 

tematic errors can be reduced roughly in proportion to the statistical errors; we 

expect systematic uncertainties on the average B iifetime of the order of 3~0.05 

ps. Measurements using hadron impact parameters in lepton tagged events or 

measurements of the vertex separation provide larger statistics, but are less sen- 

sitive to the B lifetime. As a result, statistical errors from those methods are 

similar to those for the lepton impact parameters. Based on the present expe- 

rience, we expect their systematic errors to be at least twice as big as for the 

lepton measurement. 

While measurements of average B lifetimes are relatively straightforward, the 

measurement of flavor-identified lifetimes, in particular of the B* - B” lifetime 

difference, is difficult even with a high statistics data sample. One can try to: 
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1. Find evidence for a dual slope in the distribution of lepton impact param- 

eters. 

2. Compare the average lifetimes measured using leptons and hadrons. We 

expect that neutral and charged B’s are produced at identical rates (the 

anomaly causing different D* and Do rates due to vector meson decays 

does not repeat itself in the B systekn). The hadronic lifetime will hence 

represent a linear average of the lifetimes. The average leptonic lifetime, 

on the other hand, is weighted with the leptonic branching fractions, which 

are proportional to the lifetimes. 

3. Try to tag flavors on an event-by-event b-csis. 

In each case we encounter severe difficulties. The distribution of lepton im- 

pact parameters shown in Fig. 17) was generated using different lifetimes - 0.6 

and 1.6 ps - for charged and neutral B’s. The data is certainly well described 

by both a single exponential smeared with the resolution (dashed curve) or by 

a double exponential (full curve). Based on a likelihood fit, the two-lifetime so- 

lution is preferred by slightly over two standard deviations over a single lifetime 

(Fig. 18). The sensitivity to lifetime differences varies strongly with the life- 

times; it is e.g. impossible to exclude a component with very short lifetime (and 

hence vanishing leptonic rate). It is because of this reason that the fit does not 

reproduce the assumed lifetimes very well - any positive fluctuation near zero 

impact parameter lookes like a short-lived component. Based on fit results for 

different lifetime combinations, we believe that this method has a resolution in 

the lifetime difference of about f0.5 ps under optimum conditions. 

The second method is complementary to the first in that it has maximum 

sensitivity for a short-lived component. In the limit of one vanishing lifetime, 

the two averages differ by a factor two. Unfortunately, the method is quite 

insensitive to small lifetime differences (Fig. 19); a difference of 50% in the 

lifetimes corresponds to an only 10% change in the ratio of leptonic to hadronic 

lifetime, and hence to the limit of experimental sensitivity. 
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We investigated various techniques to directly tag charged and neutral B’s 

Looking at Fig. 6, an obvious idea is to simply sum up the charges of tracks 

with rapidities above 0.5, say. Figure 20 shows that based on the sum of charges, 

the composition of the B sample can indeed be varied, but only to a relatively 

small degree. If, for the charge-fagged samples, lifetimes are determined using 

one of the standard methoda, ws expect a. statistical error on the lifetime differ- 

ence which is about 10 times the error on the average lifetime. Using the vertex 

assignment in addition to rapidities could result in a moderate increase in sensi- 

tivity. With charge-tag techniques systematic errors will largely cancel, as far as 

lifetime differences are concerned. 

A more promising, although somewhat speculative way is to tag B’s by their 

charmed decay product. This is illustrated in Fig. 21. From the investigation of 

semileptonic b 4 c 1221 decays we know that the invariant mass of charmed quark 

and spectator typically corresponds to the mass of a charmed meson, i.e. in most 

cases no extra particles besides the charmed meson will be produced. Since the 

b decays via a charged current, a charged B will dominantly decay into a neutral 

charmed meson, and vice versa. If we assume a similar situation for hadronic 

decays (i.e., if the quarks created by the W and the c-quark/spectator system 

fragment independently, which can be expected since each system already forms 

a color singlet), the charge of a D meson is related to the charge of its parent B 

even in hadronic decays. The correlation is weakened because of the possibility 

of D* production followed by decay into a charged pion and a D, and because of 

the possible existence of non-spectator decay modes; in either case, however, one 

finds that a D+ or D*+ should provide a good tag for neutral B’s. This tagging 

scheme was found studying B decay modes predicted by the LUND model (which 

provides a reasonable description of the inclusive D spectrum from B’s and which, 

by the way, includes a certain amount a decays where c quark and spectator are 

combined with quarks from the W, according to the relevant color factors). The 

exclusive B decays detected in the CLEO detector[23l do not favor such a decay 

scheme, but given the present statistics and backgrounds they do not contradict 
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it either. 

Figures 22 and 25 present the flavor composition of B particles in the same 

jet as a high-momentum “tag-particle”. Such a tag would be applied after a 

general b-event selection. The plots given here do not include the typical 30% 

contamination of the E-event sample; neither are contaminations due to misiden- 

tified tag-particles included. Figure 22 shows tile frequency of different B-mesons 

in jets containing a D**; the LUND model predicts that over 90% of the B’s are 

charged. Using the D* reconstruction efficiencies obtained with the TPC for the 

1982/83 data, we expect about 150 b-events with reconstructed high-momentum 

D*‘s (x > 0.4). The D* signal has very little background (Fig. 23), and will 

improve further because of the higher momentum resolution obtained already 

with the superconducting coil and later with the vertex detector. Due to the ex- 

cellent particle identification of the TPC, it will also be possible to use Do (Fig. 

24) and F tags, resulting in enhanced samples of neutral and strange B mesons, 

respectively (Fig. 25). 

It is likely that our present decay model overestimates the possible enhance- 

ment factors; on the other hand, the effect irLdicated in Fig. 21 has to be present 

at some level. In events tagged by charmed particles, lifetimes can be measured 

either by studying the impact parameter of the reconstructed charmed particle 

with respect to the nominal beam position, or by reconstruction of the B decay 

vertex. In events with a fully reconstructed charmed hadron, such a reconstruc- 

tion (for the jet containing the D) should be much easier, since one vertex is 

known. Lifetime measurements using flavor-tagged B’s should reach sensitivities 

comparable to present measurements of B lifetimes. In addition, measurements 

of the semileptonic branching fractions of charged, neutral and strange B’s should 

be possible with approximately 30% error. We believe that the event sample with 

detected charmed particles will prove most valuable in other areas as well, such 

as in the reconstruction of exclusive B decays. 
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An interesting outlook is the tagging of B baryons using fast protons or 

lambdas; according to the LUND model 64% (87%) of b-jets containing a proton 

(lambda) contain a B baryon (Fig. 26). Based on present efficiencies for baryon 

identification, we expect about 100 events of each type, enough for a coarse 

measurement of lifetimes and possible semileptonic branching fractions. 

Table III summarizes the expected precision for lifetime measurements; the 

estimates of systematic errors are obviously somewhat uncertain. Wheress a 

rather good precision will be reached for the measurement of average lifetimes, 

one will most likely not be sensitive to the expected lr&40% lifetime difference 

between charged and neutral B’s. The limits on lifetime differences will be guod 

enough to establish the relation between b quark lifetimes - and hence KM ma- 

trix elements - and particle lifetimes with more confidence then nowadays. It 

is important to point out that there are a number of rather different methods 

available to measure both average lifetimes and differences; the variety of mea- 

surements will help to control systematics and to further improve the precision 

of measurements. 

X3.2 B-Reconstruction 

While PEP is unlikely to compete with CLEO in the measurement of B 

branching fractions into exclusive decay modes, it is important for the under- 

standing of B spectroscopy to measure the masses of strange and (somewhat 

unlikely) charmed B mesons and baryons. Exclusive decays may also provide the 

most stringent limits/measurements of CP violation. 

Consider first decays into charged particles only. According to the LUND 

model, typical branching fractions into charged-only modes are about 0.5%. Mass 

resolution and detection efficiency for these decays are shown in Fig. 27; typical 

efficiencies are around 40%. The mass resolution of about 45 MeV is 5 to 10 times 

worse than obtained at CLEO, due to the absence of a beam-energy constraint. 

Including the detection efficiency and cuts to reduce backgrounds, we expect 
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Table III. Precision of Lifetime Measurements 

AVERAGE LIFETIME: 

Method 

Lepton Impact Parameter 

Hadron Impact Parameter 
Lepton Tag 

Hadrons, Vertex Tag 

FLAVOR IDENTIFIED LIFETIMES: 

Method 

Statistical Errors System Errors 

0.06 ps 0.05 ps (?) 

0.06 ps 0.10 ps (?) 

0.05 ps 0.10 ps (?) 

Sensitive to Lifetime Differences of 

Lepton Impact Parameter 

Hadron/Lepton Lifetime 

Charge Tag 

Charm Tag 

> 0.6 ps 

> 0.6 ps 

> 0.5 - 0.7 ps 

> 0.3 - 0.5 ps (?) 

to see about 20 B”, 20 B*, 5 B,, and 5 B baryons. Including decay modes 

with one or two ?y”, those numbers will increase by factors of the order 2-5; 

detailed predictions are difficult since there is not yet enough experience with 

the performance of the TPC barrel calorimeter in conjunction with the thin 

superconducting coil. It is however unlikely that final states with more than 

two TO’S can be reconstructed. Reconstructed decay modes are dominantly low 

multiplicity modes, such as Dr, Dr~r, DKKr, DKKr7r and $k with a leptonic 
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decay of the $. The last mode is predicted to account for about 5-10% of the 

reconstructed events and is a candidate for a search for CP violation. 

So far, we have not addressed the crucial question if those events can be 

separated from the background, given the comparatively poor mass resolution. 

Fortunately, the combinatorial background be reduced drastically by a few simple 

cuts. Since a B carries most of tile momentum of a b-jet, jets containing B’s with 

charged-only decays are characterized in that a large fraction of the jet energy 

is carried by charged particles. Requiring 12 to 13 GeV charged energy for a jet 

retains almost all events with B decay candidates and rejects about 95% of tE.2 

background events. The number of particle combinations to be tried within a 

given event can be limited since we know that in a b-jet particles with rapidities 

above 1.5 will almost certainly stem from the B, and particles below y=O.3 are 

probably not to be associated with the B decay. This leaves for typical events 

only few combinations to try. For example, in over 25% of the events the region 

y > 0.3 will contain all B decay products, and no other particles. In addition, one 

can require a mass combination consistent with a charmed particle. Although 

there are no final background estimates as of the time of this writing, it seems 

likely that B*‘s and Be’s can be found without too much trouble. The situation 

for strange and baryonic B’s is more complicated. Since typically only 50-60% 

of the decay particles can be identified unambiguously, reflections from non- 

strange B’s create fake mass peaks, and strange B’s with misidentified decay 

products result in long tails of the mass distribution. In the case of strange B’s, 

some of these problems (but also the rate!) can be reduced by requiring an F 

meson. Detailed predictions are difficult because of the lack of experience and 

large enough Monte-Carlo event samples. As evidenced by CLEO, the search 

for such decays requires a certain learning process, and we will count on the 

ingenuity of the experimenters. 

Besides fully reconstructed decays, there is a wide field of partial reconstruc- 

tion, as exemplified by the measurement of two-body decays of the B mesons 

by the CLEO group. 1241 This again will be a field that evolves once one has a 
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large data sample and a good deal of experience of how to deal with it. We will 

mention here only a possible measurement of an interesting rare decay mode, the 

decay B + 7~. 

The decay B --+ ru provides one of the few model-independent ways to mea- 

sure the b + u transition matrix element. The present limit Vbu/Vhc < 0.14 ~51 

has been derived based on the lepton spectrum in semileptonic decays and re- 

lies on plausible but yet unproven assumptions about the dynamics of B decays. 

Better limits can be obtained indirectly using unitarity constraints on the KM 

matrix.[26] The B -+ r~ decay rate (Fig. 28) depends on the square of Vbu, the Xl 

meson decay constant fB, the Fermi coupling constant and phase space factors.127] 

The B meson decay constant can be derived from known light-meson decay con- 

stants by scaling arguments, or from potential models;[28) possible values range 

from 0.13 to 0.22 GeV, with favored values around 0.2 GeV. To estimate the 

branching ratio, one can either calculate a total decay width using the b + c and 

b + u matrix elements 

3107 f,21Vbui2 / lVbc12 Br(B + 7~) = - ~ 
Mb5 9.671vbu12 / lvbc12 + 3.07 

or use the measured B lifetime, resulting in the simple expression 

Br(B + TV) = 96.8 fB2 lVbu12 

Based on these formula, one expects branching fractions of the order 10d4 to 

5 x 10m3. Although these values are tiny, it appears to be possible to achieve 

sufficient sensitivity, because these events, given that the r decay results almost 

always in a single fast charged track, have a rather unique signature: an isolated, 

high-momentum track recoiling against a high-multiplicity b-jet (Fig. 28). The 

absence of such events for the given luminosity would correspond to a 90% C.L 

limit on the branching fraction of 3 x 10m4 at 29 GeV ems energy, or less for lower 

energies and comparable luminosity. First rough background estimates indicate 
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that at this level background contributions are non-negligible. But even the limit 

at some 10m3 possibly achievable in this case represents a valuable extension our 

knowledge. 

11.3.3 Mixing and CP Violation 

As a last example, we will address the question of the measurability of mixing 

and CP violation in the B system. Detection of mixing, i.e. the transistion of a 

neutral B meson (either Bd or BB) into its antiparticle requires the simultaneous 

identification of both B hadrons in an event. A utandarl way is to look for like- 

sign leptons from B decays in opposite jets. In the standard model, the mixing 

rate r defined in terms of the lepton rates as 

r = (B + B -+ e+X)/(B + l-X) 

is small for Bd mesons, since the Cabibbo suppressed box diagram (Fig. la) 

causing the mixing competes with the Cabibbo favored decay into a W and a 

C. For strange B mesons, on the other hand, the box diagram involves Cabibbo 

favored transitions and mixing is expected to be almost complete, making it 

easier to study mixing at PEP, where B, are produced, as compared to CESR. 

For exclusive BB production at threshold, mixing is further suppressed since the 

BB pair is produced in a p-wave state, and one has to include effects due to Bose 

statistics. In more detail, we expect for BB systems with odd and even angular 

momentum: 

e=1 even !Z 

R=BB --) BB + e-e-X + C.C. 0.01 - 0.08 0.04 - 0.23 for Bd 

= BB + e+.!-X 0.10 - 0.30 0.30 - 1.0 for B, 

At PEP energies this effect can be neglected, since both even and odd states 

will be present and since often a neutral B will be produced e.g. together with 
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a charged B; in such a case the particles are not identical after a mixing. In 

the standard model, we expect that the BB mixing violates CP symmetry. For 

semileptonic decays, the following ratios of rates are of interest: 

indicates CP violation 

(2) “+-ST-- #O indicates mixing 

(3) N++-N-- #O N++ + N-- 
indicates both mixing and CP violation 

Here N refers to lepton rates for a given lepton charge, or to the rate of 

dileptons in opposite jets. (1) and (3) are insensitive to backgrounds in the sense 

that misidentified hadrons or leptons not from B decays cannot fake a signal. 

Misidentification, leptons from charmed quarks produced either directly or in B 

decays have to be subtracted and can cause considerable systematic errors for 

the ratio (2), h owever. Nevertheless, the most significant signal for mixing will 

be expected from (2). 

The observability of B-mixing in e+e- annihilation both at the T(4s) and at 

different PEP energies has been studied in detail by Fridman and Schwarz.12g1 

Summing over the various combinations of a B in one jet and a BB in the other 

jet, and weighting with the appropriate probabilities for B --) B transitions and 

the semileptonic branching fractions, one expects a rate R, of like-sign dileptons 

from B’s of 4 x 10m3 to 2 x 10W2, depending on the frequency of B, production, the 

assumed semileptonic branching fractions, the B meson decay and bag constants, 

the importance of non-spectator decays, the top mass and the value of the CP 

violating phase in the KM matrix.[2g) At the T(4s), where only B” - B” systems 

contribute, and where the mixing is suppressed because of the symmetry of the 

wavefunction, R, should range between 2 x lo-’ and 6 x 10m4. 

Rates and backgrounds quoted in Ref. 29 refer to the canonical 1000 pb-’ 

data sample. A lepton detection efficiency of 90% (for p > 1 GeV/c) down to 
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angles of 25’ with respect to the beam line is assumed, and backgrounds due to 

hadrons misidentified as leptons are neglected. Whereas the latter assumption 

is justified for lepton identification (see Fig. 9), it is questionable for muons, 

where punch-through and decays typically cause a 15% contamination. The effi- 

ciencies and solid-angle coverage are higher than reached with the TPC, but not 

untypical for a detector such as ‘MAC. Leptons from B decays are enhanced by 

requiring a minimum lepton momentum of 1.5 GeV. The main results are sum- 

marized in Table IV which gives the expected number of b-events, the number 

of like-sign dileptons, the signal-to-background ratio for dileptons, the number of 

S. D. assuming that the background is known, and the number of S. D. assuming 

a 15% uncertainty in the background estimates. As emphasized by the authors, 

the signal-to-background ratio is a better performance measure than the straight 

number of S. D. based on a known background, given that the background cannot 

be directly measured, and that one has to rely to a large extent on calculated 

backgrounds. The last row of numbers represents an attempt to take the un- 

certainty in the background estimates into account. As mentioned before, the 

source of mixing at PEP is mainly B, mixing, whereas the signal at the T(4s) is 

caused by B” mixing. 

We find from Table IV that mixing should be observable at a level of several 

standard deviations at all PEP energies considered, with improvements at lower 

energies because of the higher event rate and reduced backgrounds. We feel that 

signal-to-background ratio and significance at the higher energies can probably 

be improved somewhat by applying more sophisticated, energy-dependent cuts. 

This is supported by a simulation based on the TPC detector. Lepton samples 

were selected by combined p and pT cuts. For 29 GeV ems energy, an expected 

signal of about 3 S. D. (including the 15% uncertainty in the background) was 

obtained, despite the significantly smaller lepton detection efficiencies. 

These results indicate that in the energy range of 20 to 30 GeV B-mixing 

should be observable, although not by a comfortable margin. Again, however, 

several other techniques offer similar sensitivities, with widely different sources 
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Table IV. 

15 GeV 22 GeV 30 GeV 

Number of b-events 1030 ii 128 k 60 k 32 k 

Number of Like-Sign 
Dileptons 99 238 188 120 

Signal/Background 0.4 2.4 0.8 0.4 

Number of S.D. 5 13 9 6 

Number of S.D., 
Assuming ABg/Bg = 15% 3 10 5 3 

of systematic uncertainties. Requiring a coincidence of a lepton and a same-sign 

kaon in each jet results in a low-statistics sample with reduced backgrounds.[2”] 

Charged kaons can be used to tell if a jet contains a B or a B; jets with a 

fast (y > 1.5) negative kaon e.g. contain dominantly B’s. Since the efficiency 

of such a tag is about twice the efficiency of a lepton tag, the statistics can be 

considerably enhanced. A more indirect, but completely independent method 

to measure mixing has been proposed by Bigii30]; for leptons from B decays, a 

significant amount of mixing will reduce the forward-backward asymmetry due 

to electroweak interference as compared to standard predictions. 

The situation looks worse as far as evidence for CP violation in BB mixing 

is concerned. The expected asymmetry among like-sign dileptons is of the or- 

der 10-2-10-3, clearly undetectable given a sample of a few hundred dileptons 

(see Table IV). Similarly, detecting the expected 10e3-10s4 asymmetry in inclu- 

sive lepton rates would require an increase of the data sample by two orders of 
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magnitude. The situation is less hopeless as far as CP asymmetries in on-shell 

B decays are concerned.[81 The main idea is that there are certain final states 

f into which both B” and B” can decay - possibly after a multistep reaction; 

candidates for such final states are e.g. +K,, K, + r’s or DDK, + 7~‘s. Mixing 

is invoked to provide interference of the two amplitudes exposing a possible CP 

violation; however, CP violatior in the mixing itself is not required. One can 

define a CP asymmetry in e+e- + BB + X, 

A = (a(Z+Xf) - a(l-Xf))/(a(l+Xf) + o;Z-Xf)) 

observed by detecting a lepton in one jet and the state f in the opposite jet. 

Asymmetries up to 30% are predicted; although the effect is probably not mea- 

sureable given the small numbers of fully reconstructed decays, one comes close 

to the required sensitivity. In this case, studying partially reconstructed decays 

may provide a large enough sample to see first evidence for CP violation in B 

decays; the caveat is that predictions for semi-inclusive channels are extremely 

uncertain and model-dependent.[*] 

II.4 CONCLUSION 

The B system is certainly one of the more interesting topics in particle physics, 

equal in importance to the neutral kaon system, and offers a variety of possibil- 

ities to test and advance our knowledge of both weak and strong interactions, 

and to test unification schemes. Talking about the possible physics output from 

a high-luminosity PEP, one also has to be aware that due to the large mass and 

tremendous number of decay modes, exploring the physics of b quarks poses a 

substantial experimental challenge. Integrated luminosities of 1000 pb-’ and 

30000 b-events sound very impressive, but those numbers should be compared 

with the number of K”‘s “used up” in the successful study of the kaon system. 

A similar study of the B-system will require the combined efforts of several ex- 

perimental (and theoretical) groups. In this sense, it should also be clear that 
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PEP will not be competing with the Cornell and DESY machines running on 

the T(4s) - in many cases the measurements and the physics involved are rather 

orthogonal and provide independent tests of the underlying dynamics. 

Among the more predictable measurements to come out of a high luminosity 

PEP are: 

1. A measurement of the average B lifetime with a precision of about 0.05 ps 

and a similar systematic error. The lifetime can be measured by several 

methods with widely different systematics, enabling checks of systematic 

effects. 

2. Results on the lifetime difference between charged and neutral B’s will 

most likely be phrased in terms of an upper limit in the neighborhood 

of 0.5 ps (90% CL), unless the difference is much larger that predicted. 

Again, the measurement is carried out using several independent methods, 

the combination of which may allow more detailed statements. 

3. A few more reconstructed Be’s and B*, possibly a measurement of B, and 

B baryon masses. 

4. A measurement or at least interesting limits on the b + u matrix element 

via the B --) ru decay. 

5. A measurement of the mixing in the B, system at a level of several standard 

deviations, assuming the central values of present predictions are correct. 

In a first round of 1000 pb-‘, a measurement of the CP violation in the B system 

seems unlikely, although measurements of some exclusive and semiexclusive decay 

channels may come close to the required sensitivity. 

Besides the topics discussed explicitely, there are of course many other in- 

teresting measurements, such as improved limits on flavor changing neutral cur- 

rents, precise measurements of the electroweak asymmetry for b quarks, etc. As 

a byproduct, the combination of vertex detector and good particle identification 

will allow measurements of D*, Do, and F lifetimes with errors of 0.03-0.05 ps. 
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It is beyond the scope of this report to try to predict the unpredictable, but 

obviously a sample of 10000 to 20000 tagged B’s detected in a state-of-the-art 

vertex detector is a good place to look for surprises. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. a) Diagrams of amplitudes involved in BB mixing. 

b) Diagrams of B decay methanisms. 

2. a) Distribution of the dE/d x energy loss (defined as the 65% truncated 

mean) versus momentum for tracks with a least 80 wire-hits (from the 

TPC detector). 

b) dE/dx separation between species as a function of momentum. 

3. Momentum spectrum of D*‘s from B decays at rest. 

a) Points represent data from CLEO. The full line shows the charmed- 

quark spectrum expected for semileptonic decays governed by a V-A matrix 

element; the dashed line is a prediction by early versions of the LUND 

model. 

b) The D* spectrum as obtained from the recent version of the LUND 

model. 

4. As a function of center of mass energy: 

a) Average /3r for B hadrons in b-jets. 

b) Average impact parameter of hadrons with at least 1 GeV/c momentum. 

c) Average number of tracks with at least 1 GeV/c momentum per B decay. 

d) Probability that a track with more than 1 GeV/c momentum is emitted 

into the hemisphere of the event opposite to the decaying B. 

5. a) b-event with tracks from the B and B decay and from the primary vertex. 

b) Number of charged particles produced in addition to particles from a 

given B (i.e., number of tracks associated with the B decay and with the 

primary vertex). 
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6. Distribution in rapidity with respect to the sphericity axis, for all charged 

particles (full line) and for decay products of the B hadrons moving in the 

+y direction (dashed line). 

7. Mean number of charged particles not associated with the decay of a given 

B hadron found withir the rapidity region populated by decay products of 

the B. 

8. Schematic representation of b tagging methods. 

9. Momentum distribution of prompt-electron candid&es, as measured by th+: 

TPC detector. The low pT sample is charm-enriched; the high pT sample 

if B-enriched. Dashed line: background due to photon conversion. Dotted 

line: misidentified hadrons. 

10. Sphericity distribution for CE events (a) [20] and bb events (b) [21] compared 

to the distribution for average events (full lines). 

11. Average impact parameter of B decay products as a function of particle 

momentum (full line). Also shown: typical impact parameter resolution 

(dotted line) and fraction of tracks with momentum greater than a given 

momentum (dashed line). 

12. a) Separation D of the vertices Vr , Vz reconstructed using the two jets in an 

event. D is the projection of the distance between Vr and Vz onto the event 

axis; the sign is defined such that a finite lifetime of the particle creating 

the jet results in a positive D. The estimate for the primary vertex Vs is 

defined as the point of maximum beam intensity along the line joining Vr 

and V2. 

b) Distribution in D. Full line: uii, dd and sg events. Points: b% events. 

The relative normalization of the curves is arbitrary. 

c) Influence of the vertex detector resolution (for uu, dd and ss events). 

Dotted line: configuration as described in Section 11.2. Dashed line: vertex 

detector and beam pipe at 2.5 cm radius. Full line: ideal vertex detector 
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with infinite resolution, showing that the removal of long-lived particles 

such as K” poses no problems. 

d) as b), but for CE events. 

13. Reconstructed invariant mass of the decay vertex best separated from the 

beam line, after reqmring G minimum !I of 0.5 mm. Full line: CE events 

(plus the few uu, dd and ss events surviving the cut in Dj. Points: bb 

events. 

14. Maximum b-event selection efficiencies obt.ained for a given sample puritlr, 

using combined vertex and topology tags, for vertex detectors providing 

typical resolutions of 100 p/p and 50 ;~jp. The first value corresponds to a 

vertex detector and beam pipe at 5 cm radius, the second to 2.5 cm radius. 

15. a) A 5-vertex bi; event indicating the possibilities of confusion in the vertex 

finding. 

b)-d) Simulated bb events as measured using the vertex detector. The 

dashed line indicates the direction of the jet axis. The dashed circle corre- 

sponds to the primary vertex, the full circles to charm and bottom decay 

vertices. The radius of the circles is 2000 /.L 

16. Schematic representation of methods to measure B lifetimes. The ratio of 

charged and neutral B’s contributing to the signal differs for methods based 

on lepton and hadron impact parameters. 

17. Distribution in impact parameter for leptons with at least 1.5 GeV total 

momentum and 1 GeV transverse momentum, and with an impact param- 

eter error (including the beam size) of less than 100 JL. Dashed line: fit 

using one variable B lifetime and a fixed background due to leptons from 

charm. Full line: fit using two variable B lifetimes, assuming that the 

corresponding leptonic branching fractions scale with the lifetimes. 

18. Contours corresponding to 1, 2, and 3 standard deviations of the two- 

lifetime fit shown in the previous figure. 
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19. Ratio of lifetimes measured using semileptonic and hadronic decays, as a 

function of the Be/B* lifetime ratio. 

20. Relative frequency of charged, neutral and strange B’s in jets with a charge 

sum for particles with y > 0.5 of 0, fl and > f2. About 35% of all events 

fall into the charge-0 catcgoty, 47% have charge fl and 18% have charges 

of 2 or more. 

21. Diagrams for B decay modes. 

22. Relative frequency of charged, neutral and strange B’s in b-jets containin 

a D** with rapidity y > 0.5. 

23. D* signal in the 1982/83 data from the TPC detector; shown is the distri- 

bution of the D* - D mass difference for several decay modes of the D. 

24. Preliminary Do signal in a 20 pb-’ sample of ‘85 TPC data. 

25. As Fig. 22, but requiring a Do or F tag at y > 0.5. 

26. Relative frequency of charged, neutral, strange and baryonic B’s in b-jets 

containing a proton or lambda with rapidity y > 1. 

27. As a function of center of mass energy: 

a) Mass resolution for charged decay modes of B’s. At threshold, the reso- 

lution is drastically improved because the B energy is known exactly. 

b) Probability to detect all decay products for charged-only decay modes 

of B’s. 

28. B + ru decay and its experimental signature. 
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The past five years have seen the field of two-photon physics progress from 

the status of conjecture to relative maturity. A large body of high quality 

data now exists on the 77 widths of the pseudoscalar and tensor mesons!” The 

observation”’ of an unexpectedly large enhancement in 77 -+ pop0 may be an 

indication of the presence of four-quark states!gl The existence of hard scatter- 

ing processes is evident both in jet productioni4’ and in high mass exclusive 

channels!” The general expectations for the behavior of the Fl structure func- 

tion have been borne out by the data!6’ 

Although cross sections for two-photon proceases are cormparable to annihila-. 

tion cross sections in the PEP energy range, the available 77 luminosity severely 

limits rates, particularly if one of the photons is tagged by detection of its parent 

beam electron. Data obtained from a wide variety of two-photon processes tend 

to agree with QCD predictions for these processes, but for the most part they 

lack the statistical power to clearly support or disprove them. High luminosity 

running at presently available energies and with existing detectors will enable 

two-photon physics to achieve its promise of becoming a testing laboratory for 

perturbative and non-perturbative quantum chromodynamics. 

In this section we will look at a number of two-photon processes to see in detail 

what would be achieved if the integrated luminosity were 1 inverse femtobarn. 

We will consider the following areas: 

1. Deep Inelastic e7 Scattering 

2. 2-Body Production Processes 

3. C harmonium 

4. Double Tag Missing Mass 

5. Gluonia 

For the sake of the discussion we assume these processes will be studied 

in the TPC/27 detector as it might appear in one of the versions of the high 

luminosity PEP ring under consideration. This is sketched in Fig. 1. The 
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tagging devices are the NaI arrays, at f2.8 m from the beam crossover point, 

covering the angular region from 40 to 180 mrad. BGO crystals could be installed 

around the beampipe after the Ql quadrupole or before the 2-meter mask, as 

shown in the figure, to extend the tagging coverage to 20 mrad. A thin layer of 

presampler chambers could be installed in the pole face recess currently occupied 

by drift chambers of the forward arm spectrometers. 

A new vertex detector at the inner radius of the TPC, from 5 to 16 cm, 

would provide spatial resolution approaching 30~ and 1 mm two-track separa- 

tion. This device would extend the track’- IlAg coverage 0.:: the central detector to 

approximately 14O from the beam line, nearly compensating for the solid angle 

coverage lost by the removal of the forward arm chambers. Preliminary studies 

show that adequate masking for the vertex detector would bc provided by masks 

around the beam pipe at f2 m and by conical masks at each end of the detector 

at the inner radius. 

III .l DEEP INELASTIC ey SCATTERING 

Deep inelastic ey scattering (Fig. 2) probes the hadronic quantum fluctua- 

tions of the target photon. For low momentum transfer to the target, Q2, the 

photon will behave hadronically as a vector meson. At higher Q2, the photon 

will appear pointlike. The cross section is specified by three structure functions: 

da 8a2EE7 
dxdyd4 = Q4 [(l -y)F;+xy2F;+ (l-y)s(E)F;cos24]N7 

with 
Q2 = 2EE’(l - co&) 

Q2 
x= Q2+W2 

W2 = (Cpi)2 
E’ 20 

y = 1- ECOS 
ii 

The measured quantities are the energy of the tagging electron E’ and its angle 
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with the beam line 8, and the energy of the final state particles W. Since the 

detector is unable to measure all the final state particles due to its finite accep- 

tance, the true invariant mass Wtrue must be inferred from the measured Wvis 

by an unfolding procedure. Maintaining good angular coverage is essential to 

ensure that the unfolding operation is well-behaved and preserves the statistical 

power of the data. In the experimental situation under discussion y is small and 

Fl can be ignored. 

The Fi structure function was evaluated more than ten years ago in thl: 

framework of the Quark Parton Model in which the quarks are pictured as free 

particles!” In recent years Fz has been calculated in &CD taking into account the 

dynamical interactions of the quarks!” B&h QPlLrl Lnd QCD predict the structure 

function Fz to rise with x in contrast to hadronic structure function behavior, 

and this has been amply confirmed!” They also both predict a linear rise in In Q2 

with a well defined slope (Fig. 3) that is a function of x (Fig. 4)!“’ Existing data 

confirm a rise with In Q2 but lack the statistics to determine the slope, even when 

averaged over a large region of x, as is shown in Fig. 5!11’ The first objective of a 

large luminosity investigation of Fl should be to determine the slope at a fixed 

value of x. 

However, since Fi rises almost linearly with lnQ2 at all levels of approxi- 

mation, only a failure to confirm the predicted rise would be surprising. But 

the higher order QCD calculation of the structure function provides an absolute 

normalization which depends only on the QCD scale parameter Am Hence the 

measurement of Fi has been looked to to provide a high precision measurement 

of AMs, depending on the absolute normalization and not on the Q2 evolution 

of the structure function as is the case for the leptonic structure functions. And 

in fact the AMs measurement that has been obtained from Fi, 230 f 40 MeV, is 

comparable to the best determinations made by other methods!“’ 

For this measurement to be reliable however, a deeper theoretical under- 

standing must be reached regarding two assumptions that are implicit in the cal- 
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culations: first, that uncertainties in the regularization of spurious singularities 

in the operator product expansion of Fl can be confined to the small-x region, p1 

and second, that the uncalculable hadronic parts of the structure function can be 

adequately supplied from measurements of the pion structure function. [13’ Con- 

fidence in the reliabiliby of these two assumptions could be gained by obtaining 

good agreement between the data and the predictions of the higher order the- 

ory throughout the accessible regions of the (x,Q2) plane, a project that would 

require a ten- to fifteen-fold increment in luminosity. Figure 6a shows existing 

data in two Q2 ranges to be compared with the error bars expected if 1 fb-’ G: 

data were available, shown in Fig. 6b. 

The virtual photons in two-pho-ton e+e- scattering are typically strongly 

plane-polarized in the lepton scattering planes. The third structure function, 

F& measures the polarization dependence of ey scattering!‘l’ In hadronic models 

of the target photon, where the pT of the constituent quarks is limited, Fs is 

expected to be small relative to Fz. For pi + 0, F3 must vanish because of 

rotational invariance: 

Fhad - 3 
< Gt > F$ad 

In the case of point-like coupling of quarks to the target photon, however, the 

transverse momenta squared of the quarks can be of order Q2, and Fz approaches 

Fi in magnitude. QCD predicts that the structure function Fz should scale in 

leading order. It exhibits a striking x3 dependence and is negative: 

Fl = -f c 3,:x3 
flavors 

Fz can be determined by measuring the distribution of 4, the angle between 

the scattering planes of the electron and positron. Consequently the scattered 

leptons must both be detected: one at large angles associated with the high Q2 

probe and one at small angles associated with the low Q2 target photon. The 

rate for such double-tagged events is N 10 times smaller than the corresponding 
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single-tag rate, Nevertheless, a determination of Fl, including its x-dependence, 

should be possible with high luminosity running at PEP. 

III .2 ~-BODY PRODUCTION PROCESSES 

A second area in which clear-cut QCD-pndictions exist is that of large mo- 

mentum transfer exclusive processes. The factorization scheme worked out by 

Brodsky and Lepage[“’ provides detailed predictions for photon-photon annihi- 

lation into two mesons HH of large invariant mass W,,. The cross section i:; 

expressed in terms of helicity amplitudes Mxx, 

1 

MAA@&, km. - 
4 

dxi dyi &(xi, Q) &(yi, Q) TUI (x, y; W,, , tic,.) 

0 

THAI is the amplitude for scattering clusters of valence quarks in each pro- 

duced meson and is calculable in QCD and scales according to dimensional count- 

ing rules. The quark distribution functions QH(xi 3 Q), probability amplitudes for 

finding valence quarks with a given fraction x of the meson’s momentum, re- 

quire non-perturbative inputs, but their dependence on In Q2 can be determined 

by evolution equations. The predictions are not sensitive to the precise form of 

the distributions. The functions are normalized to the meson’s leptonic decay 

constant 
1 

I dx 4H(x, Q) = f&hh. 
J 
0 

This formalism gives very good agreement, both in shape and normalization, 

with the high mass dimeson continuum measured by the Mark II collaboration 

(Fig. 7)!” However a number of questions remain to be answered before the 

extension of the factorization approach to the two-photon area can be relied 

upon: 
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l The QCD model predicts a Q2 dependence similar to QED, i.e., l/(1 + Q2/s), 

in contrast to the much faster falloff of resonance channels behaving accord- 

ing to the vector dominance model. The Q2 dependence of identified dipions 

has been looked at by TPC/27, but the data are statistically insignificant 

- there are 29 events with non-zero Q2 for 70 pb-‘. 

l Precise predictions on angular distributions are provided by the theory but 

again have not been checked for lack of statistics. For neutral mesons, these 

predictions are highly sensitive to the shape of the distribution amplitudes. 

l The K/?r ratio predicted by the theory could be tested using the dE/dx 

capabilities of the TPC. However, the bulk cf the data lie at the K/z 

crossover point in the dE/dx vs momentum f-lane, and there are few events 

in unambiguous regions. 

In the case of baryons, there are at the outset theoretical inconsistencies to 

be overcome since two available predictions differ by several orders of magnitude 

in the cross sections!16’1’1 In the meantime event samples of a few tens of pp 

events are available both at PEP (Fig. 8a) and PETRA, and a small sample of 

A++A++ events has been isolated by TPC/27 (Fig. 8b). 

For both mesons and baryons, current data samples clearly show that large 

momentum transfer processes exist, but they do little more than that. Thorough 

tests of the theory need a signficant increase in statistics. 

III.3 CHARMONIUM 

A measurement of the 77 widths of the charmonium S- and P-wave states 

can provide information on the wavefunctions of these states. In lowest order 

r 77 I’or qc is given by”” 

qrlc + 77) = 
12cr2e4 

M2 q1Rd0)12 

where Rs (0) is the radial radial wavefunction at the origin. $, also an S state, 

will be described by the same wavefunction; thus its width for decay to muons is 
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Charmonium States 

State Mass IG(JP)C Spectroscopic 
WV) Notation 

rlC 2.980 o+(o-)+ 
x0 3.415 o+(o+)+ 
x2 3.555 o+(2+)+ 

7; 3.592 o+(o-)+ 

given by 

wh -+/-w) = M2 4a2e’ IRS(O) ,2 

The decay of rlc to hadrons proceeds via a two-gluon intermediate state, and the 

calculation of this width again involves Rs(0): 

A measurement of Irr for vc provides a useful crosscheck of the understanding 

of the wavefunction, and - assuming the gluons turn into hadrons with unit 

probability - a prediction of the hadronic width of qc. Similar arguments can be 

made for the x states. 

An attempt has been made to find charmonium states in the TPC using 

dE/dx identification to select 7~7rz7r and zzKK final states, which have large 

branching ratios. An additional handle is provided by the Q2 dependence, which 

is expected to follow the $!‘“I A final sample of perhaps ten events was obtained 

from 70 pb-l of running, but could not be resolved into distinguishable mass 

states with the low-field mass resolution of the TPC. A similar analysis with the 

improvedmass resolution provided by the superconducting coil and with statistics 

of 1 fb-l should give a recognizable signal, as is demonstrated in Fig. 9. 
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III.4 DOUBLE TAG MISSING MASS 

The NaI taggers of the TPC/27 forward detector have achieved an energy 

resolution of 1.2% at 14.5 GeV. With their good angular resolution they consti- 

tute a powerful missing mass spectrometer for double tagged events. A study has 

been made to evaluate this resolution, assuming as a background the hadronic 

cross section measured previously by PEP-9!20’ Requiring a 50 separation of the 

signal from background, one could detect a narrow resonance coupling to two 

photons with a 77 width varying from 10 keV at a mas3 of 4 GeV to 1 MeV ad 

a mass of 16 GeV. This is indicated in Fig. 10a. The signal one would observe 

from a hypothetical particle of mass 12 GeV and lYrr of 0.4 MeV is shown in Fig. 

lob, assuming 1 fb-’ of running. 

One possible candidate to produce such a signal is a (pseudo)scalar resonance 

R produced in the radiative decay of the Z” and subsequently decaying into a 

lepton pair (Fig. lla). Such a particle has been postulated to explain the large 

rate from radiative Z” decays. Most models envisage large couplings to e+e- 

for such a resonance, but no signal has been observed so far up to an energy 

of 45.52!211 However, chiral invariance could require that the coupling Rff be 

proportional to mf, the fermion mass, so that this state would not have been 

observed in e’e- collisions[221 . It could still have a large 77 width, given for 

example by 

f2 
r(R + 77) = +rc2& 

with fR = 100 GeV!231 This gives a width of 40 MeV at a mass of 20 GeV. 

A composite Higgs boson could have a large coupling to 77 in the context of 

W-dominance models (Fig. lib)!“’ The coupling H77 would be of order e2/A,f 

with A,, having the value Mw. A 10 GeV Higgs would then have a 77 width of 

14 MeV. Although these estimates are highly speculative, they indicate that the 

double tag spectrometer could encounter some surprises. 
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III.5 GLUONIA 

A striking consequence of the non-abelian character of QCD is the implied 

existence of gluonic bound states. These states would be both color and flavor 

singlets and would therefore possess flavor-independent couplings, decaying with 

equal probability into u-ii or ss pails. It is unlikely that pure glueball states would 

remain unmixed with ordinary mesons, so one would expect physical states to 

contain both quark and gluonic components. For this reason the search for 

mesons having gluonic content has proceeded by considtring the physical states 

to be represented as[251 

I$) = $1~) + Id)) + y 1s) + z [Gj 

The amplitudes x and y can be evaluated using SU(3) relations in comparing 

various decays widths. If x2 + y2 < 1, the state is presumed to have a gluonic 

component. A likely candidate is the 7’. Since the branching ratios of 7’ to 

77 and p7 are known, the published value”” of I’($ --) 77) can used to obtain 

I($ + p7), which with I’(ti + 7r07) determines xt)l. This is shown as a vertical 

band in Fig. 12. (Also shown in the figure are y values that would be obtained 

from a measurement of the branching ratio of rj + $7. This would make the 

estimate of the gluonic content of q’ independent of the assumption of nonet 

symmetry!“’ However the measurement has not yet been made.) 

With the assumption of nonet symmetry, one can compare I’(# + 77) with 

I’(n” + 77) to obtain a constraint on the quantity Ix + $y(. This results in the 

inclined band in the figure. The resulting value for x2 + y2 is 0.85 f 0.14, which 

indicates that 7’ may have some amount of gluonic content. 

The current measurements of lYrr are systematics limited, so there would 

seem to be little benefit in obtaining large increases in luminosity. This is not 

the case however, since improved statistics can be used to obtain better control 

of systematic effects. The gluonium problem is typical of the general states of 
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resonance studies in two-photon physics: higher luminosities would result in 

substantial reduction in the overall errors. 

An alternative approach to the identification of gluonium candidates is the 

nonobservation in 77 production of states seen in radiative J/$ decay. The 

radiative J/$ decay leads ratlrrally to gluonic intermediate states and is only 

slightly suppressed relative to hadronic decays. However 77 production of glu- 

onic states should be strongly suppressed. Figure 13a shows the signal of the 

candidate gluonic states 8 and E observed in radiative J/lc, decay to K+K- bv 

Mark III!2*1 Fig. 13b presents the K°Ko mass distribution obtained by the TASS0 

Collaboration!2Q1 The reported upper limits are 

rrr(e)Br(e --+ K°Ko) < 1.2 keV 

and 

I&(l)Br(E --+ K°Ko) < 0.5 keV , 

both at 95% confidence level. More stringent limits will clearly come from higher 

luminosity running; the question of what limits are stringent enough must come 

from the theory. 

The areas discussed, and many others not considered, underline the salient 

point of two-photon physics: much higher e + - e luminosities are required to offset 

the intrinsic limitation of low 77 luminosity. Existing luminosities on the present 

machines, and expected luminosities on future machines, will not overcome this 

obstacle to the realization of the potential of two-photon physics which is clearly 

visible in the current data. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Schematic view of the TPC/27 detector in a high luminosity version of the 

PEP ring. The vertex detector, BGO, and presampler are proposed new 

elements, 

2. Deep inelastic e7 scattering 

3. Linear rise of Fl with lnQ2 estimated from several models. (This and the 

following figure are adapted from Ref. 10.) 

4. Dependence of the slope of Fl on x. 

5. Existing data, Fi/a! vs Q2. (Note that the ,oointe are averaged over a large 

x interval.) 

6. a) Existing data on F~/cx vs x. 

b) Estimated errors on Fi/o for 1 fb-l. 

7. High mass dimeson continuum measured by Mark II. 

8. a) Preliminary mass distribution of pp events found by the TPC/27 col- 

laboration. 

b) Scatterplot of doubly charged pm events showing concentration in the 

A++A++ region. (TPC/27 Preliminary). 

9. Estimated signals from charmonium in the TPC for 1 fb-l. 

10. a) Minimum width observable with 50 separation from background, as a 

function of mass of a narrow resonance. 

b) Particle of mass 12 GeV and 77 width 0.4 MeV seen in 1 fb-’ of running 

with the Double Tag spectrometer. 

11. a) Radiative decay of Z” to a (pseudo)scalar resonance R which subse- 

quently decays into a lepton pair. 

b) 77 decay of composite Higgs. 

12. Evidence for the gluonic content of 77’. 
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13. a) Invariant mass of K+K- in the decay $J + rK+K- showing f’, 8, and t 

peaks (Mark III). 

b) Mass spectrum of 77 + K°Ko showing the absence of B and E signals 

(TASSO). 
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I.1 INTRODUCTION 

Thesis 1: Hadronization Dynamics, that is, the process as quark-gluon systems 

evolve into observed hadrons, is a very rich area to be probed. It is rapidly 

evolving into the study of the behavior of the fields between partons, what would 

be called “ColorField Dynamics” if in fact the hadronization process is a mani- 

festation of non-perturbative QCD. ‘rhere are many phenomena to be explored 

experimentally. 

Thesis 2: Probing this infant field requires: 

l Large data samples 

l Powerful sensitive detectors (for particle identification and corre- 

lations amongst identified particles) 

l Simple quark-parton-colorfield systems (e.g., created by electron- 

positron collisions with the center-of-mass energy appropriate for 

O-2 major gluons) 

HiLum PEP provides these. 

Thesis 3: If HiLum PEP occurs (defined as 1.0 fb-’ per 2 years), five years 
from now our understanding of how non-perturbative QCD works will be much 

more detailed than it is now. 

Thesis 4: If HiLum PEP does not occur, we may never gain this understanding. 

At best, about 1990, SLC and LEP with detectors with good particle identifi- 

cation will provide some such information. But that E,.,. may be too high for 

simple systems. 

If we presume that QCD is in fact valid (and certainly something like it- 

with strongly confined and confining fields-is true), then Fig. 1 illustrates the 

paradigm in the area, with analogy made to the classical “scientific-method rela- 

tionship” of Brahe, Kepler, and Newton. HiLum PEP will provide the detailed 
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information (Brahe) from which, in conjunction with the present models such 

as strings and QCD clusters, will emerge a detailed empirical picture of how 

colorfields behave (Kepler’s Laws). This will provide the testing ground for the- 

oretical attempts to develop techniques for calculating in the non-perturbative 

QCD regime (Newton). 

In addition, understanding simpl, quark-giL!n-colorfeld systems in electron- 

positron interactions will also shape our understanding of lepton-hadron and 

hadron-hadron systems and will prepare us to understand interactions at higher 

energies. 

Optimal center-of-mass energies range from approximately 20 to 50 GeV. 

At E,.,. = 29 GeV, - 12% of events ace g-jet; at 22 GeV, - 6%. Below 20 

GeV, there are very few S-jet events and even the 2-jet events begin to lose their 

obvious axes. Above - 50 GeV, the fraction of 4-jet events begins to complicate 

the samples. 

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate pictorial aspects of “3-jet events” (involving one 

substantial radiated gluon) and “2-jet events” (the simplest system involving 

only a quark and an antiquark), respectively. Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c, respec- 

tively, depict a S-jet event as described by: Independent Fragmentation, where 

each parton fragments independently of the others; String Fragmentation, where 

the final state hadrons emerge from the fragmentation of a narrow colorfield 

which passes from the quark through the gluon to the antiquark; and Cluster 

Fragmentation, where soft gluons are emitted which lead to clusters which frag- 

ment to the hadrons. As we will discuss later, experimental data in the regions 

between the jets favor the String or Cluster modeling. 

Figure 3 is a naive space-time depiction of a “very simple” 2-jet event which 

attempts to illustrate some of the features which are presently accepted and some 

of those which we would like to learn about through HiLum PEP. It represents 

a “snapshot” of a quark-antiquark system, created by an electron-positron colli- 

sion at E,.,. of 20-30 GeV, when the quark and antiquark are separated by about 
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1.0 fm: There is some sort of field stretched between the quark and antiquark 

which has a transverse dimension of about 0.2 fm, since pl is typically about 

300-400 MeV/ c, and a tension of about 1 GeV/fm. As the quark and antiquark 

have separated, they have radiated a series of semi-soft gluons, reasonably well 

calculated by leading log QCD. Then, via some mechanism, the energy density 

in the field is converted into quark-a,-, + +iquark oairs, or sometimes somehow into * 
diquark-antidiquark pairs, which form color-neutral systems which in turn ulti- 

mately evolve into the final state mesons and baryons. This much most people 

in the field would agree to. 

A Cluster model[““” would then split the gluons into quark-antiquark pairs, 

combine them into color-neutral clusters, and fragment the clusters into hadrons 

via some prescription. A String model”’ would simply stretch a narrow color 

field from the quark to the antiquark, or in a more sophisticated version perhaps 

from gluon to gluon in the intermediate region, and then fragment the colorfield 

into hadrons, again via some prescription. We note also though that there is the 

possibility of significant energy density in the field away from the “central core” 

of the colorfield, which of course can lead to events that are more “dis-ordered” 

than in the simple models. Figure 3 also depicts baryon formation where diquarks 

are treated as “fundamental” objects (on the left) and where diquarks are formed 

in a two step process (on the right) with, in this case, a meson formed between 

the baryon and antibaryon. 

There is much that can be learned empirically about the behavior of such 

systems: how orderly the fragmentation is, how are diquarks formed, how the 

field energy converts to quark-antiquark pairs, whether all production is from the 

central core of the field, etc. The Table on the following page provides a series 

of such questions, indicating where we have begun to learn answers and where 

HiLum PEP potentially will provide answers. 
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Questions Involving Fields Between Partons 

Question Already Known Sources of Informat ion 
with HiLum PEP 

l Does core of colorfield follow 
major partons? 

Yes, from S-jet boosts 

l How often are various quark 
pairs (uu, dd, SS; cc?) formed 
in the field? 

u2 = dB N 4s%, 
from general rates 

l How are particles “pulled” 
in the colorfield? 

Along colorfield, 
from pp t#$&. study 

l Are diquarks formed directly, 
or iii a 2-step process? 

pp pT COrrektiorls 
suggest %step process 

l When some particle is formed, 
what forms nearby? 

Correlations amongst 
identified heavy particles 

l How does field fragment 
longitudinally? 

Very high z and D”, F 
fragmentation functions 

l How often are diquarks of various 
flavors and spins formed? 

Strange baryon rates 

l How do quark spins work? Baryon spin correlations 

l How ordered are events? Baryon-baryon “repulsion” 
A polarization 

l Are there mass/energy concentrations? 
Is pT locally conserved? 
Is angular momentum locally conserved? 

A polarization 

l Are there non-nearest neighbor 
interactions? 

Baryon-baryon “repulsion” 
AA/A rate, merging jets 

l How do colorfields work when 
two major partons are nearby? 

Merging jets 
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In order to derive these kinds of information, it is necessary to have large 

samples of data and good particle identification of heavy particles. Relatively 

heavy particles are needed because they preserve the momentum information of 

the fragmentation process better than light particles: heavy particles less fre- 

quently originate from the decays of resonances and even when they are from 

resonance decay they preserve the o;?gina! momentum information of the reso- 

nance better than light particles. In this regard, pions are almost useless, kaons 

are marginal, vector mesons and baryons are reasonable. Further, in the stud- 

ies involving correlations, high signal to noise (4/l) is needted in identifying the 

states used in order to avoid signal-background correlations. For these studies, 

weakly decaying baryons and 4 mesons are useful but many vector mesons (e.g., 

KS’s and p’s) have poor signal to noise and are not Seryuseful. Overall, large 

sample sizes are needed both to provide rarer heavier particles and to provide 

correlation studies. 

In Figs. 4-8, we provide some of the dE/dx, A, D and F meson signals from 

TPC and HRS to indicate the quality of the data which will be available. In 

particular, we note that the improved TPC detector now identifies A’s with an 

efficiency of 15-20% and S/N of 4/l which opens up a large range of strange 

baryon distribution and correlation studies. The improved TPC also now sees 

appropriate signals at the D and F masses, whereas HRS already had seen these 

signals. 

I.2 PRESENT PROBES OF COLORFIELD DYNAMICS 

(TRACK RECORD So FAR) 

In this section we review areas where we have already begun to form con- 

clusions concerning some aspects of the behavior of the fields between partons, 

features which are more detailed than previous general information on hadroniza- 

tion processes. In the following section we will discuss other areas either (a) where 

we are beginning to gather information, but our understanding has not yet really 
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crystalized or (b) h w ere we don’t yet have relevant data samples, but anticipate 

that HiLum PEP will provide them. 

The topics covered in this section are: (A) Topological studies of the parti- 

cles between jets in 3-jet events, (B) Short range rapidity correlations between 

charged kaorls, (C) Proton-antiproton distributions in the pp center-of-mass angle 

between the pp axis and the jet axis, and also proton-antiproton pT correlations. 

1.2.1 Topological Studies of 3-Jet Events 

Figure 2 displays pictorially the behavior of the hadrons from the interparton 

field as described in “Independent Fragmentatio~n.“‘sl Figure 2a illustrates a 

3-jet event as described by an “Independent Fragmentation” model such as the 

original Field-Feynman description”] in which each parton fragments into a jet 

of hadrons independent of the other partons. In this type of model, each of the 

three regions between the major partons is similar, exhibiting possible kinematic, 

but no dynamic differences. Figure 2b illustrates String Fragmentation (as in the 

Lund model) where a color string stretches from the SUS-triplet quark through 

the SUS-octet gluon to the SUS-antitriplet antiquark. In this very ordered model, 

the fragmentation of the color string directly populates the regions between the 

quark and the gluon and the gluon and the antiquark, but the quark-antiquark 

region can only be populated by hadrons with enough pl from the fragmentation 

process or from resonance decay to move from one of the other regions into 

it. Figure 2c illustrates a QCD Cluster model in which a shower of gluons is 

generated via perturbative and/or leading log QCD, the gluons then virtually 

fragment into quark-antiquark pairs, and color-singlet clusters are formed which 

fragment into the observed hadrons. Cluster modeling can vary in the degree of 

coherence or “orderliness”; Fig. 2c shows a model such as Webber’s in which the 

ordering is almost as high as in the String model. 

This type of study was pioneered by JADE”’ and elaborated by the TPC. 

Figure 9 shows the results of the present TPC study.“’ The most crucial part 
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of the result is that particles in the “l-3 region” - the region between jet 1 (the 

most energetic jet) and jet 3 (the least energetic of the 3 jets, typically the gluon 

jet) - have a higher population than region l-2, even after taking their small 

kinematic differences into account. The only obvious interpretation for this is 

that the soft hadrons originate from sources which are Lorentz-boosted toward 

regions l-3 and T-3 and away horn 1 2. There is--no way in which Independent 

Fragmentation[5-71 can be varied to reproduce this. The Lund string model fits 

well.“1 Rather highly ordered cluster models such as Webber’s’“’ which build 

in a large amount of correlation between the clusters can also simulate the data. 

1.2.2 Short Range Correlations Between Charged -Kaoas 

In a highly ordered event, there is a short range correlation (SRC) between 

a produced particle and its neighbor. Pions exhibit such a correlation, but un- 

fortunately their correlations are dominated by resonance decays (p’s, w’s, . ..). 

To look for SRC from the actual fragmentation process, we must use heavier 

particles. 

Figure 10, from the TPC,“” displays the SRC in rapidity for charged kaons, 

selected with rapidity between 1.5 and 4.0. Then the density of opposite-charged 

kaons minus the density of same-charged kaons is plotted. Figure 10 shows a 

long range correlation due to primary charm and strange quark production and 

also a short range correlation. Calculations indicate that about 20% of the SRC 

comes from 4 and F meson decay, the rest coming from the fragmentation or 

hadronization process. This primary probe yields the information that the frag- 

mentation SRC length is about 1.0 units of rapidity. Though this study provides 

fundamental information on the hadronization process, it does not discriminate 

amongst sensible models: The dotted line is the Webber cluster model, the solid 

line is the Lund string model, and the dashed line, added for contrast, is the 

Lund string model with charmed primary quarks turned off. Both the Webber 

model and the normal Lund model are compatible with the data at its present 

level. 
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1.2.3 Proton-Antiproton Correlations 

Baryon-baryon correlations are a potentially very rich field of information on 

colorfield behavior, which in fact appears to discriminate between string mod- 

eling and simple cluster modeling- Figure 11 depicts three different models of 

baryon-antibaryon production. Figure lla shows Lund-string-type structure in- 

corporating fundamental diquark-antidiquark production. Figure llb also rep- 

resents string modeling but with the diquark and antidiquark each formed in a 

two-step process yielding, in the case shown, a meson formed in between. Figure 

llc shows cluster modeling in which a baryon-neutral Juster is formed which 

then decays to a baryon-antibaryon pair. 

In present cluster models, each cluster is decayed isotropically in its own rest 

frame. Thus in the proton-antiproton center-of-mass system, the angle between 

the proton-antiproton axis and the jet axis would be isotropic (dashed line of 

Fig. 12a). By contrast, in the Lund string model, the diquark and antidiquark 

are pulled apart by the string tension, thereby causing a peaking of the proton- 

antiproton axis along the jet (colorfield) axis (solid line of Fig. 12a). When these 

models are corrected for acceptance effects associated with the TPC detector, the 

behavior predicted in Fig. 12b are obtained.‘“’ The data agree nicely with the 

string model and disagree with the isotropically decaying baryon-neutral cluster 

model at the 98% confidence level. Thus there seems to be some mechanism 

which pulls the hadrons along the jet-axis. 

The correlation between proton and antiproton in pT relative to the jet axis 

has also been studied. The results are less “ordered” than the simple string 

modeling of Fig. lla in which the pT of the baryon is largely compensated 

locally by the pT of the antibaryon. This correlation would be most pronounced 

analyzing pT out of the event plane since the pT correlation effect in the plane 

would be mixed up with the Lorentz boosts of the strings. In Fig. 13, the 
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, 

correlation coefficient 

QIout = (P out,p - Pout,p > 
(PLlt > 

and the analogously defined ain are displayed.‘“’ The most striking result is that 

for qout there is a slightly positive correlation, not the negative result expected 

if the events are highly ordered with local pT compensation and simple direct 

diquark- antidiquark formation (Fig. lla). In Fig. 13a the value of aout predicted 

by the Lund model is plotted against the fraction of time that a meson is created 

between the baryon and antibaryon if the diqaarkb are formed in a two-step 

process. The results are compatible with the data if an intermediate meson is 

created in more than about 50% of the ~iises. 

Summary of Present Probes of Colorfield Behavior 

l We have learned that the soft hadrons between jets in 3-jet events orig- 

inate from sources that are Lorentz-boosted toward the quark-gluon and 

antiquark-gluon regions and away from the quark-antiquark region. This 

behavior is incompatible with Independent Fragmentation models but it 

agrees nicely with string modeling and the more correlated versions of clus- 

ter modeling. 

l From correlations amongst charged kaons, we have learned that the short 

range correlation length for the fragmentation process is about one unit in 

rapidity. 

l From studies of the proton-antiproton center-of-mass angle between the 

baryon-antibaryonsystem and the jet axis, we have learned that the hadrons 

ard somehow pulled along the jet (colorfield) axis in a manner compatible 

with the tension of a string-like model and incompatible with the istropic 

decay of baryon-neutral cluster models. 

l These present studies, interesting and informative as they are, barely scratch 

the surface of what can be done and learned. Also, we are just beginning 
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to learn how to ask detailed questions of how the fields between partons 

behave. The reader is invited to speculate on the types of interesting in- 

formation which can be learned concerning boosted hadron sources, the 

“orderliness” of events, diquark formation, local pT compensation, etc., 

from an order of magnitude increase in sample size in these present studies 

plus similar large sample correlation stud -ies <n rapidity, pT, center-of-mass- 

angle, etc. amongst AA, Ap, AK, etc! 

I. 3 SELECTED EMERGING AREAS OF H~DRCNIZATIW STUDIES 

FOR HILUM PEP 

I.3.1 Bose-Einstein Correlations 

A very interesting probe of small distance behavior is the “Bose-Einstein 

effect” in which symmetrization of the wave-functions for identical bosons results 

in an enhancement in the number of boson pairs when the two bosons have very 

similar momenta. Fig. 14 demonstrates that such an effect occurs for pions in 

the TPC data. 

The “classical tradition” in the field has been to interpret these sorts of data 

in terms of a size of the source emitting the pions.‘l” Interpreted in this way, 

we find the emitting source to be about 0.65 fm with some suggestion (Fig. 15) 

that the source is longer along the direction of the jet axis.‘131 

Recently a very interesting new interpretation of the effect has emerged using 

the Lund string model.‘“’ In this approach, it is recognized that the space-time 

picture for emitting two idential pions in one configuration and in the particle- 

interchanged configuration are different (Fig. 16). When these configurations 

are incorporated into a properly symmetrized matrix element, a correlation de- 

pendence on the difference in area of the two configurations emerges, yielding a 
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symmetrized matrix element of 

M=A eiWla + eiWzl 
> 

or 

IM2/ = 2 [e-21mtA1s + e-21mtAz1 + 2cos{Rec(Ar2 - A~~))~-I~C(A~.I+AX)] 

Since the Lund string model has a constant tension of about 1 GeV/fm and 

therefore a linearly rising confining potential between the separating quark and 

antiquark, in this model this area difference corresponds to a Wilson loop integral. 

This in turn leads to the identifications of 

Ret=; where K is the string tension - 2 GeVjfm - .2 GeV2 

Im e = i where b describes the Lund symmetrized fragmentation 

and is - 1.0 GeV2 . 

Then, within the assumption that pion-pion correlations arising from reso- 

nance decay are approximately properly treated by phase-space, this approach 

makes a parameter-free prediction of the Bose-Einstein correlation. The result is 

shown in Fig. 17 and agrees remarkably with the data. 

Summary of Bose-Einstein Correlations 

This clearly is an area calling for more theoretical consideration and for larger, 

more sensitive data samples in order to study the correlation behavior in more 

detail for low momentum differences between the pions. 
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I.32 Light and Heavy Quark Fragmentation and Jet-Tagging 

Longitudinal fragmentation (e.g., in an e+e- interaction, the fraction of the 

momentum or energy of a primary quark that goes into the meson containing 

that quark) and how it depends on the mass of the quark provides very important 

information on the hadronization process. However, to avoid resonance decays 

and non-primary fragmentation effects, we need either to look at very energetic 

particles at high z = Ehdron/Ebeam or at a fundamental particle such as the D* 

which will almost always come directly from a primary charm quark for z 2 .4. 

At very high z, simple dimensional counting would yieid a fragmentation function 

of the form 

F(Z) - (1 - zj2 

Each model (strings, clusters) would potentially modify this somewhat. Also, 

the higher twist effect of direct meson production at the virtual photon vertex 

would add a term of p2/Q2 to the fragmentation function where p2 is expected 

to be about 0.1 to 1.0 GeV2. 

In addition, the expected form for the mean fragmentation differs with dif- 

ferent types of models: 

2 
12% 

for the string model using the Lund 

mq ){ symmetric fragmentation function. 

versus mb where, roughly, the cluster 
l-- 

mci H mass controls 4. 

The present status is displayed in Figs. 18 and 19. Figure 18 shows the 

very high z data from HRS “” where its extremely good momentum resolution 

VP/P2 - .l% GeV/c) is very useful. Indeed the data approximately follow 

(1 - z)~ from z - .6 to z - .9 to .95 where the statistics in the present sample 

drop toward zero. For z < .6, the dependence is - (1 - z)~ reflecting effects 

of resonance decay and non-primary fragmentation. Within present statistics, 
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the Lund model follows the data rather well.[“’ However, cluster models drop 

tend to somewhat below the data at very high z; this is possibly related to the 

non-isotropy result of the proton-antiproton axis (see Section IV.2.3) relative to 

the jet-axis, presumably implying the need to include a non-isotropic mechanism 

favoring greater longitudinal momentum in cluster decay models. 

Figure 19 shows the data for d* fragmentation from HRS and TPC’1”181 

(there are similar results results from TASSO, JADE, and ARGUS), along with 

the present modeling of Webber”’ and Lund.“” In each case, the models 

have been tuned to fit low z data on pions, kaons, et:. (with of course additional 

parameters to handle secondary processes), and then used to predict the D* spec- 

trum. There are differences between the model predictions, but the present level 

of data cannot discriminate between them or, alternatively, force modifications 

in either of them. 

We also display in Fig. 20 the spectrum of F mesons as measured by HRS.‘“’ 

It resembles that of the D*-meson, with the exception that at low z - .2 to .3 

there appears to be more F production than present modeling of primary charm 

production plus “feed-down” from primary b-quarks would provide (dashed line). 

An area pioneered by HRS which is related to high z and D* fragmentation 

studies is that of “jet-tagging”.“51 The HRS group has used its high z particles 

to tag events with primary light quarks (u,d,s) and the reconstructed D*‘s to tag 

primary charm quarks. They obtain 200-300 events of each with purities of about 

90%. This allows, presently with low statistics, the study of the composition of 

the partner jet in each case. 

Summary of Light and Heavy Quark Fragmentation and Jet-Tagging Studies 

All four of the studies discussed (high z behavior, fragmentation into D*‘s, F 

production, and jet-tagging) are in the regime where an order of magnitude in 

data (that is, statistical uncertainties a factor of 3 smaller than at present) would 

p:ovide additional information on the hadronization process and constrain the 

form and/or parameters of models as they are tuned to agree with the data. 
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I.3.3 General Comments on Lambda Production 

Perhaps the most useful particle in studying the behavior of the fields between 

partons is the lambda.* This is because: 

l It is heavy and therefore reflects fairly accurately the initial fragmentation 

momentum. 

l It is strange and it is a baryon, allowing the study (simultaneously?) of 

strangeness and baryon correlation effects. 

l It is polarizable and the polarization is measurable in ts abundant proton- 

.pion decay mode. 

l It has relatively good detection efliciency over a wide kinematic range and 

high signal-to-noise which is required for useful correlation studies. 

l It is produced fairly copiously both from primary charm quarks and also 

from the fragmentation of the field between the primary quarks. Fairly 

high purity samples from these sources can be separate by, for example, a 

rapidity cut. 

Approximately 0.2 A or ii occur per multi-hadronic event at PEP. (We will 

henceforth use the terminology of “A” to include both A and A.) The HRS 

detector, without using proton identification, reconstructs 8% of these (including 

the branching fraction to p?r-), with a width of - 1.5 MeV and a signal to noise 

S/N of - 2/l. The TPC detector, which uses some loose dE/dx information on 

the protons, in its pre-1984 sample reconstructed 6% with a width of - 6 MeV 

and S/N - 4/l. The TPC’s new data beginning in Fall 1984 is strikingly better: 

iuning the cuts to give the same S/N - 4/l, it now reconstructs 17% of the A’s 

(almost a factor of 3 more!) with width of 2 3 MeV. Thus, in a canonical HiLum 

PEP sample of 1000 pb-’ or 400,000 detected multihadronic events, HRS will 

reconstruct - 6OOOA’s (including A’s) and TPC - 14,000. 

* B. Andersson of Lund has referred to the lambda aa “God’s gift to humanity.” This may 
be a little too sweeping in its scope, but it does capture some of the feeling of the workers 
in the field. 
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Figure 21 displays a Monte Carlo distribution (from the Lund model) of A’s 

from various sources versus rapidity relative to the event jet axis. By naively 

making a simple cut at rapidity of 1.7, the A’s divide into two samples: 

Rapidity < 1.7 Rapidity > 1.7 
“Color Field Fragmentaiion” “Charm Enriched” 

--- 
70% of A’s 30% of A’s 

50% Direct from 35% 
Colorfield Fragmentation 

2 10% From Primary 
Charmed Quarks 

40% 

In the following two sections, we will focus on two of the most important 

probes using A’s: A polarization as a probe of interparton field behavior and the 

number and uses of reconstructed strange baryons to which identified A produc- 

tion provides an entree. Uses of lambda production will also be touched on in 

our discussions of baryon-baryon correlations, charmed baryon studies and in the 

comparison of gluon fragmentation with quark fragmentation. 

L3.4 Lambda Polarization 

A very interesting probe of the behavior of the field between partons which 

requires highly ordered events is the polarization of lambdas when the lambda 

has a significant pT relative to the jet axis. 

The model which produces A polarization is shown in Fig. 22.“’ The argu- 

ment is as follows: The mass of a quark-antiquark pair made from the colorfield 

must come from a length of string of comparable energy. Thus for 300 MeV mass 

strange quarks and a string tension of 1 GeV/fm, the s and s are actually created 

with a separation of - 0.6 fm and in a definite direction relative to the colorfield 

dgrection from the primary antiquark to the primary quark. If the s and s have 

equal and opposite pT of 500 MeV relative to the jet axis, then they have a total 
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orbital angular momentum of N 1.5 tL. If angular momentum is locally conserved, 

then the spins of the s and s will oppose the orbital angular momentum. 

If, as is shown, the s-quark then combines with a ud spin-zero diquark to 

form a A, then the s-quark spin determines the A spin and the A tends to have 

a pT correlated with the pr of the s-quark. Thus, A’s made in this manner at 

PT - 0.5 to 1.0 GeV/c should exhibit a measurable polarization in their decay 

to p7r-. 

Note that this effect requires at some level several forms of order in the event: 

l An ordered colorfield direction. 

l No local mass/energy concentrations. 

0 Local angular momentum compensation. 

0 LOCal pT Compensatbn. 

l The spin of the s-quark determines the spin of the A. 

l The pT of the s-quark determines the pT of the A. 

The result from a 400 A sample of the TPC in pre-1984 data”‘] is shown in Fig. 

23. A very approximate modeling of the expectation from the Lund string model 

is also shown. From pT = 0.6 to 1.5 GeV, there is a 2.0 standard deviation effect 

in the proper direction. 

Summary of Lambda Polarization 

l If the present suggestion of an effect is true, HiLum PEP will produce 

greater than a 10 u effect, with some pT bin-to-bin discrimination. 

l If polarization is confirmed, cluster models would have to find a mechanism. 

l If no polarization is found, then one (or more) of the Lund string mechanism 

requirements must be untrue. 

l Either way, something interesting has been learned about the behavior of 

the field between partons. 
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1.3.5 Strange Baryon Production 

Lambda reconstruction of high efficiency and high signal-to-noise opens up a 

large and very fertile area of study of strange baryon production dynamics. Figure 

24a displays strange baryon production in an event which is highly ordered in 

the colorfield and presumes fur?dm?ntal diquarks. Figure 24b shows a more 

disordered event (see Section IV.3.6 on baryon-antibaryon correlationsj in which 

diquarks are made in a two step process, which leads to effects such as a meson 

being created between the baryon and antibaryon and also to the possibility of 

the diquark spin being different from the antidiquark spin. 

The expected rates and signal-to-noise for :-arious strange baryons for the 

TPC at HiLum PEP are given in Table I. Note that the strange baryon samples, 

which couple to the high lambda efficiency, are a factor of - 40 greater than 

the present pre-1984 data. Figure 25 displays some of the expected signals from 

Monte Carlo simulation of HiLum PEP.“‘] 

Table II displays the diquark and quark content of various strange baryons, 

presuming that diquarks are fundamental objects as shown in Figure 24a. Thus, 

measurement of the rates of various strange baryons probes the probability for 

diquarks of various flavors and spins, or shows that such a parametrization is too 

simple. This in turn provides information on the suppression of various kinds of 

diquarks and thereby, presumably, on how they are formed. We might note, for 

example, that the 5 n- mesons presently detected indicate that the (partially 

theoretically derived) value of (ss)r presently used in the Lund model is at least 

an order of magnitude to low. 
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Table I. Strange Baryons with TPC at PEP 

Particle 

< Fall 1984 HiLum 
77 pb-’ 30,000 events 1000 pb-’ 400,000 events 

Acceptance Acceptance 
# Occurring (Tncluding # Seen (Including # Seen 

Per Event Decti;) (Real) S/N Decay) (Real) S/N 

PA .6 .12 2100 20/l .12 28,000 20/l 

AlA + p7r .2 .06 360 411 .17 14,000 4/l 

Z- + AT .025 .022 17 l/l .06 600 311 

c ** + AT .07 .018 40 .16/l .05 1500 .16/l 

p + & ?.Ol? .025 - - .07 280 311 

i-l-+AK .Ol .016 5 10/l ,045 180 20/l 

Note: Because of the increased A efficiency, the HiLum strange baryons are - 40 

times larger than the present samples. 
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Table II. Di-Quark Probabilities 

Parameter 
Approx. 

Lund Value Cluster Value 
Relevant 
Particle 

s/u -.3 (* s/all = .13) Kf 

h&/q = (ud)G,‘s - .09 Set by PJ 

(us)o/(ud)o -.06 Phase-Space H-, C 

(41/(u40 -.15 of A, C** 

-.Ol Cluster Mass -*o E 

(s+/(ud)o -.0005 n- 

P bud) l/2 (ud)ou + (ud)lu = (ud)o + u 

A W) l/2 ; (ud)os + i (us)od + (us)ld N (ud), + s 
-- E w l/2 (ds)os + 5 (ds)ls + f (ss)Id N (ds)o + s 

C’f (as4 3/2 8 (QQ)lS + F (c&q = (W)l + s 

=*o 
bss) 3/2 g (US)lS + Q (SS)lU = (us)1+s 

i-l- bss)3/2 $ (SS)lS = (SS)l + s 

Note: Lund Values may be 3-10 x low for (us)l/(ud)o and (ss)l/(ud)o. 
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Summary of Strange Baryon Production 

The samples with HiLum PEP of the various identifiable strange baryons 

(A, E- , E:“‘, n- with high S/N; possibly A++, Co, C*, E** with low S/N) will 

establish the relative probabilities for diquarks of various flavors and spins, or 

show that such a parametrization is too simple. 

I. 3.6 Baryon (Anti) Baryon Correlations 

Perhaps the most interesting probes of interparton field behavior will come 

from baryon-baryon correlations,[1”21’22’ especially involving strange baryons. 

Baryons are potentially useful because they are heavy and therefore preserve 

fragmentation momentum information; they also allow sttiies which probe di- 

quark formation and the uorderliness” of events. Table III gives the rates, S/N, 

and number of events detected for various combinations. 

Note in particular: 

l HiLum PEP will provide - 1000 detected events each of pp, Ap, AA. (Be- 

cause of increased A identification efficiency, the HiLum AA sample will be 

- 100 times the present sample!) 

l The correlation samples of A plus another strange baryon will be - 10-100 

events. 

l Three-body correlation data such as ApK+ will be - 100 events. 

The types of correlation studies pursued thus far include 

l Two-particle rates. 

l Rapidity. 

l 8” (the angle in the baryon-baryon center-of-mass between the baryon- 

baryon axis and the jet axis). 

l PT 

l Other? 
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Table III. Baryon-(Anti)Baryon Correlation Samples with TPC 

< Fall 1984 HiLum 
77 pb-l 30,000 events 1000 pb-’ 400,000 events 

Acceptance Acceptance 
# Occurring (Including # Real (Including # Real 

ParMe Per Event Decay) S Zen S/N Decay) Seen S/N 

PP .15 .022 100 10/l .022 1,300 10/l 

A/F ?.lO? .013 ?-40? ?-8/l? .03 ?1,200? 10/l 

A;i .04 .008 10 611 .06 1,000 10/l 
- 

AZ- ?.005? - - - -02 ?40? - 

AZ*o ?.002? - - - .02 ?lO? - 

ApK+ ?.Ol? - - - .02 ?lOO? - 

Note: Because of the increased A efficiency, the HiLum strange baryons-strange 
baryon samples (AA, As:-, AZ*‘) are - 100 times larger than the present samples. 

From the present correlation studies (see Section IV.2), we have learned: 

From K+K- rapidity correlations The fragmentation correlation length 
is about 1.0 units of rapidity 

From pp 8* distribution 

From pp pT correlation 

Particles are “pulled” along the jet axis. 

There is not a strong local pT 
compensation for the proton-antiproton 
case. This may indicate a two-step 
diquark formation process. 

All these studies will of course be performed on all the various 2-baryon com- 

biz.ations. Of especial interest are the pp, Ap, and AA samples which are all large 

and allow comparable studies of nonstrange-nonstrange, strange-nonstrange, and 
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strange-strange baryon correlations. 

Figure 26 displays a Monte Carlo HiLum study for Ap and Ap rapidity corre- 

lations using the Lund string model. In this simulation, we have demanded either 

a proton or antiproton with rapidity between -1.0 and -0.2 and then plotted 

the rapidity of the A’s (not A’s) for eltch test particle. We note that the presence 

of an antiproton enhances the probability of a A whereas a proton reduces the A 

pro’bability. 

We find that the Ap correlation is somewhat broadened by allowing a looser 

2-step diquark formation rather than forming “fundamental” diquarks. This is 

approximately a 3 standard deviation effect in the maximal bin. This, however, is 

a difficult study since there is not a “known distributionQo which to normalize. 

The Ap distribution demonstrates a baryon-baryon “repulsion effect” charac- 

teristic of a highly ordered structure. For example, if a string forms a baryon at 

one Ubreakn, the next nearest baryon must be two “breaks” away. As depicted, 

this is a 3-4 standard deviation effect. Less-ordered models, of course, would 

show less of an effect. 

Correlations of A’s with other spin-112 and spin-312 strange baryons (de- 

tected samples of 10-100) provide information on whether a spin-l diquark can 

be correlated with a spin-0 diquark (a dis-ordered phenomenon). (See Fig. 24b.) 

Summary of Baryon-Baryon Correlations 

The high-statistics samples of HiLum PEP (- 1000 each of pp, Ap, and AA; 

lo-100 of A with a higher mass strange baryon; 3-particle correlation data such as 

- 100 events of ApK+) provide very delicate probes for studying fragmentation 

lengths, Upullingn of particles in the colorfield, studies of order or disorder, etc. 
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1.3.7 Charmed Baryon Studies 

A HiLum sample of 400,000 qq events will produce - 140,000 CE events in 

which essentially all the charmed hadrons produced will contain the primary c 

or E and therefore have relatively high rapidity or momentum. If 15% of the 

charmed hadrons are baryons, then there would be - 40,000 charmed baryons, 

most of them (- 30,000?) at high rapidity. This presents a great potential not 

only for studying unormaln charmed baryons, but also singly and doubly strange 

baryons, e.g., csd and css. However, the branching fraction into any particular 

exclusive decay mode is small (- l-2%?), which represents a formidable challenge 

in attempting actually to reconstruct the original state. For example, 5000 of the 

14,000 A’s reconstructed in a sample of 400,000 events will have rapidity greater 

than 1.7; of the 5000, 2000 will be from primary charmed quark states. However, 

linking these to the 30,000 high rapidity charmed baryons is not easy. 

Several indirect or inclusive approaches are available to monitor charmed 

baryon rates. Examples are: 

l The C*+ - C*- rate diff erence, displayed in Fig. 27 for a HiLum sample, 

monitors AC production via the decay diagram shown in the same figure. 

There is a measureable effect of several standard deviations. 

l AA production with high rapidity difference (Ay > 4) monitors CE events 

where both the c and the E have fragmented into charmed baryons. 

l The high rapidity B- rate monitors the singly strange charmed baryon 

production (in the present Lund model, csd-spin l/2 decays to E- 40% 

of the time) and similarly with n2- for doubly strange charmed baryons 

(css-spin 312 decays to n- 60% of the time). The present TPC samples 

of 17 8- and 5 n- suggest rather high production rates for these strange 

charmed baryons. See Section IV.3.8 for more comments on the last two 

topics. 

It is probable, but not certain, that the TPC will be able to see a A, signal 
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in its HiLum sample. ‘a’1 Figure 28 displays the Lund modeling for A, + pK-z+ 

with p(pKz) > 8 GeV and pp > pK > pr. There is a signal above background 

of 100 f 16 events. However, two modification which tend to cancel should 

also be incorporated: (a) The mode!ing uses a branching fraction for A, + pKz 

of 7.5% compared with the Particle Data Table value of 2.2 f 1.0%. (b) The 

Lund modeling is probably low by a factor of 2 or more on charmed baryon 

production rate. Reconstructing AC’s would establish the charmed baryon rate, 

yield information on whether the (ud)o diquark probability depends on the mass 

of the baryon created, and provide an entree into Cc’s 

It seems very unlikely that the HiLum PEP sa:nple size would allow identi- 

fiable reconstruction of any of the strange &armed tsrycn states. E.g., if there 

were 4000 csd-baryons with a 1% branching fraction to B-z+ and a 2% 8- re- 

construction efficiency, then only one event of csd would be reconstructed. 

Summary of Charmed Baryon Studies 

An intriquing, but somewhat slippery area. HiLum PEP will provide tens of 

thousands of charmed baryons, typically at high rapidity and/or momentum. 

There is a fairly good chance of reconstructing A, + pK-rr+, but it seems 

unlikely that strange charmed baryon states will be reconstructed exclusively. 

The production rates for non-strange, singly-strange, and doubly-strange 

baryons can be monitored, respectively, through the C *+ -C*- difference and/or 

high rapidity difference AA pairs, high rapidity B:- production, and high rapidity 

R- production. 

1.3.8 Three Unusual Low-Statistics Strange Baryon Effects 

To emphasize the kinds of questions which can be answered with high statis- 

tics samples, we select three areas where the present low-statistics samples suggest 

possibly interesting effects (not necessarily true!) which will be answered by high 

luminosity running at PEP. 
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Ail Rate vs. A Rate 

The TPC’“’ and TASS0 “” each with detected AA samples of about 10 

events, each find that if an event has a A in it, then the probability of there 

being a A also in the event is 40% f 20%. Figure 29 shows the measured Ali rate 

vs. A rate compared with the Lund prediction, which of course includes various 

“feed-downs” into 4’s. If the present value remained in the HiLum running, the 

result would be 3-4 standard deviations above the Lund prediction. 

Figure 30 demonstrates that in the simplest string type of modeling and 

ignoring feed-down, the conditional ii probability is - l3%, corresponding to s/u 

= 0.3. Figure 30 also depicts some “non-standard” possibilities: 

i) If the A is made from a (us)0 diquark, then the A probabipty is - 43%. 

ii) In cluster modeling, the g + sI/g + uii ratio is probably somewhat higher 

than the s/u string breaking ratio. This could lead to conditional li prob- 

abilities of - 20%. 

iii) This the most radical possibility, in which the transverse energy density 

of the colorfield allows the A and A to be formed from the same ss and 

diquark-antiquark pairs. In this mechanism, a ;i is created with every A. 

We note that the “standard” model and the second “non-standard” model 

have extra production of strange particles, whereas the first and third “non- 

standard” models do not. Thus, these classes of models in principle are exper- 

mentally distinquishable. 

AA Events with Large Rapidity Differences 

As shown in Fig. 31, of all 11 TPC AA events, two have rapidity differences 

of > 4.5. (It might be noted that TASSO’a21 has 10 AA events and Mark II[‘“’ 

has 27, and none of them have rapidity differences this large.) The present Lund 

modeling predicts - 0.1 such events for the TPC. Such Ali events would indicate 

a large rate of charmed baryon production. 
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I 

a- Production 

The 5 n- events seen by the TPC (with < .5 event background) are more 

than an order of magnitude larger than the present Lund modeling predicts. If 

their rate is confirmed in high luminosity running, it could be explained by a 

large (ss)r diquark probability and/or large charmed baryon production. 

Summary of Unusual-Statistics Strange Baryon Effects 

Fun. Not necessarily true. We will find out the answers from HiLum running. 

These effects demonstrate the kinds of questions which can be contemplated. 

1.3.9 Gluon Fragmentation Studies 

The PEP center-of-mass energy region is an ideal one for making detailed 

studies of the properties of events containing hard gluon radiation. The energy 

is high enough that a third jet can be easily resolved in 3 to 10% of the hadronic 

events (depending on cuts), yet low enough to allow detailed reconstruction of 

the individual particles within jets. 

Using a very clean sample, detailed studies of the properties of gluon jets 

could be made as a function of the gluon jet energy (typically 4-12 GeV). Proper- 

ties such as the multiplicity distribution, the KNO scaling distribution, particle 

rapidity, and transverse momentum spectra could be well and unambiguously 

measured. Based on current measurements, we would expect to reconstruct 20o- 

300 A’s and 300-400 K”‘s in such a clean sample. 

The topological studies described in Section IV.2.1, will become much more 

Mailed. In particular, the flow of particles such as the A's and KO’s mentioned 

above can be studied. There even will be available for study a few tens of S-jet 

events with correlated pairs of identified heavy particles. 

The characteristics of events with gluon radiation can also be studied with- 

out specifically identifying a 3-jet topology by looking instead at multiplicity, 

inclusive particle distributions, etc., as a function of event shape variables such 
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as sphericity and jet mass. While this technique does not unambiguously single 

out properties of gluon jets, it does provide interesting qualitative constraints 

on fragmentation schemes and reflects properties of the underlying QCD struc- 

ture. For example, a recent HRS result,“” shows a clear rise in charged particle 

multiplicity as sphericity rises. Without medium-soft gluon radiation properly 

accounted for, the Lund model citnnnt reproduce <his rise. The K” and A mul- 

tiplicities were also measured as a function of sphericity (Fig. 32) and the Lund 

model did not reproduce these shapes particularly well. The improvement in 

these measurements obtainable with HiLum PEP would proride the answers to 

some interesting questions such as whether baryon and strange particle content 

increase with sphericity at the same rate as the general multiplicity. 

Another question that could be answered with high luminority is whether 

the width of the KNO scaling distribution changes with increasing gluon con- 

tent. One might expect the shapes to be different due to the presence of a third 

generator in the gluon events; however, current HRS datafa4’ show the distribu- 

tion at low and high sphericity to be quite similar. 

1.3.10 The Merging of Nearby Jets 

A very interesting and as yet not well understood area is what happens to 

the colorfield and its product hadrons when two relatively major color-connected 

partons (e.g., a quark and a gluon) are fairly near each other in phase space; 

that is, not separate enough to make experimentally separable jets and not close 

enough to be merged into a normal jet with normal pT distributions. 1as1 Such an 

event is depicted in Fig. 33 Presumably the field will exhibit different properties 

involving order/disorder, coherent effects, non-nearest-neighbor interactions, etc. 

compared with “simple” 2-jet or 3-jet events. (This phenomenon involving two 

major overlapping partons is closely related to the second half of the previous 

se&on on Gluon Fragmentation Studies in which events generally broadened by 

above-average soft gluon emission are discussed.) It is a relatively undeveloped 
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area of considerable information on how interparton fields behave, but will require 

large data samples of detailed particle information to unravel. 

Summary of “Gluon Fragmentation Studies” and “The Merging of Nearby Jets” 

There is a great deal to learn concerning the colorfield behavior involved (a) 

when there is oni: major separated gltion (Z&jet events), (b) multiple emission of 

fairly soft gluons leading to a high sphericity event, and (c) when a major gluon 

is somewhat nearby in phase space to a quark (merging jets). Understanding 

these phenomena will require large data samples with identified heavy particles 

in order to study the details of the colorfield behavior. 

1.3.11 Other Physics Areas 

The hadronization study area is a very broad one. Above, we have discussed 

selected topics. We here mention some other areas of potential study. 

A polarization argument similar to that developed for the A can also be 

applied to the 4 meson at high PT. The decay density matrix then leads to 

K+K- emission out of the plane defined by the jet axis and the pT of the c$, 

independent of the direction of the colorfield. This probes many of the same 

“orderliness” questions as the A polarization. 

Possible cc production from the colorfield ( i.e., string-breaking or cluster- 

decay) is a very interesting property, but unfortunately very difficult to identify. 

Cluster models would suggest c~/uti - 10e3 or so. Simple string tunneling suggest 

cquii - 10-l’; however modified string modeling allowing energy concentrations 

or multiple medium-soft gluon emission will raise this. Unfortunately, we have 

not yet found an adequate way to look for this at less than about 10-l or 10V2. 

Looking for soft D-mesons (z 5 .2) is obscured by combinatorics and also by 

bottom decay. The acceptance is not high enough to look for events with 3 D’s 

(primary cc, plus CE from the colorfield). This remains an open question. 

We have only touched in passing on the information to be learned from the 

rich area of pT studies: in 3-jet events, studies of pi relative to the “jet-axes” and 
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relative to presumed strings connecting partons; how pT depends on the mass 

of the hadron; whether the pT of a baryon (3 quarks) is statistically larger than 

expected; whether gluon jets have appreciably higher pT than quark jets. 

As the area moves into the high luminosity era, many more questions will of 

course be posed and hopefully answc.red. 

I. 4 CONCLUSIONS 

There are many interesting areas involving interparton field behavior to be 

developed with high luminosity samples of - 1000 pb-’ and sensitive powerful 

detectors at PEP. These include: 

l Bose-Einstein correlation studies which potentially probe confinement and 

determine the tension in the interparton field. 

l Detailed fragmentation studies, in particular at high z and of D*‘s (high 

mass) where the results avoid the ambiguities caused by resonance decay. 

l A definitive measurement of A polarization, which simultaneously probes 

many aspects of the “orderliness” of the field behavior. 

l Strange Baryon production and their correlations, which is basically a new 

field with potentially much interesting information and, already, a few en- 

ticing low statistics effects. 

l Determination of the formation probabilities for various diquark flavors and 

spins. 

l Probes of many aspects of the “orderliness” of interparton field behav- 

ior such as A polarization and “baryon-baryon rapidity repulsion” and 

alro many “ordered” effects which relate to how diquarks and baryons are 

formed including baryon-antibaryon pT and rapidity correlations, spin 1/2- 

spin 3/2 correlations, and AA rate vs. A rate. 

l Monitoring of non-strange, strange, and doubly-strange charmed baryon 

production rates and probably reconstruction of a A, signal. 
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l Measuring of short range fragmentation rapidity correlations for various 

species of heavy particle pairs. 

l Detailed studies of how produced particles are “pulled” in the interparton 

field. 

l Detailed study of 3-jet events, in particular focusing on the behavior of 

identified heavy particles. 

l Studies of gluon fragmentation compared with quark fragmentation. 

l Merging jet studies of the effects which occur when the fields of two major 

partons overlap. 

Sample sizes will be 10 times larger than present samples for light quarks, 

and 30-40 times larger for strange quark samples (thousands of A’s, hundreds of 

Z:- and W’s). There will be roughly - 1000 each of pp, Ap, and AA correlation 

samples. 

There is much that ~8n be experimentally learned with HiLum PEP on how 

the fields between partons actually behave as they evolve toward the hadrons 

which we observe. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Paradigm of HiLum PEP data, phenomenological understanding of color- 

field dynamics, and non-perturbative QCD calculations. 

2. Three-jet events for (a) Independent Fragmentation, (b) String Fragmen- 

tation, and (cj Cluster Fragmentation. 

3. Naive space-time depiction of a 2-jet event to illustrate some of the features 

and questions involving the behavior of fields between partons. 

4. The dE/dx plot with the newly upgraded TPC. 

5. Lambda mass from HRS. 

6. Lambda mass from the upgraded TPC. 

7. (a) HRS results (i) Do + K-r+ and (ii) D+ + K-r+&. 

(b) HRS results for F + &r+ with (above) 0.2 < ~(4 - r) < 0.4 and 

(below) z(r$ - r) > 0.4. Th e 1 ower histograms are selected at particular 

decay angles. 

8. Upgraded TPC results: (a) Do + K-X+, (b) Do -+ K-~+R-~F+, (c) D* + 

Do, and (d) F + KSK-?r+. 

9. Angular distribution of particles in the event plane for 3-jet events for (a) 

all charged particles and photons, (b) for charged particles and photons 

with 0.3 < pout < 0.5 GeV/c, and (c) for heavy particles (K,p,A). 

10. K - K rapidity correlation for charged kaons from TPC. 

11. Ijaryon formation models. 

(a) Lund string model with ufundamental” diquarks. 

(b) Lund string model with diquarks formed in a two-step process. 

(c) Cluster decay to baryon-antibaryon. 
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12. The angular distribution between the pp axis and the jet axis in the pp 

center of mass. The dashed line is the Webber cluster model. The solid 

line is the Lund string model. (a) B f e ore detection efficiency. (b) After 

detection efficiency. 

13. The pT correlation (see text) fclz proton and antiproton. 

(a) Out of the event plane. (b) In the event plane. 

14. The Bose-Einstein correlation between like-sign pions from TPC. 

(a) Uncorrected data. 

(b) Data corrected for particle misidentification and Coulomb effects. 

(c) Monte Carlo results based on an uncorrelated jet model generator. 

(d) Monte Carlo results from the Lund model generator wi-&out any Bose- 

Einstein correlations built in. 

15. The size of the like-sign dipion emitting source as a function of angle, from 

the TPC Bose-Einstein study. 

16. Space-time diagram for identical boson emission in Lund string model. 

17. Bose-Einstein correlation from Lund string model with identical particle 

symmetrization correlation built in, compared with TPC data. 

18. High z fragmentation function from HRS. Also displayed are a (1 - z)~ 

curve, the result of the most recent Lund parametrization from TPC, and 

the effect of a higher twist term at the virtual gamma vertex. 

19. D* fragmentation function. 

20. F+ fragmentation function from HRS. The solid curve is the Peterson fit 

to the HRS data for z(D*) > 0.4. The dashed curve also includes estimated 

B decays. 

21. Rapidity plot of lambda production from Lund string model. 

22. Lund string model of lambda polarization. 
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23. Lambda polarization versus pT from TPC. 

24. Multi-purpose strange baryon event 

(a) highly ordered, (b) somewhat disordered. 

25. Monte Carlo results of expected strange baryon signal with HiLum PEP. 

26. Monte Carlo result of Ap and Ap rapidity correlation for HiLum PEP. 

27. Monte Carlo result of C*+ -C*- momentum distribution with HiLum PEP. 

Also shown is the cud decay leading to an excess of C*+. 

28. Monte Carlo result for reconstruction of Xc for HiLum FEP (See text for 

comments on production rate and branching fc*action used.) 

29. Plot of AA rate versus A rate from TPC. 

In band (l), the A and A are uncorrelated. 

In band (2), they are always pair-produced. The solid line shows the Lund 

prediction as a function of (us/ud)/(s/u). 

30. Models for AA formations. 

31. Rapidity difference for A and A from TPC. 

32. Lambda and K” production versus sphericity from HRS. 

33. Space-time depiction of a “merging-jet” event. 
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V. 1 INTRODUCTION 

The Standard Model is a remarkable result of decades of work in particle 

physics, but it is clearly an incomplete representation of the world. Exploring 

possibilities beyond the Standard Model is a major preoccupation of both theo- 

rists and experimentalists. Desklite t!-e many suggestions that are extant about 

the missing links within the Standard Model as well as extensions beyond it, 

no hard experimental evidence exists. In particular, in more than five years of 

experimentation both at PETRA and PEP no new particles have been found 

that would indicate new physics. Several reasons are possible for these negative 

results: the particles may be too heavy; the experiments may not be looking in 

the proper way; the cross sections may be too small cr finally the particles may 

not exist. 

A continuing PEP program, at high luminosity will ensure that the second 

and third reason continue to be addressed. The higher energy e+e- storage rings 

such as TRISTAN and LEP will extend the mass limits. High mass particles can 

also be produced at the CERN collider and soon with the Tevatron collider. 

A concise summary of the mass limits from the PETRA experiments has been 

given in a recent Mark J publication.“’ The results, shown in Table I, provide a 

convenient yardstick against which to measure future search experiments. 

V.2 CHARGED PARTICLE SEARCHES 

The TPC has placed the best limitsIZ1 on stable fractionally charged parti- 

cles by measuring the momentum and dE/d x. The limits are somewhat model 

dependent but are typically R, 2 lOA for 5, $ and 8 charged particles. 

Unstable charged particles such as technipions or charged Higgs would be 

revealed by an increase in the R value, the ratio of hadronic to the p+p- pair 

cross sections. Figure 1 shows a compilation of such measurements. The most 
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Table I. Lower mass limits (95% CL) for new particles 

Particles 
Mark J CELLO JADE TASS0 

Lower Mass Remarks Lower Mass Lower Mass Lower Mass 
Limit (GeV) Limit (GeV) Limit (GeV) Limit (GeV) 

A. QED 
e* 
fJ* 

72 x=1 59 61 61 
25 x=1 - 22 - 

B. Standard Theory 
L* 
Toponium 
Open Top 

22.5 Lifetime < 10 ns 
46.6 Fee Bh < 3 keV 
46.6 - 

C. Extended Theory 
H* and 
Technipions 

17 B&Y) > l/4 

D. SUSY 
7 20.5 

?? 
P 

k* 
-0 Z 

22 
20 
17 

22.5 
35 

w* 25 

E. Scalar 
X 46.6 rr,/-w,hh N 45 - 

48 et? - - 

decay path < 5 cm, 
Mg = 50 GeV 

- 

- 

M+ = 4 GeV 
Mz, < 2 GeV 
Mg < 40 GeV 

M+M; < Mti* 

- 

46.6 
46.6 

13 18 6 

16.8 
16 

15.3 
- 

- 

18 15.5 
- 45.2 
35 44 

14 

25.2 
20.9 

- 
- 

30 
- 
- 

13 

16.6 
16.4 

- 

- 

- 
- 
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precise results at high energy are: 

R = 3.96 f 0.09 at fi = 29 GeV from MAC18’ 

and R = 3.97 f 0.05 f 0.10 in the fi = 12 - 36 GeV 

energy range from JADE.“’ These values may be compared to the expectation 

of R = F(l + $+ . ..) = 3.88. 

The production of a scalar charged particle would increase R by 0.25 units 

which seems unlikely compared to the difference of 0.08 f 0.07 between the ex- 

periment and theory. However the p3 threshold factor rises very slowly as seen 

in Fig. 2 and so the production of a pair of charged scalars with mass as low as 

10 GeV would still be possible. A pair of spin f pa;tfcles have a much sharper 

cross section increase above threshold as well as AR = 1 and so zould have been 

seen. 

A more sensitive technique is to look for specific decay modes. A Higgs 

particle that preferentially couples to mass would decay to rvr and to CS, or cb 

depending on the Higgs mass. A series of experiments at PETRAf6’ looking for 

both leptonic and hadronic decays excludes such a charged Higgs below a mass 

in the range (14-17) GeV as seen in Fig. 3. Very little else can be said and it 

is an open question if scalars whose decay modes are not so determined might 

exist. 

The classic search technique is to scan the energy range and look for the 

appearance of a class of isotropic events as the threshold is passed. This has 

been done by PETRA at the higher energies in the top quark search but not in 

the energy range between CESR and PEP. As seen in Fig. 1, essentially no data 

exists foam 4 N 12 to fi N 25 GeV. Here is some unfinished business, although 

it is clearly a long shot in looking for new phenomena. 

A number of searches have been made for excited leptons. These can be 

produced either directly or as a propagator as in the diagrams of Fig. 4. The 

direct search looks for an effective mass peak in the lepton-photon system above 
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a continuum coming from radiative events. The MAC result161 is shown in Fig. 5. 

The PETRA mass limit”’ for a /.L* is 25 GeV. 

For the electron, a better limit comes from the e+e- + 77 reaction. The 

cross section can be written”’ as: 

da a2 l+c~A9 S3 

Xi=7 sin20 
- sin2 6 

'*2X: (1) 

where the first term is the simple QED contribution and the parameter X is 

essentially the mass of the hypothesised excited electron e*. The cross section 

is large, as seen in Fig. 6, and so most PEP detectors have collected - 20 K 

events. In the central region the modified angular dzpendance coming from the 

propagator is small (Fig. 7) so the sensitivity of the experiment &pends on how 

well the systematic errors on the luminosity can be controlled. A cross section 

comparison between the e+e- and 77 final states is needed. 

The current PEP limits on X, now the 40-50 GeV range,“’ can be pushed to 

perhaps 70 GeV with the large data samples now available. This is in the same 

mass range limit as the Mark J result given in Table I. So in this case the higher 

energy at PETRA will just be balanced by the higher event rate at PEP. The 

relative sensitivity goes as siNi, where N is the number of events. 

Data on this reaction were used to limit possible explanations”’ of the few 

radiative Z” decays seen at the CERN collider assuming that the radiative decay 

went through a new spin zero boson (X) as Z” + X7 followed by X-, e+e-. Such 

a particle would contribute an isotropic term to the e+e- + 77 cross section. 

The MAC results shown in Fig. 8 agree with QED and give a limit on the 

isotropic cross section of < 1.56 pb/ sr at 95% C.L. This result plus similar data 

from PETRA were used to limit the 77 width of X as a function of its mass. 
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V.3 SEARCH FOR SUSY PARTICLES 

This popular extension of the standard model predicts partners of all the 

known particles with spin differing by one half. In the limit of exact supersym- 

metry the masses of the particles and their SUSY partners are equal. At what 

scale the symmetry is broken, znd so the masses of the SUSY particles them- 

selves, is unknown. Such particles, if charged, will be produced in e+e- collisions 

at the same rate as the known particles. A simple search can then be made, for 

example, for e+e- + E+6- followed by the decays g + e? where the photino 5 

escapes from the detector. The experiment thea consists of :ooking for acolinear 

e+e- ,PP + - or r+r- pairs with no accompanying photins as seen in Fig. 9a. 

The predominant background comes from radiativt; events. Such experiments 

are limited to SUSY particle masses below the beam energy and although PEP 

experiments”” quickly ruled out scalar electrons 6 up to 14.5 GeV as seen in 

Fig. 10 the higher beam energy at PETRA provided a more stringent limit-in 

the 20-25 GeV range. 

The limit can be pushed beyond the beam energy by searching for single 6 

production via the diagram of Fig. 9b. In this case the scalar electron can be 

produced almost at rest in the laboratory and the decay gives a single electron 

of energy N ME/~. The result from the Mark II and MAC collaborations are 

similar.“‘] The MAC limit is ME > 23.4 GeV. More luminosity would not give 

significantly better values, higher beam energies are needed. It is a good early 

experiment for TRISTAN. 

A more promising immediate avenue for SUSY searching is to look for the 

photino. As we have discussed the e+e- + 77 reaction has a large cross section 

as does the SUSY equivalent e+e- -+ ;rYT shown in Fig. 9c. In this case the k 

appears in the propagator and so one could hope to approach E masses near the 

70 GeV limit for the e* previously discussed. Although many thousands of such 

events may have been made at PEP they are difficult to observe as a low mass 

photino is sterile. The signature is to look for a radiative event, such as in Fig. 
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lla, with no other particles in the final state. 

This search puts a premium on detecting photons at low transverse momen- 

tum, i.e., at small angles to the beam. The background process which presum- 

ably does occur is e+e- + Z” + VD and the equivalent W exchange diagram 

also shown in Fig. llb. The neutrino pair production rises rapidly with fi and 

should be simple to observe at TRISTAN as seen in Fig. 12 which is calculated 

for the conditions of the MAC search. The results from the latter experiment are 

shown in Fig. 13: one candidate event is found with El > 3 GeV which leads to 

the contours shown in Fig. 14 in the M+ : ME space. For rq small and wL = 

Mg, a limit of 37 GeV is found for the scalar electron mass. 

A more sensitive experiment (ASP) [la’ designed specifically for this search 

came into operation at PEP this fiscal year and will soon be able to improve this 

limit. With the good current operation of the storage ring, ASP could place a 

limit close to 60 GeV as shown in Fig. 15 or indeed discover the photino if it 

exists and is in this mass range. 

As we have discussed, the sensitivity of such an experiment goes as the fourth 

root of the integrated luminosity so an experiment with ten times the integrated 

luminosity could push the limit 1.8~ higher. Taking data at a higher rate is good 

for such experiments, assuming that the beam gas backgrounds do not dominate, 

as the cosmic ray background is relatively supressed and the apparatus needs to 

be kept in fully calibrated condition for fewer years. 

When the neutrino signal is observed, which should occur for an MS limit 

about 70 GeV, the SUSY experiment loses sensitivity as now a background sub- 

traction will be needed. However the detection of the 7v~ final state at about 

the expected level would in itself be an experimental feat and would validate the 

SUSY search. A major difficulty of all negative results from search experiments 

is proving that the expected signal would in fact have been seen, if present. The 

expected limit on the number of light neutrino generations from ASP is - 8. 
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The extension of such experiments into the early 1990s when the width of 

the Z” will have been measured could be interesting and justified since the two 

experiments measure somewhat different things. For example both experiments 

measure the number of light neutrinos but only the lower energy experiment is 

sensitive to the existence of the photino. By contrast the Z” can decay to Ho the 

SUSY Higgs partner. Scalar neubrino ,>airs could be produced by both processes 

depending on the mass of the il/. The cross section ratio (e+e- + fia)/(e+e- + 

VP) will be 0.25 times a threshold factor depending on MC. If the % were much 

lighter than 83 GeV the scalar neutrino pair production could dominate. 

One should not take the SUSY discussion too literally as there is no experi- 

mental evidence that the current models have anything to do with the world as 

seen at present energies. However such complementarity and interplay of results 

from a lower energy and a higher energy facility has been important in the past, 

and would justify continuing a PEP physics program even into the SLC/LEP 

era. In general any particle that couples not to the Z” but to the photon would 

be much more strongly produced at PEP. 

A recent example of such complementary, this time between PEP and the 

CERN Collider, is provided by the monojet experiments. The results can also 

be interpreted in SUSY models. Three experiments from PEP[“’ and one from 

PETRA[“] have recently reported similar limits on the production of monojets 

in e+e- annihilation. Table II summarizes the results of the PEP experiments. 

A monojet is defined as a cluster of energetic particles with unbalanced PT. 

Figure 16 shows such an event candidate seen in the HRS. The background 

comes primarily from annihilations following a catastrophic bremsstrahlung of 

one of the beam electrons so that the jet resulting from the fragmentation of the 

qq system is balanced by a single photon. If the photon escapes in the small 

cracks in the shower counters then an apparent monojet will result. 

For the MAC experiment the main background comes from r+r- pair produc- 

tion in which one tau decays into a single charged particle going in the backward 
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Table II. PEP magnet Searches 

Group s L dt Experimental Cuts Candidates Background Z” B.R. 

pb-’ cos 6* PT GeV/c nch limit % 

HRS 1'76 0.5 7.2 4 1 3.3 f 1.5 1.5 

Mark II 222 0.67 8.0 2 2 consistent with 2 0.7 

MAC 238 0.8 3.0 2 11 13.2 0.5 

hemisphere. Such background events are 4 prongs as are ail the candidates for 

this detector. All experiments require more than 2 prongs in the monojet. 

The cross section for the reaction e+e- + Z” -+ any is given by: 

GFM2,r8 
u = fi(Mi - s)z 

(1 - 2sin2 8, + sin* 0,) 

(2) 
=6pbat &=29GeV 

Hence each PEP experiment has collected more than 1000 such events - more 

than the detectors at the CERN collider. The monojets from UAl are about 

as frequent as Z” + ewe- decaysL1” and so would correspond to Z” decaying to 

monojets with a branching ratio of several percent. Therefore if the monojets 

reported by the UAl experiment come from anomalous Z” decay each PEP ex- 

periment should have seen 10-20 events in clear contradiction to the observation. 

A quantitative comparison for the Mark II and MAC experiments is shown 

in Fig. 17 from which one sees that monojets in the jet mass range from 2 to 

10 GeV coming from Z” decay are excluded. This result assumes the reaction 

e+e- + Z” + ~1x2 leads to a final state of two spin zero particles with the 

corresponding sin2 6 angular distribution. If the x particles are spin $ heavy 

lentons with a (1 + cos2 0) angular distribution then the sensitivity is somewhat 

reduced as shown by the lower curve in Fig. 17a. If x1 decays to 3v with a 10% 
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branching ratio’l*’ then such a reaction is also excluded for xz masses between 2 

and 10 GeV. 

The HRS group has also compared their limits to the expectation of a SUSY 

model. The 5 exchange diagram of Fig. 18 leads to a cross section, estimated by 

Haber, [“I of 

u = 0.61(1 - R2)(1 + R/2)X2/r* pb 

B . 

where R = Mi2/s, X2 is the zino fraction in the H, Z mixing and r is the mass 

ratio ME/M,. The production angular distribution goes as: 

g - (1 + R) A (1 - R)co& . 

The decay of xz could go via l+Z-T,qqg or qq+. The latter would dominate if 

the gluino mass is larger than a few GeV and if Mq - Mg. If B is the branching 

ratio of x2 to qq+ then the HRS experiment leads to the contours shown in Fig. 

19. Regions to the left of the curves are excluded. This result is more model 

dependent than the case where x1 = ~2 = 5 discussed previously but gives 

somewhat higher limits on ME for X2B values greater than - 0.1. 

V.4 OTHER NEW PARTICLES FROM Z DECAY 

The previous discussion of monojets illustrates the capability of an e+e- 

machine that operates well below the Z” mass to study effects that could come 

from such decays. Although the PETRA measurements show that the charged 

iepton and the quarks from the fourth generation are above the PEP energy range 

this may not be the case for the associated neutrino.“” The ASP experiment may 

see a few events of e+e- + 7Nm where N is the fourth generation neutrino, but 

the precision will be insufficient to definitely ascribe the few events expected to 

generations beyond three. 

If the neutrino were to decay then it could be observed as: 
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a) A jet, perhaps a monojet if the second neutrino escaped the detector, 

b) an isolated 1X pair from a diagram such as shown in Fig. 20, 

c) a group of particles with a vertex well separated from the main vertex, if 

the lifetime is long. 

We have discussed the results of the monojet search. The second kind of 

event was looked for in the HRS”” with again a negative result. Six candidates 

were found, consistent with known backgrounds, and giving limits on aB of 0.08 

to 0.2 pb for neutrino masses ranging from 1 to 7 GeV. 

The Mark II group has recently reported on a negative search for events 

with separated vertices.[“’ These results are compared with other limits in Fig. 

21”” where the mixing between the fourth and first generations, III41 I2 is plotted 

against the mass of the fourth generation neutrino, MN. 

The dashed line in Fig. 21 corresponds to 7~7 of 1 m whereas the right hand 

edge of the region (8)) excluded by the Mark II experiment, is 7~7 of a few mm 

set by the vertex resolution. 

The line (7) is the sum of all of the three PEP monojet experiments in- 

terpreted in terms of single N production via the reaction e+e- + N& which 

proceeds by W boson exchange. The cross section is: 

a(e+e- --+ Niie) = IU1412 ~(l~!s)2(l+~) 

E 4.7jUr412 pb 

This limit would fall by perhaps an order of magnitude with a high luminosity 

PEP. It should also be possible to extend the boundary of the detached vertex 

search experiment to somewhat higher masses with an optimal vertex chamber. 

An experiment with more events or one that searches to greater distances 

could also fill in the region between contour (5) which comes from the CERN 

CHARM experiment and the Mark II result. 
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The cross section (2) for the reaction e+e- -+ Z” + any is shown in Fig. 22. 

Since at PEP energies we are working far out on the tail of the resonance the 

cross section varies only slowly with 4. The signal to noise is poor and decreases 

somewhat faster than s- I. At fi = 29 GeV the 6 pb Z” cross section may be 

compared to a total hadro.lic cross of - 380 pb. With a luminosity upgrade, even 

if operating at q-g = 24 GeV, each experiment could collect 1500-2000 Z” events 

per year. Such rates will be interesting until the new e+e- machines, operating 

at the Z” pole come into operation. A possible scenario is shown in Fig. 23 from 

which it is clear that a limited window of opportunity exis8. The PEP upgrade 

is overdue if the program is to contribute to Z” physics. 

V.5 PHYSICS WITHIN THE STANDAZD ~~oIx?? 

Although those of us brought up on the V-A, two component theory know 

that neutrinos are massless this is not the case in many other theories. How it is 

in nature is an open and important experimental question. A report[221 of a finite 

result of My, - 30 eV from the end point of the H3p decay spectrum gives an 

added edge to such searches. The current best limit”“’ for M,, is 250 keV at 90% 

C.L., below the electron mass. The old problem with the rate of neutrino interac- 

tions from the sun also stimulated a major experimental activity in searching for 

neutrino oscillations. Despite a number of false alarms no convincing evidence 

exists for such effects.“” The experiments continue. PEP can address such issues 

through measurements that limit tau neutrino mass. Two recent results’251 from 

Mark II of 143 MeV from the p’ + 37r+7r” decay and 157 MeV from the DELCO 

study of events of the p’ decay to KK?r, represent the best published values. 

Left-right symmetric models’2g1 such as Sum x Sum x U(1) give a nat- 

ural scaling between generations as M,/Mf so a 100 MeV tau neutrino mass 

would correspond to - 8 MeV for the electron neutrino which is already much 

less than the 30 eV measurement. 

There are some important constraints coming from astrophysics.“” The ex- 

pansion rate of the universe limits the mass of a stable neutrino to s 100 eV. 
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However neutrinos must then decay with the favored process shown in Fig. 24. 

The matrix U,l connects the flavor eigenstates v, with the mass eigenstates ti 

The lifetime is given by: 

2.9 x 104 
’ = M$Jli12 

(phase space) 

The radiative decays such as V~ + v,7 pre much slower. 

The current density of deuterium and helium in the universe limits the pos- 

sible neutrino lifetimes as decays such as r+ + e+e-& occurring during nucle- 

osynthesis would give 7 rays which in turn would photo-disintegrate the Da and 

He. 

These considerations combined with decay and neutrino beam dump exper- 

iments rule out the electron decay of the tau neutrino.12’l However a region in 

the U32 : My, space is still allowed. It is therefore important to push the tau 

neutrino mass limit below the muon mass and so forbid the Y, + pev, decay. 

The recent observation by the HRS group of the r + 5~*7r’z+ decays allows 

this to be done. The mass spectrum of the 57r and 67r final states is shown in 

Fig. 25. Fits to these spectra with a number of different models for the final state 

hadronic system give a 95% C.L. upper limit of the tau neutrino of 89 MeV.‘a”l 

Since the charged particle effective mass resolution for the 57r*v, final state 

is lo-15 MeV in the HRS, the observation of a few events at the kinematic limit 

of 1784 MeV will limit the tau neutrino mass to the 10-20 MeV range. This 

can be done with a high luminosity PEP upgrade. The rate of this decay is one 

observed event every 37 pb-’ so 1000 pb-l would give 27 events. 
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A second, important but very difficult experiment requires a precision check 

of pe universality in r decay.“” The ratio should be given by: 

R=BR! 7 + jum) 
BR(r -+ evv) 

= l- 0.027 

where the 2.7% iower p decay brarching ratio comes from phase space. The 

current measurements of both the puv and evu final states have errors that are 

typically 3%.1301 Apart from the general interest in measuring such a fundamental 

calculable quantity as accurately as possible, a breakdown. of p,e universality 

could indicate new physics. 

A calculation I291 assuming a contrib*ltion from a charged Higgs as shown by 

the diagram of Fig. 26 gives: 

M2M2 
R = l- 0.027+ 0.243c cot40 

MB 

where cx is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. In GeV units this is: 

0.0086 
R = 1 - 0.017 + M” cot4 CY 

H 

This is a very small effect unless cot cy: happens to be large. If MH = cot cx then 

an experiment at the 0.5% level is required. As discussed earlier the PETRA 

limit on MH is 17 GeV. 

Scaling from the present PEP experiments a 1000 pb-’ experiments, would 

yield about 8000 events in each of the e and h decay modes so the statistical 

errors could approach 1%. Since one measure a ratio most of the systematic 

errors would cancel; however, a 1% measurement in a typical e+e- spectrometer 

is difficult. 



V .6 CONCLUSIONS 

Although no qualitatively new phenomena have been seen at PEP several 

search experiments have been done and several more are underway that are as 

interesting and have as much promise as those of any competitive program. 

Whether the CERN and FermiI& colliders wiii show qualitatively new things 

beyond the Standard Model is as yet an open question. In any case the advan- 

tage of the known electroweak couplings means that search experiments in e+e- 

annihilation are easy to interpret and so can be definitive. By exploring reac- 

tions in which new states can appear in the propagator high masses, approaching 

100 GeV, can be probed. A window of opportrlnity exists before the Z” fac- 

tories come into full operation but the existence of the SLC and LEP projects 

means that a timely increase of luminosity of PEP is essential. Even after these 

machines are operating, a lower energy faculty can provide complementary in- 

formation although operation at energies below 29 GeV is not favored for the 

search experiments. To fully exploit this physics the detectors should be made 

hermetic. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Energy dependence of R = a(e+e- + hadrons)/app. 

2. Threshold factors. 

2. PETRA limits on mass tf cha-ged Higgs as a function of leptonic and 

hadronic branching ratios. 

4. Excited lepton production diagrams. 

5. ~7 effective mass spectra compared to QED. 

6 . Cross section for e+e- + 77 . 

7. Differential cross section for e+e- + 77. 

8. Measured cross section for e+e- + 77 compared to QED predictions. 

9. (a) Scalar electron pair production. 

(b) Single scalar electron production. 

(c) Photino pair production. 

10. Mass limit for G+E- pair production. 

11. (a) Radiative photino pair production. 

(b) Neutrino pair production. 

12. Cross section for radiative 57 and UP production. 

13. Transverse energy distribution for MAC experiment. 

(a) 10’ veto and (b) 5’ veto. 

14. Ccntours of excluded region in rn$ : rng space. The full line assume 

mi5, = mEL, the dashed line that rncR >> mg,. 

15. Expected limit from ASP experiment. The dotted line shows the PETRA 

limit. 

16. HRS monojet candidate. 
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17. (a) MAC limit on scalar pair production (x”A”) and fermion pair production 

(NN). 

(b) Mark II limit on scalar pair production (SP). 

18. SUSY production of 5 and Go, Z” mixture. 

19. Limits on scalar electron mass tram IiRS msnojet experiment. 

20. Prompt heavy fermion pair production. 

21. Excluded regions in mixing angle IUr41: heavy neutrino mass (MN) space: 

(l),(2) 7r + eu, (3) K + eu, (4),(5) Charmneutrinoexperiment, (6) univer- 

sality (7) PEP monojet experiments, (8) M(?ric II secondary vertex search. 

22. Cross section for e+e- + Z”. 

23. Z” production rates from different storage rings. 

24. Heavy neutrino decay diagram. 

25. Hadronic system mass from 57r and 67r decay of tau. 

26. Tau decay via charged Higgs. 
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I. 1 INTRODUCTION 

Over the past two years we have explored several ideas for Luminosity Up- 

grades on PEP. This followed the recommendation of the Goldhaber Committee 

which concluded that “unless PETRA uncovered new physics at higher ener- 

gieb then PEP should concentr&e or: higher luminosity at its present energy.” 

These studies explored many schemes which involved lowering the “/3 functions” 

(stronger focussing) at the interaction points, as it has been employed at CESR, 

PETRA, DORIS II and in PEP. 

The first round of studies assumed that all six interaction regions would be 

required and that the overall chromatic aberrations which could be tolerated 

and corrected should not exceed their present value. This ied to designs which 

incorporated quadrupoles for the low-/3 insertions which were placed inside the 

magnetic field region of the detectors. Because of the high fields in some of the 

detectors, these quadrupoles would have to be either superconducting iron-free, or 

permanent magnet (samarium-cobalt) designs. Although machine lattice designs 

were readily achievable using these techniques, the engineering complexity and 

the impact on detectors made these schemes rather unattractive. This forced a 

review of the above assumptions and led to the studies of the Mini-Maxi Beta 

and the Six-Fold Mini Beta schemes described below. 

Other approaches to higher luminosity which were explored and shelved were 

“Increased Number of Bunches” and “Lower Tune Operation.” Both of these 

techniques require more physical (and dynamic) aperture in the storage ring 

vacuum and magnet systems than is available when operating at 29 GeV in the 

center of mass. At lower energy more aperture is available as the beam size, in 

a constant lattice, is a linear function of energy. However, even at much lower 

energies, no solutions were found that looked like interesting and competitive 

approaches for continued study. 

The work summarized below involved many people in the Accelerator De- 

partment and many interactions with other SLAC groups and with PEP users, 
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however, the majority of the effort came from R. Helm, M. Donald, and L. Kar- 

vonen . 

I.2 MINI-MAXI BETA 

In ccntinuing studies of mini-beta schemes on PEP, we first reviewed the 

assumptions discussed above and set the following criteria: 

1. There would be fewer than six interaction regions needed for high energy 

physics in the long range program. 

2. Quadrupoles should not be placed inside the detectors to reduce the physics 

impact and engineering complexity. 

3. The overall chromaticity should not exceed present values and the lattice 

should be flexible to allow exploration of new ideas. 

We took as typical general purpose large detectors the TPC and the HRS. 

This set the distance from the interaction point to the beginning of the first 

quadrupole at approximately 3.5 meters and their location in IR2 and IR6 sug- 

gested the three-fold Mini-Maxi design. In this design PEP is modified from its 

present six-fold symmetric lattice to one where there are three symmetric low-p 

insertions (2, 6, 10) and three insertions where the /? functions are increased to 

higher values than presently used. This allows a design, whose characteristics are 

summarized in Fig. 1 and Table 1, where the chromatic aberrations are similar 

to present values and the /3 functions in the active interaction regions are reduced 

by a factor of three. The beams would be separated at the high-/3 crossing points, 

so that they do not contribute in limiting performance. 
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Table 1 

Free Space Between Quads 

Vertical Beta at IP 

Present 

12.7 m 

0.12 m 

Mini-Beta Maxi-Beta 

Regions Regions 

7m 20 m 

0.04 m 0.6 m 

Horizontal Beta at IP 3.0 m 1.0 m 15 m 

Maximum Beta in Quads 400 m 360 m 180 m 

Uncorrected Chromaticity -34/- 92 -33/- 82 

Horiz./Vert. 

Average Beta in the RF System 60 m 30 m 

To implement this design, one needs twelve new high gradient, high quality 

quadrupoles in the Mini-Beta IR’s, comparable and in addition to the existing 

quads. In the High Beta IR’s, the existing quads are moved outwards and overall 

four new power supplies and high current busses are required to power this three 

by three fold symmetric lattice. This lattice is flexible and one could operate with 

a wide variety of IP parameters. An additional benefit of this approach is the 

separation of the IR’s used for physics from those containing the RF accelerating 

system, namely 12, 4 and 8. This would allow future tests with lattices where 

higher operating currents could be required and where independent tuning of 

the optics in the accelerating cavities (the major instability driving impedance in 

PEP) and in the active IR’s is possible. In addition to the magnet system and 

power supply system modifications mentioned above, there is by necessity much 

vacuum system and instrumentation and control system modification required to 

implement this design. The total effort is somewhat dependent on the assumed 

physics program and operating detectors, but both the technical implementation 

and impact on resources are very dependent on assumptions of the availability 

of experienced engineering personnel during the completion and commissioning 

of the SLC. 
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This leads us to the obvious questions: What mini-beta program is possible 

using existing hardware ? - Can we devise a program of upgrades which satisfy 

the real world limitations of available resources? - A phased program? - What 

are the physics program tradeoffs? 

I.3 SIX-FCZD MINI-SETX 

In an attempt to answer some of these questions, we have studied a six-fold 

symmetric mini-beta scheme which uses the existing magnets and power supplies. 

We assumed that as in the Mini-Maxi Beta, the minimum distance from the IP 

to the beginning of Qr would be 3.5 m. As Qr and Q2 are moved towards this 

position, we find the following effects in the resulting lattices. 

1. The range of beta values at the IP over which the lattice can be adjusted 

rapidly diminishes. 

2. The total chromaticity must be allowed to increase in order to achieve the 

desired beta values. 

3. The strength of Qr increases significantly as shown in Fig. 2. 

The tunability of the lattice was increased by repositioning Qs, the quadrupole 

at the beginning of the arc, improving the optics match between the long inser- 

tions and the arcs. In lowering the /? functions, the total chromaticity increased 

by 30%, however, we found that the residual aberrations after correction with the 

sextupole system, were no worse than with the Mini-Maxi scheme. This appears 

to be due to the higher degree of symmetry, i.e. six-fold, which of course matches 

the geometrical distribution of sextupoles. Two out of the seven families of sex- 

tupoles would be required to operate above the power supply and magnet !imits 

at 29 GeV but would be satisfactory at 22 GeV. Alternatively, the 48 sextupoles 

affected could be replaced by stronger units which have been designed. 

The variation in required strength of the insertion quads is shown in Fig. 2. 

The Qr quadrupoles were designed to operate at these levels but the installed 
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power supply and cable plant would need to be upgraded. Again, operating PEP 

at the reduced energy of 22 GeV, one would use the existing equipment. 

The projected performance figures of these two different approaches to mini- 

beta are very comparable. In the Mini-Maxi scheme, any uncertainty lies in the 

three-fold symmetry and chromatic correction; while in the six-fold, the chro- 

matic correction required is stronger but more symmetric. At 29 GeV both 

require many additions to the ring systems, magnets, power supplies, busses; 

however, the six-fold can be tested and operated at 22 GeV with existing equip- 

ment. 

I.4 ALTERNATE SCHEMES 

There are many alternate variations of Mini-Beta which incorporate some of 

the concepts from the above schemes. One can combine both ideas and have a 

Mini-Maxi lattice with no new insertion quads (but six power supplies) and lower 

total chromaticity. Unfortunately, this lattice has proved to be very difficult to 

chromatically correct. At the present, this is not well understood and studies are 

continuing. 

One can also consider one or two fold schemes which could be tailored to the 

physics program. For example if we look at a one-fold scheme, we have a choice 

of adding additional quads and power supplies or no new quads but even more 

power supplies. The choice would be made balancing cost versus flexibility and 

conservatism. The possible effects of one-fold symmetry on chromatic corrections 

and beam-beam performance are impossible to predict and the total project costs 

are way below being a linear function of the number of IR’s. 

In summary, there are several choices of PEP luminosity Upgrades which 

look interesting. They could have from one to six active IR’s so we need a better 

fix on the future physics program in order to optimize performance versus effort 

ayd risk. 
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VII .l DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT HARDWARE 

The TPC hardware has operated in two configurations: a) in the 1982/83 

running cycle with a 3.9 kG conventional coil, and b) in the 84/85 running cycle 

with a 13.25 kG superconducting coil. During the period between these two 

cyc!ss, the TPC was upgraded \-:itl; rrodifications of the electrostatic field cages, 

a new thin inner insulator and the addition of gating grids to the TPC sectors. 

Figure 1 shows a cross section of the hardware along the beam, and Fig. 2 

shows a cross section transverse to the beam. Figure 3 shows a perspective slice 

through the detector, including one of the forward spectrometser of the PEP-9 

27 detector. The status of each component of the pm?rJt hardware is described 

in the following paragraphs, with emphasis on the central detector. 

VII.l.1 Superconducting Magnet 

The thin (0.86 r.1. package) superconducting coil operates at 1900 A. The 

magnet provides a very uniform magnetic field of 13.25 kG throughout a volume 

2.15 m in diameter and 3.0 m in length. The coil is protected by a quench 

detection circuit which is capable of detecting a voltage drop of 80 mV across 

the coil. Within a few milliseconds of the coil beginning to turn normal, a center 

tap quench protection system dumps about 12 kJ of energy into the coil to turn 

the entire coil normal.“’ 

After the final tests of the coil in the PEP-4 iron yoke, the field was carefully 

mapped with NMR probes. The field was found to be uniform to within 10 G 

over most of the TPC drift volume. The pole tip Iron saturates at high field and 

1900 A was chosen to optimize the field uniformity. The field maps will be used 

to generate correction algorithms for track reconstruction and vertex fitting with 

the new 84/85 data. 
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VII.1.2 Time Projection Chamber (TPC)‘a’ 

The TPC detector was modified during the Fall of 1983. Each of the 12 

endcap sectors was fitted with an additional gated grid. This 1 mm spacing grid 

is operated with a flO0 V difference from wire to wire. The field across the gaps 

prerents primary ionization fro;;l drifting to the sense wires and being amplified 

(gated grid shut). Wh en a pretrigger decision is made, the opposing voltage is 

removed, making the grid transparent (gated grid open). The use of the new 

gating grid has eliminated the large space charge distortions seen in the 82/83 

data. 

A new thin inner insulator made of high density polyethylene has been in- 

stalled to reduce the amount of material between the interaction point and the 

detector volume. The electrostatic field cage has been coated with resistive polyu- 

rathane paint to provide a more uniform field gradient and to further reduce drift 

distortions. At this point in the analysis, the remaining distortions are small and 

are not being corrected. 

The TPC is operating with a 50 kV/m drift field instead of the previous 75 

kV/m. The corresponding reduction in the drift velocity minimizes the amount 

of information lost near the endcaps due to the electronic noise induced by the 

switching of the gated grid. The longer (30 psec) drift time increases diffusion 

somewhat but the overall TPC performance is excellent. We are now obtaining 

a dE/dx resolution of 3.5 percent for hadrons within a jet environment. The 

momentum resolution is now approximately given by: 

op/p = 1.5 percent + 1.0 percent p (p in GeV/c) 

The momentum dependent term will be gradually reduced towards the theoreti- 

cally possible 0.5 percent . p as the remaining distortions are corrected. 
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V11.1.3 Inner Drift Chamber (IDC)/Outer Drift Chamber (ODC)‘*’ 

The 1.2 m long, inner drift chamber is sensitive from 13 to 19 cm in radius 

and has four axial layers. The IDC is operated in the same 8.5 atmosphere Ar- 

CH4 (80-20 percent) gas volume as the TPC. At present the IDC is only used for 

triggering. - 

The 3 m long, outer drift chamber has three axial layers at 1.2 m in radius. It 

is operated in Ar-CH4 (80-20 percent) at 1 atm. The ODC is used in generating 

the Trigger and is being used to correct for photon conversions in the magnet 

coil package. 

VII. 1.4 Hexagonal Calorimeter (HEX) “I 

The Hexagonal calorimeter is a gas-sampling calorimeter operating in the 

limited Geiger mode. The calorimeter is 4.2 m long and is situated at 1.2 m 

radius. Lead laminates have been stacked to a total of 10.6 r.1. with 40 sampling 

gaps. The three 60 degree stereo views are measured in the same gap, thus 

providing a strong correlation of the signal size in different views. The sense wires 

of the chamber provide one azimuthal view and the projective strip geometry with 

9 milliradian angular segmentation provides the two other views. The energy 

resolution obtained to date is: 

CQ/E = 16 percent/& , below 1 GeV 

= 14 percent for Bhabhas at 14.5 GeV 

Two of the six modules were unstacked and cleaned after our early experience 

with ethyl bromide. A replacement gas, composed of argon, methylal and N20, 

has been found to provide comparable but slightly inferior performance. 
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VII.l.5 Pole Tip Calorimeter (PTC) 

The Pole Tip Calorimeter is a proportional mode, gas-sampling lead laminate 

calorimeter consisting of two modules (one on each polebase). The calorimeter 

shares the same argon-methane (80-20 percent) gas volume as the TPC. There are 

a total of 51 sampies (13.5 r-l.), which. are redd out in three 60' stereo views. The 

cathode strips are arranged in a projective strip geometry with 8 mrad angular 

segmentation. The energy resolution obtained is 

~E/E = 11 percent/& , below 10 GeV 

= 6.0 percent for Bhathas at 14.5 GeV 

VII.1.6 Muon Detection System[5’ 

The magnet flux return and two layers of iron in the Muon detector system 

provide a total of 810 gm/cm 2. The detectors are triangular, double layer, ex- 

truded Al proportional tubes operating with argon-methane (80-20 percent) at 

1 atm. The barrel chambers are arranged in three layers with axial wires and 

a fourth layer at 90 degrees. The endcap region is covered with three layers, 

providing a complete coverage of 98 percent of 47r sr. 

VII. 1.7 Triggek6’ 

During the past year the trigger has been modified to make decisions at three 

levels: the gating grid, pretrigger and trigger levels. The addition of the third 

level was necessary in order to switch the TPC gating grid to the transparent 

mode and then to use TPC wire information in the charged pretrigger decision. 

T1.2 neutral triggers were modified to take advantage of the three level decision 

making. 
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For the Spring 1985 data runs with luminosities of the order of 20 x 103’ 

cm-“set- l, the trigger rates have been averaging: 

Gating Grid 1000 per set , 

Pretrigger 130 per set , 

Trigger 1 per set , 

where the Trigger decision allows us to accept qij events with essentially no bias 

and to record No Tag 27 events with some biases. At these rates the deadtime 

for triggering and readout has been averaging about 10 percent. The deadtime 

per event is dominated by the time required to digitize the data stored in the 

CCDs and the readout of the large volume of data (6 K words/event on average) 

into the VAX computer memory. 

VII.l.8 Online/OWine Analysis 

The Online computer has been upgraded to a VAX 11/782 to allow us to 

reconstruct a large fraction of the events. This Online analysis allows us to 

better monitor the detector, to eliminate one pass through the data to determine 

constants and to reduce the Offline load. The Offline data reconstruction has 

been automated and is currently running a few days behind the data acquisition. 

VII.2 PERFORMANCE OF THE DETECTOR IN THE 84/85 

RUNNING CYCLE 

Several improvements were incorporated prior to this cycle. In particular: 

1. The field cages were coated with a resistive paint to insure a uniform field 

at the cage surface. 

2. The gated grid was added in order to reduce the positive ion feedback into 

the main volume of the TPC. 
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3. The magnetic field was increased from 3.9 kG to 13.25 kG by operating the 

thin superconducting coil. 

4. A new calorimeter gas was developed for operating the modules safely. 

5. A new thin inner insulator was built for the TPC to decrease the amount 

of material between t.he b.:ar;l collision point and the TPC. 

The TPC proper has operated very well. The new thin inner insulator has 

been trouble free, the gated grid has operated even better than expected, and the 

electrostatic distortions are largely gone. Figure 4 shows tl:e new dE/dx vs. p 

curves. The improved momentum resolution dramatically sharpens the particle 

bands in the horizontal direction. For instance, the low momentum muon band 

is now distinct, whereas in the ‘old’ data this band c&d not be seen. In fact 

the high dE/dx data can be used to determine a mass spectrum as illustrated 

in Fig. 5 for positive and negative tracks. These dE/dx curves did not require 

any corrections for the gated grid operation since the baseline is restored before 

we start to collect data. The net spatial loss introduced by the delay due to the 

gated grid operation has been 8 cm. 

The momentum resolution is greatly improved. The improvement factor is 

about 3 at low momentum where errors are dominated by multiple scattering, 

and about 5 at the highest momenta. Mass resolutions have correspondingly 

improved. In some instances, especially at low momenta, they have become 

limited by the measurement of angles, where the material in front of the TPC still 

plays the dominant role. Many resonances which were not directly observable in 

the previous running at 4 kG, have become quite visible. This is especially true for 

charm mesons which are fast. For some particles, like As, the improvement leads 

to much better signal to noise, or correspondingly, a greater acceptance for a fixed 

signal to noise. Some of these points are illustrated in the following paragraphs, 

using data from less than 20 pb-’ of running under the new conditions. 

Kaon identification greatly improves the ability of the TPC to detect the 

decays of charmed particles. Figure 6a shows the mass spectrum for K-r+ (+ 
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charged conjugate) combinations whose total momentum is above 5 GeV/c. The 

Do signal is clearly visible and has a very low background. A highly pure Do 

signal can thus be obtained for lifetime, forward-backward asymmetry, mixing, 

and B meson decay measurements. Other D meson decays are shown in Fig. 6b 

(Do -+ K-rr+rr+~-) and Fig. 6c (D+ + K-?r+r+). The background level is 

much higher for these signals because of combinatorics. A very pure D*+ signal 

is shown in Fig. 6d, in which the K-X+ combinations that form Do candidates 

have been combined with an additional pion and the mass difference (m(D*+) - 

m(DO)) is taken. 

When two charged kaons are present in a decay, even greater background 

rejection can be obtained. Figure 7 shows the mast spectrum of K+K-?r+ com- 

binations with total momentum greater than 7 GeV/c. An Fr signal is seen - 

the first measurement of Fr + K+K-?F without the requirement of 4 + K+K- 

or the requirement of a 7 from the decay F* + 7F. 

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the new and old data samples for As, for two 

momentum ranges: l-2 GeV/c and 5-10 GeV/c. The improvement is dramatic, 

especially in the higher momentum data. A similar comparison is shown for 4s in 

Fig. 9. Figure 10 illustrates how these gains in resolution can translate into gains 

in efficiency for a given signal to noise ratio. In the case of As a factor of about 

2.5 in acceptance can be achieved. This is especially important for correlation 

studies where such a gain translates to a gain greater than a factor of 6 for AA 

pairs. In the case of E-, g reconstruction efficiency this translates into a gain 

of a factor 2.8 as illustrated in Fig. 11. 

In all the results described above, no distortion corrections have been made. 

We expect some improvement after making corrections for the small remaining 

distortions. 

‘L’he other systems in the facility are operating well. The Hexagonal Calorime- 

ter I.s operating with its six modules and has reached a performance with the 

‘Yetv Gas’ comparable, although slightly inferior, to the performance achieved 
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with ethyl bromide. A 7r” peak is shown in Fig. 12a for the new data, compared 

with a r” peak in Fig. 12b for the old data. 

Our data analysis system is now able to keep up with 1 pb-’ of data per day. 

We typically have data summary tapes for annihilation events (really an updated 

data summary disk) from one to a fea days after the data is coliected. 

VII.3 FUTURE DETECTOR UPGRADES, CHANGES 

In the high luminosity era the interaction region quadrupoles move forward 

towards the interaction point. This motion is incompatible with the present 

27 forward spectrometers. Thus the spectrometers will be dismantled and only 

the central detector will be used. In order to preserve tagging, the NaI shower 

counters will be moved to a position adjacent to the detector as shown in Fig. 

13. 

The only new device to be added for the high luminosity running will be the 

vertex chamber. This addition will be done in the place presently occupied by 

the inner drift chamber (IDC). The leading candidate for a vertex detector is 

the radial drift chamber (RDC) which we describe below. It would occupy the 

space between 5 cm and 15 cm from the beam and would provide the following 

capabilities: 

1. Maximum information for tracking: approximately 20 measurements per 

centimeter would be obtained for a total of over 200 measurements per 

track. 

2. Each of the 200 measurements would have, on average, 40~ point setting 

error (at 1.5 atm). 

3. Each point would also provide ionization information which would resolve 

some of the dE/dx ambiguities in the TPC (since DME has nearly no 

relativistic rise, its dE/dx vs. p curves are different from those for Argon- 

CJ34). 
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The installation of the radial drift chamber is motivated primarily by the de- 

sire to study the properties of “third generation” leptons and quarks, namely the 

b quark and the r lepton. In addition to a measurement of the lifetimes of these 

particles, more difficult goals such as b tagging, B - B mixing and even b -N u 

studies may be realizable with the addition of a high resolution tracking chamber 

near the vertex. The radiai drift chamber \‘aBC) is designed to provide not only 

a high tracking accuracy (200 measurements, each with 40 pm resolution), but 

also can function as a fast, momentum dependent trigger, and can give (dE/dx) 

information which is complementary to the information from the TPC. 

VII.3.1 Conceptual Design of the Radial Drift Chamber 

Most current strategies in the design of vertex detectors focus on a straight- 

forward extrapolation of drift chamber technology. This includes packing the 

chamber with a large number of small drift cells, and the use of slow velocity gas 

mixtures. In such chambers, although there may be as many as 100 ionization 

electrons in a single cell, only the information from the first electron arriving 

at the sense wire is used in determining tracking coordinates. The radial drift 

chamber, in contrast, is designed to use the maximum amount of information 

available from the track ionization. The design of this device takes advantage of 

a number of recent innovations in gaseous tracking chambers; the use of pickup 

wires near the sense wire to localize avalanche coordinates,“’ the use of wave- 

form sampling rather than leading edge discrimination, and the use of slow, cool 

organic gases with limited diffusion.[“’ 

The chamber itself (Fig.Ql4) consists of five cylindrical shells. The inner- 

most shell is formed by the beam pipe followed (moving out in radius) by an 

instrumented layer of wires, a central cathode, an outer layer of wires and an 

outer pressure wall. With the central cathode held at negative high voltage, the 

ionization formed in the inner half of the chamber drifts to the inner layer of 

w’yes, and the ionization formed outside the central cathode will drift out to the 

outer layer of wires. The instrumented sets of wires (Fig. 15) consist of a sense 
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wire strung between a pair of pickup wires, these are designated as n triplets”. In 

addition, field shaping wires are strung between wire triplets to enhance the field 

in the amplification region. 

Once a start time has been defined by a fast trigger in conjunction with a 

beam crossing, the signals on the sense and pickup wires are continuously sampled 

until the entire drift volume has been read out. The radial coordinate of an 

ionization cluster is determined by its arrival time at the anode wire, relative to 

some common start time. Within one cell, defined by the field lines mapped onto 

a single anode wire, the azimuthal coordinate is determined from the position of 

the avalanche around the sense wire. The position of the avalanche is deduced 

from the asymmetry in the response of the pickup wires as a function of the 

avalanche angle, cx (see Fig. 15) Our studies, described below, indicate that if 

the pickup wires are placed close to the sense wire, and if one uses a gas with 

limited transverse avalanche spread, that this asymmetry can be quite sizable, 

and can be used as a reliable measure of the angle, cy. With a knowledge of the 

electrostatics of the chamber, it is relatively simple to deduce the field line an 

ionization cluster followed from a measurement of a. 

The use of pickup wires to determine avalanche coordinates was first inves- 

tigated by Walenta[” for use in the time expansion chamber (TEC). The radial 

drift chamber differs from the TEC in two significant aspects. First, there is 

no grid structure separating the drift region from the amplification region which 

will distort the ionization from a track. Secondly, the angle a track typically 

forms with respect to the plane of the wire triplets, 8, is approximately 90’ in 

the RDC, whereas 8 M 0’ in the TEC. This allows a much slower collection time 

in the PDC, coupled with a reduction in possible systematic errors associated 

with tracks with varying values of 8. 

We intend to use dimetbyl ether (Ref. [8]) at 1.5 atm as the chamber gas. 

DImethyl ether has a number of desirable properties, it has a slow drift velocity 

(= 1 cm/psec), a limited t ransverse diffusion (40-50 pm/cm1i2), and, as we have 



found, a limited transverse avalanche growth. In DME at 1.5 atm, a minimum 

ionizing particle will deposit 180 electrons on average per centimeter of track 

length. If we sample the sense and pickup wires at a rate of 50 MHz, then each 

sample will contain information from = 8 electrons. With 200 samples over the 

track length, each with an accuracy of 40 pm per sample, a tracking resolution 

of ti 5 pm may be ultimately achievable. 

Aside from the inherent tracking accuracy of the RDC, prompt ionization 

information collected from tracks piercing both wire layers can be used to form a 

momentum dependent trigger for the TPC. Track ionization near the sense wires 

can be collected within 50 nsec. By simply defining whether or not a triplet has 

a charged particle passing through the cell, a ccincidence between the inner and 

outer layers can be formed. 

VII.3.2 Test of the RDC Concept: Avalanche Localization 

In practice, we use the asymmetry: 

L-R 
A 

where 

L is the signal induced on the left sense wire. 

R is the signal induced on the right sense wire. 

(VII.1) 

as a measure of the angle cy. To a first approximation, we can write the asym- 

metry, (L - R)/A, in terms of (Y as:[” 

L-R 
- = a1 sin azo 

A 
(VII.2) 

where al and a2 are arbitrary constants, which depend on the geometry and the 

relative signal strengths seen on the anode and the pickup wires. If we make the 
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assumption that there is a linear mapping of the angle cy to the position, x, of 

the cluster in the linear region,“” then we can write, 

L-R 
- = br sin bgx 

A 
(VII.3) 

In order to study this response, we built a test chamber which we operated 

at 1 atm in DME, and also in Ar-CH4 to establish a baseline. The test chamber 

consisted of a planar array of 34 wire triplets. The anode-anode distance was 1.5 

mm the anode-pickup distance was 250 pm. Anode wires were 20 pm gold coated 

tungsten, strung at 50 gm, the pickup wires were 75 pm gold coated Cu-Be alloy, 

strung at 100 gm. Because of spatial limitations, we instrumented only 4 triplets. 

The wire plane was placed midway between two Cu cathode planes, separated 

by 12 mm. Through a hole in one of the cathode planes, a pointlike source of 

thermal electrons could inject a known number of electrons into the drift region. 

By examining the response of the pickup and anode wires as a function of the 

location of the electron source, asymmetry maps of (L - R)/A as a function of x 

could be made. 

A parallel chain of electronics was used to establish on a pulse by pulse 

basis, the ratio, (L - R)/A for th e wire triplets. By scanning the thermal elec- 

tron source at well determined intervals (using a micrometer), detailed maps of 

(L - R)/A could be made. Figure 16 shows a spectrum of peaks, from such a 

scan. Here each peak represents B 500 values of (L - R)/A for a single gun 

position. In the figure, adjacent peaks are separated by 300 pm. Using the 

peak separation to set the distance scale, an equivalent spatial resolution can be 

derived from the widths of the peaks. 

Figure 17 shows a plot of the measured response, (L - R)/A as a function 

of the gun location, along with a best fit to the sinusoidal parameterization 

described above. In this figure, there is a 5 pm RMS deviation of the data from 

the fit to the sinusoid. 
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By varying the number of electrons ejected by the thermal source, the res- 

olution as a function of the number of electrons can be measured, and serves 

as a basis for our estimates of the spatial resolution for the RDC. From these 

measurements, we have found that there is w 40 pm accuracy for clusters with 8 

electrons; the yield per sa,nple expected in the kDC.[” 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The PEP-4 facility. A vertical section through the colliding beam line. 

2. The PEP-4 facility. A vertical section perpendicular to the colliding beam 

line. 

3. The PEP-4 facility with the PEP-9 forward spectrometer shown on one 

end. 

4. A scatter plot of events based on the measured value of dE/dx (vertical 

axis) and the In p (horizontal axis). The rising bands are clearly seen from 

left to right for p,r,K,p,d. 

5. Number of events as a function of In mass for tracks with dE/dx > 1.67 

times minimum. For positive tracks (top) and negative tracks (bottom). 

6. D mesons in the new sample. a) Do + K-r+ + cc; b) Do -+ K-a + 7rr+x-; 

c) D+ + K-z+z+; d) M(Krlr?r) - M(Kr) showing D*+ + D”?r+ peak. 

7. Fr events decaying via FF + K+K-lrT. Selection of events with K+, K- 

and P(Krrrz) > 7 GeV/c. 

8. The As in the new data sample (upper two plots) compared to the As in 

the old data sample (lower two plots). 

9. The 4s in the old data sample (upper plot) compared to the 4s in the new 

data sample (lower plot). 

10. Efficiency vs. signal to noise ratio for As in the old and new data samples. 

11. The E:- +8’ in the new data (upper plot) compared to the old data (lower 

plot). 

12. The z” mass spectrum in the new data (a) and in the old sample (b). 

13. Drawing shows the proposed new location of the NaI detectors relative to 

the TPC and the iron pole tip of the magnet. 
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14. Transverse cross section of the radial drift chamber. A central cathode 

divides the chamber into two drift regions. Inside the cathode, tracks drift 

to a set of wires at the inner radius. Outside the cathode, tracks drift 

out to a set of wires on the outer radius. The radial coordinate of the 

track Is found from tire arrival time of the ionization clusters at the wires. 

The azimuthal coordinates of the track are determined from the signals 

induced on pickup wires which localize the avalanche position on nearby 

anode wires. 

15. View of one wire triplet, consisting of a pair of pickup wires and one sense 

wire. In addition, field shaping wires are used to enhance the electric field 

around the sense wire. 

16. Oscilloscope trace showing a spectrum of measurements taken of (L - R) /A 

on a pulse by pulse basis. The spacing between peaks in the figure is 300 

pm. The 3 plots correspond to different number of electrons from the 

source. 

17. Values of (L - R)/A t a k en on a pulse by pulse basis as a function of the 

position of the electron source. Also plotted is the result of the best fit to 

a sinusoid (see text for parameterization). 
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Experiments 14 and 15 
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PEP4/9 TPC ------- PRELIMINARY 
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VIII.1 THE GENERAL GOALS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

The goals of the program of research with the High Resolution Spectrometer 

at PEP divide naturally into three areas: 

(a) Measurements of the electroweak couplings of the quarks and leptons. All 

known partons except for t!,e top quark are produced within the PEP 

energy range. 

(b) Studies of the strong interactions of the quarks. This area is guided by 

QCD and a major objective is to understand to what extent this theory 

can be considered a quantitative guide. 

(c) Search for qualitatively new phenomtna. Altircugh it is difficult to predict 

such things, by definition, there are several obvious directions in which to 

explore. 

VIII.2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE HIGH RESOLUTION 

SPECTROMETER 

The HRS[ll, shown in Fig. 1, is a general-purpose spectrometer which mea- 

sures both charged particles and electromagnetic energy over 90% of the solid 

angle. The detection elements are in a 1.62-T magnetic field with a cylindrical 

volume of 4.45 m in diameter by 3.88 m long. The field uniformity is such that 

AB/Bo is less than 1.5% over the main tracking region, where Bo is the central 

field value. 

During the first year of operation, the detector elements of the HRS con- 

sisted of a central drift chamber, an outer drift-chamber system, a barrel shower 

counter, and an end-cap shower-counter system. 

The central drift chamber tracks charged particles using 15 cylindrical layers 

of drift cells. In seven of the layers the wires are oriented axially, and in the 

r,maining eight layers they are at a stereo angle of f60 mr. The innermost layer 

is at a radial distance of 21 cm from the beam line, and the outermost layer is 
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at 103 cm. The outer drift chamber was designed to significantly improve the 

spectrometer momentum resolution for charged tracks. It consists of two layers of 

drift tubes comprising a cylinder 1.89 m in radius and 3.5 m in length. The tubes 

are 2.58 cm in diameter. The drift-chamber systems have a total of 3344 cells with 

a measured spatial resolution of 20G pm. The predicted momentum resolution of 

the HRS including and excluding ‘uhe outer-&if&chamber information is shown 

in Fig. 2. 

As seen in Fig. 2, the high-momentum tracks have a resolution which is set 

by measuring error whereas multiple scattering dominates at low momentum. To 

minimize the latter effect the storage ring vacuum pipe was made of 0.14-cm-thick 

beryllium with a 0.025-cm aluminumcotiting to abscrb synchrotron photons. The 

chamber support structures were also designed to minimize multiple scattering of 

the outgoing particles. The result is that a typical track traverses 0.02 radiation 

lengths of material. This unique combination of high magnetic field, extensive 

tracking range, low multiple scattering, and precise spatial measurement, yielded 

a momentum resolution of 

3 = 1.0 x 10e3p (p in GeV/c) 
P 

for 1 cos 81 < 0.7 > and p > 5 GeV/ c. The charge of a 14.5-GeV/c particle is 

unambiguously identified for 1 cos 81 < 0.91. 

The momentum accuracy of the HRS can be checked using Bhabha-scattered 

events since they provide a sample of particles of known momentum. Figure 

3 shows the momentum distribution of Bhabha-scattering electrons including 

points measured in the outer drift chamber and with the tracks constrained to the 

known vertex. The width of the distribution is due predominantly to measuring 

error. The contributions from the beam-energy spread and radiative effects are 

negligible. 

The barrel shower-countersystem is used to identify and measure the location 

of electromagnetic energy and determines the time-of-flight for particles that 
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traverse the spectrometer. The barrel system consists of 40 modules arranged as 

the staves of a barrel inside the magnet cryostat with an inner radius of 194.3 

cm. The active length of the system is 304.8 cm and it covers 62% of the solid 

angle. Each module contains three distinct detector segments. The front section 

consists of a 2X0 layer of lead followed by a 1.27-cm-thick layer of scintillator 

followed by 1X0 of lead and another 1.27-cm-thick !ayer of scintillator. This 

section of each module is read out with a phototube at each end and provides 

both time-of-flight information and shower information. The second section of 

the module is a layer of proportional tubes, made from 3.66-m-long aluminum 

extrusions, each with 14 cells, 1.9 cm square. the chambers are instrumented 

for current division measurements and are able to locate a shower position along 

the wire to an accuracy of f2 cm. The last section of the module consists of 

alternating layers of 1X0 of lead and 0.79 cm of scintillator and is read out with 

a single phototube at each end of the module. For normal incidence, the total 

number of radiation lengths in the system is 11X0. 

The time-of-flight measurement for minimum-ionizing particles has a RMS 

error of 360 psec. The error for electrons is 160 psec which is a measure of 

the stability of the system. The energy resolution for showering particles was 

measured in a test beam to be Q/E = O.lSfi (E in GeV) for energies less than 

5 GeV. As the energy increases beyond 5 GeV, a significant fraction of the shower 

leaks out the back of the counter, the resolution is degraded and levels off at about 

Q/E = 7%. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that 30% of the energy in a 14.5 

GeV shower is lost because of leakage. Figure 4a shows the energy distribution of 

minimum-ionizing particles. The peak for minimum-ionizing particles is at 200 

MeV. Figure 4b shows the measured energy distribution of 14.5 GeV Bhabha- 

scattering positrons and electrons. The distribution has a full width at half 

maximum of 3.5 GeV because tracks hitting near cracks and edges have not been 

excluded. 

The end-cap shower counters provide electromagnetic calorimetry and time- 

of-flight information over 27% of the solid angle. The end caps cover the ends 
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of the solenoid at a distance of +1.48 and -1.65 m from the mid-plane of the 

detector. The system contains 40 pie-shaped modules, each of which uses a wave 

shifter to transmit scintillation light through a light pipe to a single photomul- 

tiplier tube. The modules are 8.7& thick, consisting of eight layers of lead and 

scintillator. A single 1.7X0 thick sheet of lead makes up the first layer of the 

counters, followed ilnmediately by d single layer of proportional wire chambers, 

which have characteristics identical to those in the barrel shower-counter sys- 

tem. The energy resolution for showers with E < 5 GeV is UE/E = 0.20/G. 

The energy distributions for minimum-ionizing particles and Bhabha-scattered 

electrons and positrons are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. 

The recorded events were required to satisfy at Last one of several triggers. 

A primary trigger resulted from hits in at least 12 of the 15 layers of the inner 

drift chamber, or at least four of the innermost eight layers in addition to a 

hit in the end caps. A secondary trigger required that the curvature processor 

identify two tracks with momenta greater than 3 GeV/c and be in time with 

the beam crossing. Small angle tracks had to be accompanied by a hit in the 

end cap. The high efficiency (>99%) of the central drift chamber guarantees a 

uniform acceptance by the charged trigger for events in which both tracks exit 

the chamber beyond the seventh drift-chamber layer (I cos 81 < 0.92). 

Cracks in the shower counter time-of-flight system reduce the efficiency in 

well-defined regions. Triggers having only two found tracks required at least one 

barrel counter to be in time with the beam crossing to within 20 nsec. Two 

neutral triggers were also used. The first required that more than 4.8 GeV be 

deposited in the shower counters. The threshold for the second neutral trigger 

was set at 2.4 GeV, but at least one charged track was required in addition. 

Subsequent to the first year of operation, two additions were made to the 

HRS hardware. A 704 cell Cerenkov counter system covering the angular range 

1 i-os 81 < 0.55 was installed in the summer of 1982 and became operational 

halfway through the FY1983 running period. The counters have been logging 
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data since that time with the pion and kaon thresholds set at 1.5 GeV/c and 

6 GeV/c respectively. The average efficiency for the operating channels is 72% 

which is too low for these threshold counters to be used for positive identification 

of kaons. The signals are useful in providing a modest veto capability against 

pions. At the time that tL.e 11 Cerenkov torii were installed both end cap shower 

counters were positioned at f1.48 m from the median plane hence minimizing 

the gap between the barrel and end cap shower systems. Only an annulus of - 2’ 

is not covered by any shower detection. 

The multiple scattering in the material of the Cerenkov counter degrades 

the momentum resolution for charged tracks by about a factor or two over that 

shown in Fig. 2. 

A four layer vertex chamber with 330 cells, shown in Fig. 6 was added in 

the summer of 1983 and all data logged subsequent to that time has improved 

vertex information. The vertex chamber provides a useful veto against cosmic 

rays. We are now operating with a primary trigger rate of - 70 Hz of which 1.3 

Hz is written out on magnetic tape. The latter is a factor of three lower than 

was typical for the first year of operation. The point reconstruction accuracy in 

the vertex chamber is CT = 110~ in the x, y plane; no z measurement is provided. 

Extrapolations of Bhabha scattered electrons to the vertex show that the vertex 

reconstruction accuracy for 14.5 GeV/c tracks is 170~ A typical event is shown 

in Fig. 7 at two different magnifications. 

Including the vertex chamber and a layer of titanium added inside the 0.05 

mm PEP vacuum pipe, the total radiation thickness up to the first layer of the 

main tracker is 0.015X0. 

The HRS has no muon identification system. 

Table I gives the integrated luminosity numbers for the four years of HRS 

c>eration. These numbers correspond to processed data available for physics 

analysis. 
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I Table I HRS Luminosity Log I 

I Fiscal Year Integrated Luminosity I I 

I I 1982 , 

I 1983 ( 

1984 74 

1985 (to date) 50 

r- Total -1 234 pb-” --I 

VIII.3 THE CAPABILITY OF THE CETE~TOR AS EXEMPLIFIED IN THE 

PHYSICS PROGRAM 

(a) Studies of the electroweak interactions of leptons and quarks 

We have reported results[1~2~3] on the reactions e+e- + ,Q+P- and e+e- + 

rfr-: we are currently carrying out a detailed study of Bhabha scattering 

e+e- -+ e+e- and the reaction e+e- + 77. 

The angular distributions for about 5000 events of each of the /.J+/J- and 

r+r- final state are shown in Fig. 8. Since there is no muon identification, the 

e+e- and p+p- final states are separated by pulse height in the shower counters 

as seen in Fig. 9. This means that regions not so instrumented cannot be used 

and so the overall detection efficiency is about two thirds of that of the full solid 

angle MAC detector. 

The HRS current results on lepton pair production which are summarized in 

Table II may be compared to the expectation from the standard model of Ale = 

-5.9% and Ret = 1.00. Our data give g”, = 0.22 f 0.05 f 0.03 assuming e,p,r 

universality. 

The high momentum precision allows us to see effects that are masked in 

other detectors. For example, Fig. 10 shows the momentum spectrum of Bhabha 
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Table II Results on Lepton Pair Production I 
I Final State1 Number of Event4 J Lhdt pb-‘1 Ace Ree 

PCL- 
r+r- 

5057 106 -(4.9 f1.5 f 0.5)% 0.99 f0.017 f 0.03 

5300 184 -(5.2 f 1.7 f 0.5)% 1.09 f 0.02 f 0.04 

Standard Model -5.9% 1.00 

scattered electrons compared to the CY~ QED prediction of Berends and Kleiss.[41 

It is clear that an o4 calculation is needed. This different? can effect the mea- 

surement of the luminosity for detectors with lower momentum precision since a 

momentum cut is applied to select the events. 

The production asymmetry of the reaction e+e- + cc has also been mea- 

sured. This can be done through the observation of the D*+ + Don+ decay 

chain.151 The low Q value in the D’” + Do decay provides a strong constraint 

and the events can be isolated with essentially no background, as seen in Fig. 11. 

The HRS can also measure and isolate the Do + K-X+ and D+ + K-rrr+rr+ de- 

cays themselves16] without the need for a D* - Do transition as shown in Fig. 12. 

An analysis of all such data gives Act = -(12 & 8)% based on 110 pb-l as 

compared to the expected value of -9.5%. Although twice as many events have 

now been collected, higher detection efficiency for the CE final state is needed to 

make a decisive measurement of the electroweak couplings of the charm quark. 

We are studying various possibilities of doing this. 

We are currently working on isolating a sample of b quark events, where the 

asymmetry is expected to be twice as large. 

With sufficient data it should also be possible to tag the ss final state us- 

ing K*” mesons and/or A hyperons. For example Fig. 13 shows the predicted 

asymmetry, using the Lund model, for A production as a function of the z cut. 

The HRS data with 184 pb-‘, also shown, does not yet have sufficient statistical 

precision to experimentally establish this effect. 
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The second area of weak interaction studies is provided by r lepton decay 

measurements. The topological branching ratios of r decay to one, three and 

five particles have been measured.1’1 Since all four topologies l-l, l-3, 3-3 and 

l-5 were measured, and Bg is very small, the branching ratios Br and B3 are 

overconstrained and only weakly dependent on the integrated luminosity. 

Our value of B3 = 0.130 f 0.003 f 0.003 is compared to other published 

results in Table III. A recent MAC value of B3 = 0.133 f 0.003 f 0.006 is in 

good agreement with the HRS result. The good track separation provided by 

the large magnetic bending in the HRS leads to a smaller systematic error than 

is the case for MAC. 

I Mark III 0.14 k 0.02 zt 0.01 

1 TPC IO.148 f 0.009 f 0.015 

1 CELLO IO.147 f 0.015 f 0.013 

TASS0 0.153 f 0.011 fs 

The resulting value of Br = 0.869 f 0.003 f 0.003 is larger than the sum 

of the individually measured one prong modes by - 9%. A systematic program 

of re-measuring these modes, in particular the leptonic decays r + e,pufi is 

needed in order to see if there is new physics in r decays or merely inadequate 

experimentation. 

The first observation of the r decay to five charged particles was made in 

the HRS.[s] The value of Bg = (1.3 f 0.4) 10m3 is consistent with the theoretical 

txpectations. An example of such a decay is shown in Fig. 14. Of the 10 events 

observed, five have associated electromagnetic radiation and so are presumably 
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examples of the decay r* + 57r*7r”z+ and five are r* + 57r*~, decays. These 

events allow an improved upper limit to be placed on the mass of the tau neutrino. 

The HRS vertex chamber gives us the capability to make lifetime measure- 

ments. We have preliminary results on the lifetime of the r lepton and on the 

Do meson observed via the D* - Do decay chain with no background. Figure 15 

shows the proper time distribution of 37 such events with the Do decaying to 

K-r+. The combination of good mass resolution, the vertex chamber and high 

statistics means that we can also measure the D+ and F+ mesons in addition to 

the Do. We expect also to measure the B meson lifetime via the decay B” + D*+ 

which gives a D* at low z. Figure 16 shows the Fneasured z distribution of the 

D* together with the prediction of the I3 decay com?onent. It is possible that a 

similar technique can be used to look at the B, meson via the tiecay to F+. 

All of these fundamental measurements are dominated by statistics: an order 

of magnitude more data is needed, and could be utilized, before the systematics 

would limit the result. 

(b) Studies of the strong interactions of the quarks 

The situation with the strong interaction is quite different from the elec- 

troweak interaction. Although we have a general and successful framework pro- 

vided by &CD, quantitative confrontation between theory and experiment has 

yet to fully develop. The subject has three themes: the first (the stamp collect- 

ing phase) is the establishment of a data base; the second is the comparison of 

results with fragmentation models both to improve their representation of the 

data and to probe the mechanisms underlying the parton-hadron transition; the 

third phase is the quantitative comparison with &CD. Questions such as the 

measurement of o8 and its Q2 dependence and a quantitative comparison of the 

ggg and qqg vertices can be addressed. 

The current work mostly focuses on the first two aspects of the subject since 

these are essential preliminaries to a quantitative understanding. Such data also 
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provides essential input to understanding jets at the high energy hadron colliders 

and so is a foundation for SSC physics[g]. 

In the HRS program we first measured the global properties of jets,[lO] giving 

things like sphericity, thrust and transverse momentum distributions and compar- 

ing with other data from~ e+e- annihilation, neutrino interactions and hadronic 

collisions. For example, Fig. 17 shows the HRS sphericity distribution compared 

to TASS0 measurements and ISR beam jets. The behavior of the fragmentation 

function at low z shown in Fig. 18 is sensitive to the question of coherent gluon 

bremsstrahlung. To resolve this question, the data nust be extended to identify 

heavier stable particles and resonances. 

The HRS dataill] on r*, K* and p cross sect;ons, identified by time-of- 

flight, are given in Fig. 19. We cover only limited range of momenta with this 

technique. For the K” and A particles however the full momentum range is 

accessible although with lower efficiency.[lll Figure 20 shows the peaks observed 

in the A + p7rr- and K,” + 7r+7rr- decays. The fragmentation functions are given 

in Fig. 21. 

The charged particle multiplicity distribution of Fig. 22 is another global 

variable that probes the fragmentation models.[r21 The absence of forward: back- 

ward multiplicity correlations in the two jets that characterize the vast majority 

of events, is in marked contrast to hadron physics, but is trivial result of the 

fragmentation models. 

The unique HRS measurement[13] of the shape of the single particle fragmen- 

tation function near z=l is a discriminator against cluster models and in favor 

of the Lund string ideas. The cluster models fall for below the data at high z 

wherea;; the (1 - z)~ power low dependence seen in Fig. 23 agrees well with the 

Lund model prediction. 

Baryon production provides additional constraints on the models. The mech- 

a-;ism of baryon production is not well understood and there are some differences 

between our high statistics data and the Lund predictions.114] 
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These studies must be extended to resonance production. We have made 

precise measurements of the 4 productionI151 as shown in Fig. 24. In analyzing 

this data we used the TOF system and the Cerenkov counters to veto pions. It is 

clear that good momentum resolution results in small errors on the cross section. 

To measure p” and -K*O production we have made the subtracted (charge 

zero less charge two) TT?T and K?r mass distributions[r61 shown in Fig. 25. Fit- 

ting these spectra to a background plus decays of the known resonances gives 

the p” and K*O fragmentation functions. Combining these data with our K” 

measurements[l’] and the Cello r” cross sections enables u:, to measure the vec- 

tor(v) to pseudo scalar(p) ratio for the strange and non-strange quarks as well 

as the SU(3) suppression of the strange sea - ths s/u ratio. The results are 

given in Table IV and compared to other measurements. There is some evidence 

for tensor meson production f”(1270) and K* (1400) in the mass plots of Fig. 25. 

The Lund model currently ignore such a possibility. 

I Table IV Measurements of Lund Model Parameters 

Parameter JADE TPC TASSOa HRS 

d” 0.27f0.03f0.05 0.25f0.02 0.34f0.03 

++(u, d) 0.51fO.lOf0.15 0.58f0.08f0.15 0.54f0.06 

-$(s) 0.70f0.15f0.11 0.47f 0.11f0.09 0.66f0.08 

&Y(c) 
10+0.2 . -0.3 

a Assuming the Field-Feynman model 

Such measurements will provide additional tests of the cluster versus string 

ideas since the suppression of heavy particles occurs in the cluster models as a 

result of phase space. Comparison of heavy mesons and baryon (plus baryon 

resonance) production is a powerful discriminator. 

These studies are being extended to separated samples of light quark (u,d,s) 

strange quark and bottom quark annihilations. Data samples of - 500 events 
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of each quark flavor have been obtained. We have already compare the global 

properties of c quark and light quark events and find some differences.[171 

The second extension is to three jets -events that include a hard gluon jet. 

Figure 26 shows the energy flow of a three jet sample. The mean charged particle 

multiplicity as a function of event snhericity, shown in Fig. 27 indicates a slow 

rise above S = 0.5 as the three jet fraction increases. So far, even the qualitative 

expectation that a gluon jet multiplicity should be 9/4 of that of a quark jet as 

a result of the gluon color charge, has not been seen; nor has the expected softer 

fragmentation function of gluon jets. 

In heavy quark studies the unique capability of the HRS to isolate direct 

Do D+ and F+ production is well known.1 ‘~151 Figure 28 shows the F+ &r mass 

peaks, and Fig. 29 the F fragmentation function. A detailed comparison of the 

shape of the heavy quark z distribution at several energies could measure Q)~ with 

minimal uncertainties from non-perturbative effects. 

(c) Search for new phenomena 

Although the standard model is a remarkable result of decades of work in 

particle physics, it is clearly an incomplete representation of the world. Despite 

the many suggestions that are extant about the missing links within the standard 

model as well as extensions beyond it, no hard experimental evidence exists. 

We have reported three negative results of specific searches for new particles. 

An early searchl’l for the SUSY scalar electron via the reaction 

e+e- + g+z-- + +e+qe- 

found one candidate event and so placed limits on the mass of the C between 1.8 

GeV and 14.2 GeV as seen in Fig. 30 The experiment consisted of searching 

for acoplanar e+e- pairs with no converted photons: the background comes 

from radiative Bhabha scattering. This technique, which was also used by other 

groups, is limited to masses less than or equal to the beam energy. The HRS 
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cannot search for single 6 production because of the non-instrumented regions 

near the beam pipe. 

The second search was for heavy neutral leptons.[181 Although the charged 

leptons and quarks of a possible fourth generation are known to be beyond PEP 

energies this is probably not the case for the associated neutrino. The reaction 

e+e- -+ Z + VD will then occur with a rate given by: 

GF”!J (1 - 4 
Q = fi(m,2 - s)~ 

sin20, + 8 sin40,)B = 6B pb 

where B is the branching ratio of Z -+ YD, expected to be 6% per generation. 

The experiment consisted in looking for isclated ei X* pairs which could 

result from the decay of a neutral lepton Lo + e*X’Y where X is any minimum 

ionizing particle such as a pion or muon. Six candidates events were found, a rate 

consistent with known backgrounds and corresponding to aB limits at 90% C.L. 

varying from 0.08 pb to 0.2 pb for Lo masses from 1 to 7 GeV. This experiment 

was based on 106 pb-’ of data. 

The third search experiment consisted in looking for prompt monojets.[lg] 

Monojets are defined as a cluster (jet) of particles populating a single hemisphere 

with no balancing PT. One such event was found which is shown in Fig. 31. The 

main background comes from e+e- + 7qq: annihilation following a catastrophic 

brem. of one of the initial electrons. About 160 such monojet events with a 

balancing hard photon were found. The small cracks between the barrel shower 

counter modules leads to an inefficiency of -1.5% and so an expected background 

of 3.3 f 1.5 events. 

The observed candidate, if considered real, leads to the upper limit at 90% 

confidence for the reaction 

e+e- -4 Z + X1X2 

bhere X2 decays to give the monojet and Xr is unseen, shown in Fig. 32. On 

SUSY models Xr would be a photino. Independently of any model, the HRS 
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result of Fig. 32 eliminates the possibility that the monojet events seen in the 

UAl detector at CERN[20] are coming from anomolous Z decays for X2 masses 

between 2 and 9 GeV. 

A specific calculation of a SUSY model in which Xr is a photino and X2 a 

linear combination X22 + (1 - X2)Ho p ro d uced by scalar electron exchange, as 

shown in Fig. 33, gives the limits on the scalar electron mass shown in Fig. 34. 

For reasonable values of X2B (X2 + qq;Y), 6 mass limits ranging from 40 to 70 

GeV are obtained. 

The final topic of new physics concerns the mass limits of the 7 neutrino. 

Tau lepton decays to 5 TOYS in the HRS have lypical eft’ective mass errors of 15 

MeV and occur with high mass for the hadron aystcJm. The observation of one 

or two events with M(57r*) near the tau mass of 1784 MeV would than limit the 

mass of the tau neutrino to similar values. The events of the final state 57r*r0 

have a spread of errors, depending on the r” energy varying from 15 to 60 MeV. 

A limit on the tau neutrino mass below the muon mass would eliminate 

the decay Y, -+ p-e+v,. Fits to the spectra of Fig. 35 using different models 

give a 95% C.L. upper limit to u, of 89 MeV. It is likely that this limit can be 

substantially improved with data already taken but not yet analyzed. This result, 

when combined with arguments based on a&o-physics, then limits all neutrino 

masses to < 1 MeV. 

A mass limit of the tau neutrino in the 10 to 20 MeV range would be extremely 

interesting, independently of the considerations from astro-physics. Since, on left- 

right symmetric models, the natural scaling of neutrino masses goes as my/m,” a 

10 MeV limit for the tau neutrino corresponds to less than 1 eV for the electron 

neutrino. 

We are currently searching for the decay of a heavy neutrino from the fourth 

generation by looking for jets with a separated vertex. A search region from a 

fcrv mm to -50 cm is being used. According to the astrophysical abundance of 

helium and deuterium such massive neutrinos (in the mass range 1 to 10 GeV) 
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must decay and be in an accessible lifetime range at PEP. 

VIII.4 DETECTOR UPGRADES 

Because the HRS was a second round detector approved after the first com- 

p’,ement of PEP detectcrs (MARI’ II, TPC and 27 and MAC) the available 

equipment funds were limited and so a number of compromises were made in the 

complement of detection elements. If the program is to continue in the second, 

minibeta phase of PEP operations some detector improvements are called for. 

After more than five years of operation of both PEP and PETRA, we novr 

know in detail the features of the physics in this energy range. The detector 

updgrades can equip the HRS to match the new physics that a substantial in- 

crease in luminosity will make available. The large open magnet allows a range 

of options to be implemented. The improve detector can be different from, but 

equal to the TPC in overall capability. The exact choice of new elements will 

rest with the new collaboration that will be needed to continue the program. 

VIII.5 SUMMARY OF EVENT RATES 

Since the results presented in this paper came from data samples with varying 

integrated luminosities, a summary of the event numbers that will be collected 

by the HRS in the present phase and in a future high luminosity operation are 

given in Table V. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The High Resolution Spectrometer. 

2. Calculated momentum resolution. 

3. The observed momtintum distribution of fully constrained Bhabha-scattering 

events. 

4. The observed energy distribution in the barrel shower-counter system for 

(a) minimum-ionizing tracks and (b) Bhabha-scattered tracks. 

5. The observed energy distribution in the end-cap shower-counter system (a) 

minimum-ionizing tracks. (b) Bhabha-scattered tracks. 

6. HRS vertex chamber. 

7. D* event in the main tracker and in the vertex chamber. 

8. Production angular distribution for the p+p-and r+r- final states. 

9. Energy distribution of single tracks as measured in the barrel shower counter. 

10. Momentum distribution of Bhabha scattered electrons. 

11. The quantity 6, (a) for Do + K-m+ with 1.81 5 MK* 5 1.92 GeV and Z 

2 0.4, (b) for Do + K-r+7rr+rr- with 1.18 5 MK~~ < 1.92 GeV and Z > 

0.6, (c) for Do --) K-rTT+7r0 with 1.55 5 MK~ 2 1.70 GeV and Z 2 0.6, 

(d) for Do -+ K-r+ with 1.81 5 MK~ 5 1.92 GeV and 0.2 5 Z 5 0.4 and 

1 cos 6;1 5 0.8. 

12. (a) Invariant Kx mass distribution for ZD 2 0.5 and 1 cos S*l < 0.7. (b) 

Invariant K,, mass distribution for ZD 2 0.5 and 1 cos e*( > 0.3. 

13. Forward:backward asymmetry of A0 production compared to predictions of 

Lund model. 

14. Five prong tau decay. 

15. Proper time distribution for Do decays. 
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16. A comparison of HRS D* Fragmentation data with the Webber Monte Carlo 

(solid line) and the 10 GeV Peterson, et al. form with c of 0.19. 

17. (a) Sphericity distribution compared to the TASS0 measurements. (b) 

Comparison of HRS sphericity distribution with that of the ACDHW col- 

laboration. 

18. Fragmentation function shown as (l/Nev) zdNh/dz for e+e- annihilation 

at 29 GeV to illustrate the behavior of the cross section at low z. 

19. Invariant cross sections for stable particle productiox. 

20. Effective mass distributions showing K,” + a+w- and A” + p7rr- peaks. 

21. Invariant cross sections for A” and I;” production. 

22. Charged particle multiplicity distribution and forward:backward multiplic- 

ity correlations. 

23. Charged particle and r” invarient distributions compared to (1 - z)~ and 

(1 - z)~ variations. The ?r” data are displaced dowards for clarity. 

24. r$ meson fragmentation function. 

25. Subtracted two body effective mass spectra together with the best fit his- 

togram. 

(a) 7r*7rF, x > 0.05 (b) K*6-, x > 0.05 

(c) 7r*7?, x > 0.45 (d) K*6, x > 0.45 

The inserts in (a) and (b) show the p” and K*” components. 

26. Energy flow in selected three jet events. 

27. Mean charged multiplicity as a function of event sphericity. 

28. The &r invariant mass spectrum for events with (a) 0.2 < z(&r) < 0.4 and 

(b) z(&r) > 0.4. Th e 1 ower histograms are selected in particular ranges of 

the decay angles to emphasize the O- component. 
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29. The F fragmentation function. The solid curve is the Peterson form fit to 

our D’ fragmentation for z(D*) > 0.4. The dashed curve is the sum of the 

solid curve and the estimated contribution from the B decay. 

30. (a) Scalar electron event candidate. (b) Scalar electron mass limits. 

21. Monojet candidate. 

32. Detection efficiencies, expected cross sections, and 90% C.L. cross section 

limits for prompt, hadronic monojets from the production and decay of 

scalar particles. 

33. SUSY production. 

34. Limits on the mass of the scalar ektron from the process e+e- + X1X2 

as a function the mass of the neutral fermion X2 and tne parameter X2 

BR(& -+ qG). 

35. Five and six pion effective mass distributions from tau decay. 
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d=PENiXX A 

B PHYSICS - SEARCHING GROUND 
FOR NEW PHYSICS 

1.1. BIGI 



There is wide spread suspicion in the high energy physics community that the 

Standard Model which is based on the gauge group SU(3),x SU(~)LX U(1) and 

which contains three fermion families plus a Higgs doublet is incomplete even at 

energies well below the unification mass. These are two complementary ways to 

establish the existence of new dynamical elements, namely 

a. by producing and identifying the corresponding quanta in the lab or 

b. by showing that the Standard Model is not able to reproduce fully fbe 

magnitude of some observables. 

The credibility of this second, or indirect approach rests strongly on one’s 

ability to perform calculations in a reliable way. This is exemplified by our 

inability to draw quantitative conclusions from thz oti Served CP violation in KL 

decays. 

Detailed studies of B decays will test the Standard Model in a novel and 

very sensitive way and might reveal the existence of new dynamical degrees of 

freedom. I will concentrate on those phenomena that can be analyzed with a 

sample containing several ten thousand B mesons. 

B” -5 mixing will make its presence felt via like-sign di-lepton events (or via 

a reduction in the expected size of the forward-backward asymmetry of bottom 

jets). In the Standard Model one predicts 

R = N(I+l+) + N(Z-l-) x 0.001 - 0.02 for Bd mesons; 
N(l+Z-) 0.12 - 0.55 for B, mesons. 

The major uncertainty in these numbers is generated by our ignorance concerning 

the top quark mass mt - R goes like mt/M& for mt - 30-40 GeV - and the KM 

angle U(b + u). I estimate the remaining theoretical uncertainty to be not more 

than a factor of four. 

A major ingredient in the computation is the decay constant fB. Present 

theoretical calculations tend to converge towards fB - 170-220 MeV (while in 
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most treatments of B” - $ mixing, fB = 150 MeV is used). Observing the decay 

B --+ ru would allow to determine fB once IU(b + u)12 is known and vice versa. 

Using r~ = lo-l2 set, one finds 

BR(B + rv) = 1O-3 
(2OZeV) 2 ( ‘“SCZu)‘) 2 

For JU(b + u)l < 0.005 as suggested by the CESR results on semi-leptonic 

B decays one obtains 

BR(B + rv) II 1.3 x 1O-4 
!,okev j’ 

which is presumably too small to be observable. 

If on the other hand BR(R + rv) - 10e3 - 5 x 10m3 were observed one had 

to check critically, the previous determination of U(b + u). Next one would raise 

the possibility of fB N 500 MeV. This could be tested in charm meson decays 

where one predicts quite unambigously 

BR(F + rv) - 
ls3% ( 200fMeV)2 

fF cv 500 MeV would lead to a huge branching ratio 

BR(F + r1/) - 8% 

If such an enhanced signal were not seen in F decays, one had to turn to ‘New 

Physics’ to explain the observed enhancement in B + ru: non-minimal Higgs 

models could be made in order to enhance B + rv by a factor of ten while only 

doubling F + ru. 

Whatever the outcome of searches for B + rv and F + ru is, it should be 

kept in mind that a value of fB - 500 MeV would strongly increase Be - B’J 

mixing. 
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Due to the unitarity constraints of the 3 x 3 KM matrix jU(b + u) I2 < jU(b + c) I2 

implies jU(t + d)j2 < IU(t + s)12. Thus the Standard Model - independent of 

many details - predicts stronger B, - B, than Bd - & mixing: 

Rd < R, 

CP violation in semileptonic B &cays is tiny within the Standard Model: 

N(Z+) - N(Z-) 
ad = N(Z+) + N(k) 

< 1o-4 -10-3 

both for Bd and B, mesons. 

Non-leptonic B” decays are expected to exhi% large asymmetries in certain 

channels yet the required statistics is presumably beyond PEP’s reach. 

The expected pattern of Bd vs. B, mixing could be completely changed by 

the existence of a non-minimal Higgs sector. In general this sector would contain 

neutral states whose couplings violate flavor conservation. The KL - Ks mass 

difference requires such states to have a mass exceeding several TeV. Even so, 

they could enhance Bd and B, mixing considerably; typically one finds 

R(Bd) - R(B,) - 0.1 - 0.5 

The strength of CP violating phenomena is either not affected or considerably 

decreased. 

Supersymmetric (SUSY) models with relatively light gluinos - mg - 20-40 

GeV - and moderately light squarks - M, - 40-60 GeV - would affect B” - 3 

mixing very significantly: while B, mixing is still expected to be stronger than 

Bd mixing, the difference would go down considerably; even 

R(Bd) - O.l- 0.2 

could hold in these models. 
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Furthermore, there is a region in parameter space where CP violation in 

semi-leptonic B, decays is enhanced to levels that could be obserable at PEP. 

a$%) = N(z+) - N(z-! - 2[5?]7 
N(Z+) + N(Z-) ’ ’ 

To summarize: 

a. Dedicated searches for B” - @ mixing at PEP would test the Standard 

Model in a novel and highly sensitive way. 

b. Observation of the expected pattern would estalish major progress in our 

understanding of fundamental dynamics. 

c. The numerical precision of our predictions will be enhanced significantly 

once mt, IU(b + u)l and, possible, BR(B + ru) and BR(F -+ ru) are known. 

d. It is not a foregone conclusion that Bd mixing will indeed be much weaker 

than B, mixing: the former could actually be comparable to the latter. 

Such an observation would be clear evidence for an incompleteness of the 

Standard Model and point towards SUSY models or a non-minimal Higgs 

sector. 

e. SUSY allows for an observable CP asymmetry in semi-leptonic B, decays. 

f. Never rule out surprises like CP violation observed in non-leptonic B” de- 

cays. 
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B 1 INTRODUCTION 

The possibility of observing mixing in the Bono system has been rather widely 

discussed.[l-lll In particular theoretical estimates have been made for the case of 

B”Ho production in the e+e- + T(4S) + BOB0 reaction. Mixing in this specific 

channel is expected to appear as a small effect and might thus be hardly mea- 

surable. Here we will therefore consider the e+e- -+ BHX reaction (X meaning 

anything) well above the BH threshold where any combination of BH mesons I4 

(BUD,, Bu&, B,H,, etc.) can be produced. This reaction might be advanta- 

geous as mixing is expected to be almost complete for the R, mesons.i6’01 In this 

respect the study of mixing effects in the e+e- + BHX reaction is complementary 

to that in the e+e- + ‘Y(4S) + BzHi process. 

In Section B.2 we recall briefly the parameters used to describe the BH mix- 

ing and in Section B.3 we give estimates for the mixing effects which could be 

observed in the e+e- 3 BHX reactions as well as in the T(4S) decays. We have 

also evaluated the influence of a non-spectator component in the B-decay on the 

observability of the mixing phenomenon. Finally, in Section B.4 we give esti- 

mates for the number of signal and background events which could be observed 

in an e’e- experiment with an accumulated luminosity of 1000 pb-‘. 

B 2 MIXING PARAMETERS 

As suggested previously”sl the mixing can be measured by either of the fol- 

lowing ratios: 

R= 
N++ + N-- N++ + N-- 

N+- + N++ + N-- Or R’ = 
N+- 

Here N++ + N-- denotes th e number of events having two leptons of the same 

charge in the final state, arising from the mixing process and the subsequent 

semileptonic decays of BOB0 or HoHo pairs. The number of events with two 

leptons of opposite charge is given by N+-. The latter is either due to the 
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semileptonic decays of the B and H mesons, B + I-UX and H + Z+uX, or to a 

double mixing process B” + Ho t Z+uX and Ho + B” + I-uX. Usually the R 

and R’ ratios are given in terms of the Pais and Treiman parameters1”1 

r = N(B” + Ho + Z+uX) 
N(B‘ + I-uX) 

i = N(B” + B” + I-uX) 
N(@ -+ Z+uX) 

where as before N denotes a number of events. For our present discussion we will 

ignore eventual CP violation effects, hence r = i. One has then”‘6’D1 

r=f= x2 + y2 
2 + x2 - y2 

with x = AM/I’ and y = AI/I’. Here AM (AI’) is the mass (width) difference 

between the physical BH and BL (H E heavy, L E light) state and P is the total 

width of the B meson. One obtains [I51 

R= 
r+i 2r 

l+i+r+ri + (1+r)2 

r+i 2r RI=---- + - 
1 + ri 1+r2 ’ 

In Section B.3 we will also consider the more experimental oriented parameter 

R, = N++ + N-- 
Nt 

where Nt is here the total number of events containing B’s in the final state. This 

ratio is very convenient as it is straightforward to obtain from it the statistical 

significance with which a signal can be observed in a given experiment. 
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It has been shown”“o1 that the above formula giving R and R’ cannot be 

used in the case of the e+e- --) T(4S) + BzBi,BzBi reactions as the relative 

orbital momentum L between the B’s has allways the odd value L=l. Therefore 

the influence of the Bose-Einstein statistics has to be taken into account. This 

leads to a reduction of the mixing effectil” and gives”] 

R + Rodd = --!-- and 
l+r 

R’ + R;,, = 1 . 

In order to appreciate the importance of the mixing, one needs to know the 

values of x and y which may be estimated within the box diagram approximation.[“’ 

The numerical results depend on several parameters such as the mass mt of the 

top quark, the value of the CP violating phase 6 in the Kobayashi Maskawa 

matrix, and the product f2Bb. Here f is the B meson decay constant and Bb 

is the so called bag parameter which usually are taken in the range of f = 150- 

500 MeV and Bb = 0.5-1.5 (Ref. [18]). Despite the uncertainties in the above 

parameters it has been shown that for the Bf,d case the mixing depends essen- 

tially on the x parameter’B’Q’ as x2 < y2 (or ‘AI’] < AM). Taking y = 0 and 

the formula given above we present in Fig. 1 the variation of R’ and Rbdd as 

a function of x. One sees from this plot the suppression introduced by the con- 

straint due to the Bose-Einstein statistics. As in the current estimates’s’P1 x is 

small (x rS 0.4), one can see that in this range the mixing parameter R&l for 

the e+e- --t Y(4S) + BiBi process is predicted to be rather small. In contrast 

the mixing for Bt is expected”“’ to be nearly complete. Moreover the reaction 

e+e- + BBX at high c.m. energy has the advantage that no suppression due 

to Bose-Einstein statistics occurs since many relative orbital momenta should 

be present. “‘10’16’ In the following we will therefore study the observability of 

mixing in the 15-30 GeV region where Bf(Bf) can be produced. The results will 

be compared with the mixing effects which are expected to be observed on the 

Tf (4s) resonance. 
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B3 THE e+e-+ BBX PROCESS 

This reaction well above the BB threshold should lead to events having two 

nearly back-to-back jets due to the decays of the B mesons. These jets will be 

accompanied by particles due to the fragmentation of the b quarks believed to be 

produced via the elementary process e+e- -+ bi;. In this c.m. energy region the 

decay products of the two B-mesons are we!1 separated and the e+e- + bb cross 

section is still sizeable (128 to 32 pb). The mixing can be estimated by using 

the ratio R, = (N++ + N--)/Nt. Denoting by Pi the probability to produce a 

Bi (or a Bi) in the final state, namely 

Pi = 
b + Bi L + Bi 
b + all = i; + sli 

one has 

R, ~ N+++N-- 

Nt 
= 2P,PdBr(B, + Z)Br(Bd + I)- 

l+r 

+ 2Pd2Br(Bd + Z)Br(Bd + I) 
(1 f r)2 

+ 2PB2Br(B, + Z)Br(B, -+ I) ” 
(1 + rJ2 

+ 2P,P,Br(B, + Z)Br(B, + I,* 
3 

+ 2PdP,Br(Bd + Z)Br(B, + I) (1 + r)r;l + r,) 
-I- 2PdP,Br(Bd + Z)Br(B, + I) (1 + r);l + rs) 

neglecting B,-production.“” Here re represents the Pais and Treiman parameter 

for the Bt meson and Br (Bi + I) is the Bi semileptonic branching ratio into an 

electron or a muon (I G e, p). For simplicity we neglect in the present discussion 

the B + ruX decay which is small because of phase space suppression.“” Note 

that for the e+e- + T(4S) -+ BzIi!Ii reaction one has 

R, ~ N+++N-- = 
Nt 

fr [Br(Bz + ZuX] 2& 

where fr is the fraction of BiBi produced at the T(4S). 
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The possibility to pick up an sl pair from the sea is usually assumed to be 

around 0.1-0.2 (Ref. [19]), a value which is supported by a recent evaluation of 

the data taken at & = 34 GeV by the TASS0 collaboration.‘2” Taking P, = 0.17 

and P, = Pd = (1 - 0.17)/2, we estimate R, = (N++ + N--)/Nt as a function 

of the phase 6 using mt = 45 GeV, f2Bb = (0.20 GeV)2 and r(b + Zuu)/I’(b + 

Zuc; = 0.01 (I' is here the b - Zuq lecay width). The r and rs values for our 

parameters were obtained from Refs. [9] and [6], respectively, which incorporate 

in their analyses the latest results on the B meson lifetime. The B meson was 

assumed to decay according to the spectator model, the se_mileptonic branching 

ratio being Br(B + ZuX) = 2 x 0.116 as obtained at the T(4S) (Ref. [22]). 

As a recent analysis of experimental data has shokun that 6 should be confined 

to the 0’ - 180’ range,[231 we have only co,isidered this interval. For the values 

of the parameters chosen above, R, (not shown) varies by about 20% when 6 

changes from 0” to 180’. As an example we give in Table I the R, value for 

6 = 90’ which corresponds to r = 2.8 x 10m2 and re N 0.89. In the same table 

we also present the values of R, calculated with various P, (Pa = 0.17 and the 

limit P, = Pd = P, = l/3), f2B b and mt values. We utilize the fact that y k: 0 

and that x scales approximately”” with f2Bbmt. One sees from this table that 

the mixing parameter is expected to be around 10m2 (first two rows in Table I). 

It does not depend very much on the value chosen for I’(b + Zuu)/I’(b + Zuc). 

An increase by a factor of 3 changes R, by only II 2%. 

Recently an investigation of the available data on B decays and on lifetime 

measurements lead to the hypothesis that non spectator contributions may be 

important in the B decay mechanism.‘251 An important difference between the 

iifetime of the Bi (70) and the B* (r*) was thus predicted, namely r&/r0 = 

1.4-1.8. This would correspond to a non-spectator contribution ans of 29 to 

44% to the total width of the Bi (Refs. [26,27]). The increase of the total 

Bz(Bi) width will lead to a decrease of the Bi(l!$) ---) ZuX branching ratio as 

semileptonic decays proceed essentially via the spectator mechanism. l2s,27l It is 

usually assumed that it is the diagram shown in Fig. 2a with Bi ---) gca which is 
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Table I. For the phase 6 cv 90’ estimates of the mixing parameter R, = (N++ + 
N--)/Nt obtained with various values of czne, Pi,mt and f2Bb. Here cynll is the 
fraction of the non-spectator contribution to the B” decay, Pi is the probability 
Pi = (b + Bi)/(b + all) and mt is the top quark mass. In the product f2Bb, f 
represents the B meson decay constant and Bb the bag parameter (see text). For 
ana # 0 we recalculate the B* and Bi semiieptonic branching ratios using as 
input the experimental B;*(B + ZuXj = 2 K 0.116 value. In these cases, R, was 
calculated assuming successively tha, Br(E$ + ZCX) = Br(B * --+ ZuX) (next to 
the last column) and Br(Bf -+ ZuX) = Br(Bs + ZuX) :last column). 

PS Bbf2 mt 

xns(%) P, = Pd Br(B* -+ IvX) Br(Bz + lvX) (GeV)2 (GeV) JN+++N--) 

P, = 0 I’(B:j = F(B*)N;(B:) = I’(B$) 

(0.20)2 45 w 8.9 1O-3 - 

0.170 2 x 0.116 2 x 0.116 (0.15)2 1 45 # 7.4 10-3 - 

(0.20)2 35 w 7.7 10-3 - 
0.0 (0.20)2 45 # 1.5 10-2 - 

0.333 2 x 0.116 2 x 0.116 (0.15)2 45 # 1.3 10-2 - 

(0.20)2 35 # 1.3 10-2 - 

(0.20)2 45 # 9.0 10-3 RI 7.0 10-3 

0.170 2 x 0.126 2 x 0.101 (0.15)2 45 M 7.8 1O-3 w 5.6 1O-3 

(0.20)” 35 w 8.1 1O-3 # 5.9 10-3 
20.0 

(0.29)2 45 a 1.6 1O-2 # 1.2 10-2 

0.333 2 x 0.126 2 x 0.101 (0.15)2 45 FJ 1.4 10-a # 1.0 10-2 

(0.20)2 35 # 1.5 10-2 # 1.0 10-2 

(0.20)2 45 # 9.4 10-3 # 5.0 10-3 

0.170 2 x 0.138 2 x 0.083 (0.15)2 45 m 8.4 1O-3 M 3.8 lo-’ 

(0.20)s 35 # 8.6 10-3 # 4.0 10-3 
40.0 , 

(0.20)2 45 # 1.7 10-2 CJ 8.6 10-3 

0.333 2 x 0.138 2 x 0.083 (0.15)2 45 w 1.6 lO-2 w 6.7 1O-3 

(0.20)2 35 PJ 1.6 1O-2 # 7.1 10-3 
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responsible for the bulk of the non spectator contribution to the Bi-decay.12” For 

the Bf the process Bt --+ gcu (Fig. 2b) is Cabibb+suppressed while the Bf + gee 

is expected to be small due to phase space considerations. We will, therefore, 

first assume that the total Bi decay width, I’(Bt), will not be affected by the 

non spectator contribution (I’(Bt) = I’(B*)). Then in order to be conservative 

we $11 also consider the case where both, I’(Bz) and I’(Bi), are increased by the 

same amount. 

As examples we will take for ens the values of 20% and 40%. One then has to 

extract from the Br(B + ZuX) value (measured on the T(4S)) the semileptonic 

B” + ZuX and B* -+ ZuX branching ratios. To this end, we assume that Bz& 

and B+B- are produced in the e+e- + T(4S) + 39 reaction in the ratio of 

N(B;@) : N(B+B-) = 40 % : 60% 

as a consequence of the Bg, B* mass difference’28-901 M(Bz) - M(B*) ti 4 MeV. 

Using the above ratio and the assumed one, one obtains the Br(Bi + ZuX) 

and Br(B* + ZuX) as given in Table I. Correcting then the Bz (and eventually 

the Bf) total width in order to take into account the non spectator contribution, 

we recalculate the x = AM/I’ values for ans = 20, 40% (taking y = AI/I’ = 0). 

We obtain thus the new values for R, also given in Table I. As can be seen from 

this table the values obtained for R, do not depend dramatically on the chosen 

values of the parameters and have the same order of magnitude. 

For comparison we give in Table II the R, values expected for the the 

e+e- ---, T(4S) + BzHz reaction . One notices that they are an order of mag- 

iiitude smaller than the corresponding values obtained from the e+e- + BHX 

process. However, the cross section for producing BzHz at the T(4S) is much 

larger (M 1 nb, see Ref. [31]) th an the e+e- + BHX cross section in the $ = 

15-30 GeV region. (Note also, that if 6 reaches a value near 180°, R, for the 

T(4S) could be increased by a factor of 5 3). Not accounting for any detec- 

tion efficiency or background contributions, the product o(bb)R, can be used 
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to compare both cases. For one = 0.20, Bbf2 = (0.20 GeV)2 and mt = 45 GeV 

one has a(bb)R, m 0.3 pb for the T(4S) w h ereas in the fi = 15-30 GeV region 

one obtains a(bb)R, = 1.1-0.3 pb (using P, = 0.17). In this respect the two 

methods are nearly equivalent. On the other hand they are complementary since 

in one case one measures the mixing properties of the Bi - I!$ system and in the 

seccnd case primarily those of +he BF - @’ system. Indeed, in the & = 15-30 

GeV region, - 84% of the mixing effect comes from the Bf and Bt production 

(as obtained from the formula giving R, for the e+e- + BBX reaction with P, 

= 0.17). 

Table II. For the phase 6 N 90’ estimates of R, = (Ni(++ + N--)/Nt for the 
e+e- + T(4S) + BiBz reaction using fr - 0.40 for ths fraction of BzB$ produced 
at the T(4S). Note that if 6 N 180°, R, could be increased by a factor of 5 3. 

czns(%) Br(B* + ZuX) Br(Bi + ZuX) 

Bbf2 

(GeV)2 

(0.20)2 
0.0 2 x 0.116 2 x 0.116 (0.15)2 

(0.20)2 
(0.20)2 

20.0 2 x 0.126 2 x 0.101 (0.15)2 
(0.20)2 
(0.20)2 

40.0 2 x 0.138 2 x 0.083 (0.15)2 
(0.20)2 

(G;) 

45 k: 5.5 1o-4 

45 B 1.8 1O-4 

35 m 2.1 1o-4 

45 B 2.7 1O-4 

45 B 8.7 1O-5 
35 k: 1.0 10-4 

45 k: 6.7 1O-5 
45 B 2.1 10-s 

35 w 2.6 1O-5 
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B4 B-TAGGING AND MIXING 

In the following we estimate the signal and background obtained by measuring 

the mixing with like sign dileptons. Apart from mixing, same sign dileptons can 

also arise from the following decays: 

B(B) + ZFuX 

and 

B(B) --) D(D)X where D(D) + Z7uX . 

This is illustrated by Fig. 3 which presents at the qualk ievel the various ways of 

producing leptons. In practice one counts only those events having two leptons 

of the same charge in opposite hemispheres (the latter being defined with respect 

to the thrust axis) where both leptons exceed a certain momentum cut (we will 

take successively 1.0 GeV/c and 1.5 GeV/c). Th is momentum cut will lead to an 

additional source of background due to asymmetric x0 Dalitz decays where one 

of the e* has a momentum below the chosen threshold or escapes detection. 

Note that if one parameterizes the mixing by R or R’ instead of R, (see 

Section B.2) additional backgrounds will be generated. This is because one has 

to determine also N+-, which is contaminated by: 

e+e- + BBX 
B+DX, D + Z+uX 
B+DX, D + z-ux 

and 

e+e- + DDX 
D + Z+uX 
D + I-ux 

(The background due to r decays and two photon interactions can be easily 

eliminated by a multiplicity and total energy cut, respectively). 
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In order to estimate the number of events for signal and background we used 

the Lund Monte Carlo program.i1D’s21 We generated e+e- + b6 events at three 

different c.m. energies, fi = 15,22,30 GeV and at the c.m. energy corresponding 

to the T(4S). We also estimated the possible additional background induced by 

the e+e- --) qq processes (where q = u,d,s,c) by applying the same cuts as those 

use3 for selecting the B’s. 

To appreciate the importance of the detector properties we assumed that the 

identification of electrons and muons poses no severe problems and we take a 

lepton detection efficiency of clep = 90% for lepton momenta pZ > 1.0 GeV/c. 

In addition we require that the leptons should have ( cos 611 < 0.90 (where 81 

is the emission angle of the lepton with respect to the beam direction). The 

results are given in Table iii for an accumulated !uminosity of 1000 pb-l and 

R, = 8.9 x 1O-3 ( see Table I). The e+e- -+ bb + BBX cross sections at 15, 22 

and 30 GeV were taken as 128, 60 and 32 pb, respectively. Also listed in this 

table are the signal to background ratio as well as the corresponding significance 

of the signal. One notices that the background coming from the e+e- + bb 

process (B(B) + ZuX and B(B) -+ D(D)X + ZuX, asymmetric r” Dalitz decays) 

are much more important than those induced by e+e- + qp (q = u, d,s,c). For 

comparison we give in the same table the results expected from the T(4S), using 

a(bb) = 1 nb and R, = 5.5 x 10m4 (see Table II). Clearly in this case we do not 

require the leptons to be in opposite hemispheres as the B’s are almost emitted 

at rest. 

In the present study the signal to background ratio is the largest at @ 1115 

GeV. The number of standard deviations (s.d.) quoted in the table might how- 

ever be somewhat misleading. This is because in the actual experiment one has to 

evaluate an unknown background which comprises an important part of the ob- 

served event sample. Unless the background can be measured somehow, one has 

to rely on Monte Carlo calculations thus introducing systematic uncertainties. 
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Table III. Estimates of the number of events due to mixing and to background 
using the tagging procedure described in the text. The numbers were obtained 
at G= 15, 22 and 33 GeV for an integrated luminosity of 1000 pb-’ and R, = 
8.9 x 10v3. For the T(4S) we took R, = 5.5 x 10v4. Here N,k represents the 
number of events due to mixing before applying any tagging method. 

16 GeV 22 GeV SO GeV r (4s) 

Nmi,=IISQ events N,k= 534 events N,k= 285 events N,k= 560 event! 

lepton momentum leptcja momentum lepton momentum lepton momentum 

@V/c) (GeV/c) @V/c) (GeV/c] 
.~. 

2 1.0 2 1.5 > 1.0 2 1.5 > 1.0 2 1.5 2 1.0 2 1.5 

1*/z* 
tagging 423 214 267 170 161 120 262 99 

background 

06 529 120 710 280 494 261 2346 230 

background 

w 47 14 52 1t 34 I 19 <63 <27 

signal/ 

background 0.7 1.6 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.4 >O.l >o.r 

# of s.d. 13 12 8 8 6 6 >s >s 

I*K*/Z*K* 
* tagging 34 25 27 22 18 16 

background I 

(b@ <40 <lQ 50 30 41 27 

background 

w <ll <S <6 <6 <S <4 

signal/ 
background >0.7 >l.O >o.s >O.S >o.r >o.s 

# of a.d. >a >4 >3 >s >2 >2 

Z*K*/Z*K*, 

no Kr (tagging) 29 22 18 14 12 I 10 

background 

(bb <ll <ll < 1s Cl1 Cl3 <lS 

background 

w <7 <s <2 <2 <2 c2 

signal/ 
background >l.S >1.4 >1.2 >l.l >0.8 >0.7 

# of s.d. >4 >4 >s >s >2 >2 
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Therefore, we would like to discuss here an alternative method for tagging 

the e+e- -+ BBX process. In addition to the cut in the momentum pZ we propose 

to detect in each jet a kaon of the same charge as the lepton. This is because 

in the Cabibbo allowed b + c --+ s (6 + E + a) quark decay chain, the charged 

kaon has the same charge as the leptnn if the latter originates from the b decay 

as can be seen from Figs. 3 anJ 4. Note that the diagram in Fig. 4b gives a 

contribution to the Z-K- production which is about 5 times smaller than that 

of Fig. 4a because of phase space suppression. P’ We have also presented in Fig. 

4c a background process due to the decay of a 6 quark leading to an Z-K- pair 

among the B decay particles. 

The BB tagging efficiency is obtained by ccuntLlg the number of events hav- 

ing their Z+K+ and Z-K- emitted in opposite hemispheres. We also count the 

number of events having Z+K+ (Z-K-) in one hemisphere and another Z+K+ 

(Z-K-) pair in the opposite one. These events represent part of the expected 

background to the mixing signal as no mixing effects have been implemented in 

the used Monte Carlo program. In fact this background is coming mainly from 

the processes of the type shown in Fig. 4c. We assume that the identification of 

kaons can be obtained with a combination of dE/dx, time of flight, and Cerenkov 

counters. We consider that 0.2 2 pK 5 2.4 GeV/c is the K* momentum window 

in which identification can be achieved. Assuming that the contamination of 

n(K) in the K(r) sample is - 1% between 0.9 and 1.0 GeV/c (a good r/K sep- 

aration is assumed below 0.9 GeV/c with the dE/dx and time of flight devices) 

and that - 4% of the produced rr* can fake K* in the 1.0-2.5 GeV/c region 

(a typical value for threshold Cerenkov counters) we obtain the results given in 

Table III. The signal to background ratio did not improve with respect to the 

method that required only the identification of leptons. The efficiency however 

drops drastically in the Z*K*/Z*K* tagging. 

In order to decrease the background due to the diagram of Fig. 4c we refined 

the above tagging method by requiring that in one hemisphere at least one Z*K* 

pair should not be accompagnied by an additional Kr. The tagging efficiency is 
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decreased somewhat (Table III) but one obtains almost in all cases a significantly 

larger signal to background ratio with a still acceptable statistical significance. 

The fi= 15 - 22 GeV c.m. energy range appears thus to be a promising region 

in which BOB0 mixing might be experimentally accessible. 

F5 c ONCLUSIONS 

We studied the possibility of measuring BOB0 mixing in the e+e- + BBX 

reaction by detecting like sign dileptons belonging to opposite jets. We considered 

the fi = 15-30 GeV region where any type of B meson can be produced. 

Using current values for the unknown parameters governing the mixing phe- 

nomenon (such as the mass of the top quark, the bag parameter, the B meson 

decay constant) we investigated the observability of mixing in e+e- experiments 

with an accumulated luminosity of 1000 pb-‘. The performed Monte Carlo cal- 

culations have shown that by selecting leptons with momenta pZ > 1.0, 1.5 GeV 

one can expect signal to background ratios ranging from 0.3 to 1.6. We have also 

carried out a brief comparison of our predictions with the mixing effects which 

could be observed at the T(4S). Th e numbers obtained for the ratio of signal to 

background appear to be comparable. On the other hand both measurements 

are complementary since in one case one measures primarily the mixing of the 

Bf - Bt and in the other case that of the Bi - gi system. 

As the subtraction of a large background from the observed signal may intro- 

duce further uncertainties we have also investigated additional methods for tag- 

ging the e+e- -+ BBX process. They are based on the fact that in the Cabibbo 

allowed b + c + s (6 ---) E + S) quark decay chain, K* and I* have the same 

charge if the lepton comes from the B+ Z*yX decay. The proposed tagging 

methods lead to a drastic decrease in the detection efficiency but tend to in- 

crease the signal to background ratio. In this respect these tagging methods are 

useful and could be applied for a further measurement of mixing phenomena. 
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It appears that the observable effects of mixing phenomena at the T(4S) 

and in the e+e- + BBX reaction are of comparable size within the discussed 

framework. The e+e- + BBX reaction has however the additional advantage 

that all the current theoretical models predict the mixing of the Bt(Bf) to be 

almost complete. This means that the observable effects will not depend crucially 

on Che exact values of unknown parameters such as the top quark mass, the bag 

parameter, etc. In conclusion the fi e15 GeV region appears in this study as 

the most promising one for detecting mixing. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The distributions of R’ and Rbdd as a function of x = AM/I’. 

2. Non spectator processes which may contribute to the B” decays (see Ref. 

[27]). Note that among the combinations of “outgoing” quarks only c-quarks 

have been considered because cf the dominznce of the b ---) c over b -+ u 

transitions. 

3. Schematic representation of quark decays which may lead to lepton pro- 

duction in the case of the e+e- + bb process. 

4. Some b and b quark decay processes leading to I-K- pairs in the final 

state. 
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